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Scope and Sequence 

Unit Topic Reading context Vocabulary Function 

1 Call Center Employee aisle, break room, conference room, common area, Giving directions 
Layout handbook cubicle, fire exit, open plan, reception, security, 

workstation 

2 Tools & Email calculator, computer, display monitor, headset, Estimating time 
equipment keyboard, mouse, notepad, phone, terminal, 

whiteboard 

3 Work Hours Memo 24-hour, break, daytime, evening, full-time, graveyard, Expressing a 
morning, overtime, part-time, shift, weekend preference 

4 Qualities of a Brochure enthusiastic, friendly, honest, knowledgeable, patient, Agreeing with an 
Represe ative polite, professional, responsible, sense of humor, opinion 

sensible 

5 Skills Resume adapt, call control, conflict resolution, conversation, Expressing 
listening, literacy, multitasking, problem-solving, confidence 
speaking, type 

6 Skills 2 Job listing address, coordinate, develop, leadership, manage, Asking for more 
organize, supervisor, support, team, teamwork information 

7 Basic c ions Guide answer, call, dial, direct, hang up, hold, mute, reach, Identifying an 
release, return error 

8 p "6 Magazine article articulate, body language, communication, face-to- Giving a 
Co'"n cation 1 face, intonation, minimize, miscommunication, reminder 

mumble, stress, volume 

9 e Em ail address, courtesy, dead air, empathy, interrupt, Describing 
ication 2 jargon, overload, personalize, positive, degree 

professionalism, rapport 

ea . Memo brief, call back, call back number, identify, leave, Making an 
• 'essages message, regarding, repeat, unavailable, voicemail apology 

1 ans ers Training manual check in, cold, conference, department, expectation, Stressing a point 
extension, introduce, on hold, on the line, transfer, 
warm 

"2 g Payments Webpage APO, balance, confirmation number, credit card, debit Making a 
card, electronic check, gift card, grace period, late suggestion 
fee, service fee 

. all Types Cover letter account maintenance, advice, billing, call, complaint, Expressing 
customer service, inbound, order, outbound, sales, doubt 
tech support, transaction .. s ering Advertisement after-hours, answering service, appointment, dispatch, Making a 

Services live response, overflow, receptionist, redirect, screen, recommendation 
workload 

.- raining Course classroom, demonstrate, e-learning, modular, Changing mind 

I 
description on-the-job, practice, role play, simulation, test, 

webinar 
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Welcome to lnterwire Communications 
Solutions. You will find lots of useful 
information in this handbook. When you 
arrive, go to reception. They will make 
you an identification badge. You will show 
this at security. Next, report to your 
supervisor's cubicle. He or she will direct 
you to the appropriate aisle. This is where 
you will find your workstation. All 
workstations are arranged in an open 
plan. Take note of the fire exits closest 
to your workstation. Your supervisor will 
direct you to the conference room. He or 
she will also show you the break room. 
Remember, all employees spend breaks in 
this common area. 

Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What are some different areas 
in an office? 

2 What is one type of office layout? 

Reading 
f) Read the handbook. Then, 

choose the correct answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the 
handbook? 

A to announce changes to the 
call center layout 

B to tell new employees where 
to go 

C to describe how call center 
layout affects job 
performance 

D to describe the purpose of a 
particular layout 

2 Which of the following is NOT 
shown to new employees by 
the supervisor? 

A reception 

B conference room 

C break room 

D workstation 

3 Where can new employees get 
an identification badge? 

A at the security desk 

B from their supervisor 

C at their workstation 

D from reception 



Vocabulary 
f) Match the words or phrases (1-6) with the definitions 

(A-F). 

1 _ break room 3 _ conference room 5 _ security 

2 _ common area 4 _ reception 6 _ workstation 

A intended for general employee usage 

B a place where new visitors to a building stop first 

C a place where employees can socialize or eat 

D a place with an employee's desk and computer 

E the department responsible for the safety of a building 

F a large room where meetings take place 

0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

1 open plan I cubicle 

A A(n) gives employees privacy in their work. 

B A(n) office promotes employee interaction. 

2 aisle I fire exit 

A A(n) leads from the inside to the outside. 

B Rows of desks can be arranged to form a(n) _ ___ _ 

0 " Listen and read the handbook again. Where should 
new employees go first? 

Listening 
0 " Listen to a conversation between two representatives. 

Mark the following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The man is not required to go to the meeting. 

2 _ The woman received the memo about the meeting. 

3 _ The conference room is at the end of the hallway. 

0 " Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Rep.: 1: Hey did you get the memo about the meeting 
1 _ _ __ ? 

Rep.: 2: Yeah I saw it. 

Rep.: 1: Am I supposed to go to that? 

0 

Rep.: 2: I think so. 2 ______ are required to go to 
the meeting. 

ep.: 1: Okay. Can you tell me where 3 ____ _ _ is? 

Rep.: 2: Sure. Just go down the aisle and make a left at the 
4 ____ . 

Rep.: 1: Okay. Is it 5 _ _ ______ that hallway? 

·qep.: 2: Yeah. You can't 6 ____ . 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Am I supposed to ... ? 

Make a right at ... 

You can't miss it. 

.. 
Student A: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student B 
about: 

• a memo 

• the location of a meeting 

• how to get to different areas 
of an office building 

Student 8: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student A 
about different places in an 
office building. 

Writing 
0 Use the handbook and the 

conversation from Task 8 to 
complete the note with · 
instructions for a coworker. 

Hey, 

Remember to go to that meeting 
tomorrow in the _____ _ _ 

it's located behind reception, past the 
______________ and 

the . You11 
also need your security badge to get 

into the meeting. I~ you lost it, you 
can get it replaced at the 

Stop by my _______ _ 

i~ you have any questions. 

Ed 

5 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What is some equipment used with a computer? 

2 What can be used during meetings or 
presentations? 

Reading 
f) Read the email. Then, choose the correct 

answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the email? 

A to tell new employees what equipment to 
bring 

8 to determine which equipment is the most 
expensive 

C to review what equipment needs to be 
ot9ered 

D to describe equipment maintenance 
procedures for a call center 

2 Which of the following equipment is NOT 
needed? 

A keyboards C phones 

8 headsets D a whiteboard 

3 What is true about the call center's display 
monitors? 

A The center has plenty of them. 

8 The center does not have any. 

C They are old and dirty. 

D They were purchased while they were on sale. 

Vocabulary 
E) Match the words or phrases (1-6) 

with the definitions (A-F). 

1 _ calculator 

2 _computer 

3 _ display monitor 

4 _keyboard 

5 _mouse 

6 _phone 

A a large overhead screen 

8 a device for storing and processing data 

C a device used to perform mathematical 
calculations 

D keys used to enter data into a computer 

E a handheld device used to operate a computer 

F a device used to make and receive telephone 
calls 

From: 
To: 

Subject: 

j.hitt@sintelcc.net 
r.weese@sintelcc.net 
Call Center Equipment 

Hello Raymond, 

I reviewed the call center inventory. We have extra 
computers, keyboards, and mice. We don't need to 
order any of these. I don't think we need any more 
notepads either. We have plenty of calculators right 
now. Don't order any unless they are on sale. 

I definitely need you to order a new whiteboard. The 
one we have now is really old and dirty. We also 
need new phones and headsets for the terminals. 

Also, can you get prices on new display monitors? 
I'd like to get one. However, I don't know if we have 
the budget for it. Thanks. 

Julie 

( whiteboard ) 



8 Write a word that is similar in meaning to 
the underlined part. 

1 Eric listened to the phone call through his set 
of headphones with a microphone attached. 
h ___ s __ 

2 Secretaries are asked to diligently take notes 
on a pad of ruled pages. n __ e _ a _ 

3 A(n) erasable board can be used to present 
complex ideas during a presentation. 
_h ___ b __ r_ 

4 Amy accessed her computer from her station 
from which a user can enter data. 
___ m __ al 

0 g Listen and read the email again. What 
equipment does the call center need? 

Listening 
0 g Listen to a conversation between an 

assistant and a call center director. Mark 
the following statements as true (T) or 
false (F). 

_ The man wants to change the equipment 
order. 

2 _ The call center needs new headsets. 

3 _ The woman wants to cancel the order for 
whiteboards. 

0 g Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

Assistant: Excuse me, Ms. Green. I have a 
couple of questions about our 
1 _____ _ 

Director: Okay. What are they? 

ssistant: Well, it says on the form that we need 
2 . But I think we have 
enough. 

Director: Okay. You can take those off of the 
form, then. 

ssi stant: I'll do that. Is there anything you want me 
to add before I 3 ______ ? 

Director: Yes, actually. Can you put in for two 
4 ? 

• ssi stant: Sure. We should have everything in by 
s _____ _ 

) irector: That sounds good. Thanks for 6 __ _ 
______ on things. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

You can ... 

Is there anything ... ? 

We should have everything ... 

Student A: You are an assistant. Talk to .. 
Student B about: 

• what equipment needs to be ordered 

• what equipment doesn't need to be ordered 

• when the equipment will be in 

Student 8: You are a call center director. Talk 
to Student A about equipment orders for the 
call center. 

Writing 
0 Use the email and the conversation from 

Task 8 to complete the equipment order 
form. 

Item needed I Amount 

headsets 

3 

Reason 

don't have enough for 
all computers 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What are some different office shifts? 

2 What do representatives take during shifts? 

memo 
From: 

To: 
Subject: 

j.knorr@cccall ing.com 
All employees 
Changes in Shifts and Hours 

Hello everyone, 

As you know, our schedule is changing. We will 
become a 24-hour call center next week. There will 
be some major changes to your hours. Currently, you 
all work morning and daytime shifts. We will now fill 
shifts for all hours. We need volunteers to work 
evening shifts, graveyard shifts, and weekend shifts. 

We encourage part-time employees to become full
time employees. Talk to your supervisor if you are 
interested. These new shifts provide many 
opportunities for overtime. The length and frequency 
of breaks remains e same. regard less of shift. 

Please see your 

Jeff Knorr, C.E.O. 

Reading 
f) Read the memo. Then, choose the correct 

answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the memo? 

A to instruct employees about recording 
shifts on time cards 

B to assign shifts to new employees 

C to explain the benefits of working a 
particular shift 

D to talk about shift changes in a call center 

Which of the following is NOT a shift that the 
company needs volunteers for? 

A weekend C evening 

B graveyard D morning 

3 What should part-time employees do to 
become full-time employees? 

A volunteer for a daytime shift 

B write an email to human resources 

C talk to their supervisors 

D call the C.E.O. 

Vocabulary 
Q Fill in the blanks with the correct words 

from the word bank. 

BANK 

24-hour break evening morning 
overtime shift weekend 

1 Greg enjoyed working the shift so he 
could stay home with his kids during the week. 

2 Because Cynthia worked the shift, 
she used her break to eat dinner. 

3 The call center offered employees 
shifts at all hours of the day. 

4 Working a(n) shift is a good 
opportunity for people who wake up early. 

5 Employees are typically paid extra for working 

6 Employees can use their _ _ __ to eat or 
socialize. 

7 Employees typically work a set number of 
hours known as a(n) ___ _ 

= 
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0 Read the sentence pairs. · Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

1 daytime I graveyard 

A The shift can be difficult at the beginning. 

B A shift typically falls between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 

2 full-time I part-time 

A Anita was able to work while she was in school. 

B Oscar worked to support his family. 

0 " Listen and read the memo again. What changes will 
be made to employees' hours in the coming weeks? 

Listening 
@ " Listen to a conversation between two representatives. 

Mark the following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The woman is unhappy with the changes at the call center. 

2 _ The woman recently worked many overtime hours. 

3 _ The woman enjoys working graveyard shifts. 

0 " Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Representative 1: What do you think of 1 _____ _ 
___ to the schedules? 

Representative 2: I was worried at first, but it actually hasn't 
been so bad. 

f ) 

Representative 1: Really? I thought they were making you work 
a lot of 2 _____ _ 

':1 epresentative 2: They are. And it's been great. 

epresentative 1: Personally, I'd much rather just do my hours 
3 ________ _ 

=l. epresentative 2: it's really nice to have that 4 _____ _ 
coming in, though. 

~epresentative 1: I guess that's true. At least they didn't 
5 the graveyard shift. 

=l.epresentative 2: Yeah, I really prefer the 6 _____ _ .... 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

What do you think of ... ? 

Personally, I'd much rather ... 

it's good to ... 

.. 
Student A: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student B 
about: 

• schedule changes 

• what hours he or she has 
been working 

• how he or she feels about 
working different shifts 

Student B: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student A 
about working different shifts. 

Writing 
0 Use the memo and the 

conversation from Task 8 
to complete the memo. 

Because we are now a ____ _ 

·- -~---------~-~----....,""··""'··- !!\!!' .......... ,....,.~ -- call center, we are looking for -
----_., ..,.. 

~/ . 
/ ·'~ , i"l 

'/ l 

~ . . 

employees to work the ___ _ 

shifts. We are also looking for 

employees who currently work 

____ shifts to switch to 

____ shifts. This memo is for 

____ employees only. 

\ "•\ \' ." "'~- · ~-------_____J 9 
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Is a career as a 
Call Center 
Representative 
right tor vouil 

10 

Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What characteristic helps representatives 
inform customers about the company? 

2 How can representatives make customers feel 
at ease? 

Reading 
f) Read the brochure. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the brochure? 

A how representatives should interact with 
management 

B various types of call center customers 

C characteristics required to be a call center 
... . 

representative 

D different jobs for representatives with 
different qualities 

2 What quality describes someone who keeps 
promises to customers? 

A friendly C polite 

B patient D responsible 

3 According to the brochure, what should 
representatives be knowledgeable about? 

A their company and customers 

B other representatives' schedules 

C the types of phones used in call centers 

D the locations of other call canters 

However, these are not the only important attributes. 
Representatives also need to be knowledgeable 
about their customers and their company. 
Representatives should be enthusiastic about 
providing help and advice. They must be honest 
and polite at the same time. 

Good representatives have a sense of humor. 
However, they also remain professional at all times. 
Representatives must be responsible by honoring 
promises to customers. 

Q Read the sentences and choose the 
correct words or phrases. 

1 Arnold's professional/friendly demeanor 
made it easy for him to talk to others. 

2 it's important that representatives remain 
enthusiastic/professional, even when making 
jokes with customers. 

3 A good representative remains polite/patient, 
even when a customer takes a long time to 
describe a problem. 

4 Martha was always honest/enthusiastic with 
customers about prices and service contracts. 

5 Representatives should be enthusiastic/ 
polite about the services they are providing 
for their customers. 

6 An employee who always shows up to work 
on time is responsible/knowledgeable. 
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0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

1 polite I knowledgeable 

A Representatives should be about the prices 
and services their company offers. 

B Saying "thank you" is a way of being _ ___ _ 

2 sensible I sense of humor 

A Having a can help representatives make a 
sale. 

B Someone who is practical and capable is ____ _ 

0 " Listen and read the brochure again. How should 
call center representatives act when providing 
customers with help and advice? 

Listening 
@ " Listen to a conversation between a job counselor 

and a job seeker. Mark the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

_ The woman has some experience in call centers. 

2 _ The man does not think a representative should make jokes. 

3 _ The woman will consider becoming a representative. 

f) \1 Listen again and complete the conversation. 

ob Counselor: I have your career assessment results here, 
Mrs. Kelly. Have you considered working 
1 before? 

Job Seeker: No. Do you think I'm qualified for that? 

~ob Counselor: Well, I think you have the right personality for 
2 _____ _ 

Job Seeker: I think I could do that. I try to be 3 __ _ 

-~b Counselor: Then I think you should consider it. 

Job Seeker: I'm not sure. I like to make a lot of jokes 
4 ___ __ _ 

_ob Counselor: Actually, I think a 5 is a 
good quality in a representative. 

Job Seeker: Well, 1'116 ___ __ ___ _ 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Have you considered ... ? 

I try to be .. . 

I think you .. . 

... 
Student A: You are a job 
counselor. Talk to Student B 
about: 

• jobs in call centers 

• attributes of a call center 
representative 

• his or her qualities 

Student B: You are a job seeker. 
Talk to Student A about jobs as 
a call center representative. 

Writing 
0 Use the brochure and the 

conversation from Task 8 to 
complete the employee 
evaluation form. 

Employee 
Evaluation Form 

Andrew is always very __ _ 

when dealing with customers. His 

customers seem to be happy with 

the service they receive. Andrew is 

also very about the 

company's policies. We also 

appreciate his at the 

office. He is always __ _ 

11 
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Darcy Todaro 
6273 Ogle Avenue 
Objective: A managerial position at a call center. 

Experience: 
Sales Representative 
Intelligent Solutions Communications 

Duties: I was responsible for speaking with 
customers. 

Skills: 
• I can hold a conversation in English or ' Spanish. 
• I am good at problem-so lving beca se I adapt to 

new situations quickly. 
• I am capable of multitasking a: analing many 

projects at once. 
• I type 60 words per "":e 
• I am trained in co nf lict resolu ion. is lets me 

maintain call control a: e... : ~e: 
• I have strong listening : · 5 ~e- ea: r1g with both 

customers and e~: ~ ;;.e5 

• I am computer litera e - e... -= ograms. 

Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What helps to solve difficult issues? 

2 What skills are important when on the phone? 

Reading 
f) Read the resume. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

1 What is true of the applicant's speaking skills? 

A the applicant knows multiple languages 

B the applicant can type 60 words per minute 

C the applicant is trained in conflict resolution 

D the applicant is computer literate 

2 Which of the following is NOT a skill that the 
applicant describes? 

A listening abilities 

B conflict resolution 

C ability to train coworkers 

D basic computer literacy 

3 Why is the applicant good at problem-solving? 

A because she adapts quickly 

B because she listens carefully 

C because she uses software 

D because she is capable of multitasking 

Vocabulary 
f) Match the words or phrases (1-7) with the . 

definitions (A-G). 

_adapt 5 _literacy 

2 _ call control 6 _ multitasking 

3 _ conversation 7 _speaking 

4 _listening 

A the ability to read or understand something 

B the skill of working on multiple projects at once 

C to change according to the demands of a 
situation 

D the exchange of words between two people 

E the vocal expression of feelings and ideas 

F the skill of hearing and understanding what 
another person says 

G the ability to manage the flow of a phone call 
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0 Read the sentences and choose the 
correct words or phrases. 

1 An employee must type/adapt quickly when 
working on a computer. 

2 Call control/Conflict resolution is an 
important skill for managers who must deal 
with employee complaints. 

3 Creative multitasking/problem-solving skills 
are required for representatives who must deal 
with unique complaints. 

0 " Listen and read the resume again. 
· What are some of the applicant's skills? 

Listening 
~ \1 Listen to a conversation between two 

hiring managers. Mark the following 
statements as true (T) or false (F). 

_ The man thinks the last candidate is well 
qualified for the job. 

2 _ The woman is worried about the 
candidate's typing skills. 

3 _ The managers are finished conducting 
interviews. 

0 " Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

•• anager 1: I think the last woman 1 _ _ 
__ is a good candidate. ~ 

•• anager 2: Maybe. I'm just a little worried that she 
doesn't type 2 _ ___ . 

anager 1: Yeah, but I think her 3 ____ is 
good. 

•anager 2: That's true. There's 4 ____ 
that she's the most experienced 
person we talked to. 

1anager 1: I liked her ideas 5 _ ___ 
_ _ too. 

·.~an ager 2: Yeah. lt would be nice to have someone 
like that 6 ______ . 

anager 1: We still have a few more candidates 
to interview, though. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I'm a little worried about ... 

/liked ... 

We still ... 

Student A: You are a hiring manager. Talk to 
Student B about: .. 

• the qualifications of a candidate 

• what skills candidates need 

• whether you are ready to make a decision 

Student 8: You are a hiring manager. Talk to 
Student A about the qualifications of candidates. 

Writing 
0 Use the resume and the conversation 

from Task 8 to complete the resume. 

3940 Sullivan Street 

Work Experience: 

Sales Representative 

Corporate Calling Incorporated 

Skills: 

• I type 70 words per minute. 

• I have excellent ______ ____ _ 

• I am trained in __________ _ _ 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 Who monitors call center representatives? 

2 What is an important quality for a supervisor? 

:~s rtc is looking for an experienced call 
- -=- : --=- : ' . The right candidate has strong 

e need leaders who will manage 
, =-7.:: .ely. The supervisor will organize 

- - ;: 3..~ coordinate manager meetings. He 
.=..:: s pport representatives experiencing 

--=~ .e need someone who is willing to 
-=-:;as they arise. The right candidate 
:-:e oromoting teamwork. He or she 

- - : :-~o s for calls. We have one 
- : :J-en. Send a resume and cover 

- __ - :J s.org to apply. 

Reading 
f) Read the job listing. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the job listing? 

A to list several available positions at a call 
center 

B to review skill requirements for a supervisor 

C to describe attributes of call center 
representatives 

D to explain the job interview process for job 
applicants 

2 Which of the following is NOT something the 
applicant will be required to do? 

A organize staff meetings 

B address problems that arise 

C manage the team 

D support customers with technical issues 

3 How can candidates apply for the job? 

A by emailing a resume and cover letter 

B by filling out an online application form 

C by submitting a sample script 

D by contacting a supervisor 

Vocabulary 
8 Fill in the blanks with the correct words 

from the word bank. 

BANK ~ 
address 

leadership 
coordinate 

organize 
develop 

teamwork 

1 A manager is expected to any 
problems that arise between coworkers. 

2 Supervisors may be required to ___ _ 
new material for call center scripts. 

3 A group of employees use to 
complete projects together. 

4 it is necessary to ____ files so that they 
are easily located. 

5 Supervisors can gain the respect of 
employees with strong skills. 

6 The supervisor needs to the 
employees' schedules so everyone can attend 
the meeting. 
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0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

1 supervisor I team 

A All the members of a should be working 
towards the same goal. 

B it's the job of a to make sure that all 
employees stay on task. 

2 manage I support 

A Employees on a team need to each other. 

B Part of a supervisor's job is to difficult 
employees. 

0 " Listen and read the job listing again. What are 
some things the applicant will be expected to do? 

istening 
0 " Listen to a conversation between a hiring manager 

and a job applicant. Mark the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

_ The man has not seen the woman's resume yet. 

2 _ The woman does not want to work as sales representative. 

3 _ The man is worried about the woman's leadership skills. 

\f Listen again and complete the conversation. 

iring Manager: I'm very impressed with 1 ·o 
Applicant: Thank you. I think I can 2 

to this position. 

' 'ir ing Manager: I hope so. Tell me more about your 3 

Applicant: Sure. I have worked as a 4 for 
the past five years. 

iri ng Manager: Did you enjoy the work? 

Applicant: lt was great, but I'm ready to move to a 
managerial position. 

- iri ng Manager: I understand that. What do you think are your 
5 ? 

Applicant: I think I have good 6 .I'm also 
good at promoting teamwork. 

'f;t~ 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I'm very impressed with ... 

Tell me more about ... 

What do you think ... ? 

Student A: You are a hiring 
manager. Talk to Student B about: 

• his or her previous work 
experience 

• his or her skills as a worker 

Student B: You are a job 
applicant. Talk to Student A 
about your qualifications. 

Writing 
0 Use the job I isting and the 

conversation from Task 8 to 
complete the job listing. 

Telesolutions is hiring for the position 
of ___ _ 

We are looking for someone with 

----· ,and 
____ . Applicants should have 
____ and be ready to work as 
part of a ___ _ 

Anyone with skills should 
apply today. Send a resume to 
hr@telesolutions.org. 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What does a representatives do with incoming 
calls? 

2 How can calls be ended? 

Reading 
f) Read the guide. Then, choose the correct 

answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the guide? 

A to explain how to use call control software 

8 to review improvements in call control 
software 

C to address problems with call control software 

D to compare different types of call control 
software 

2 Which of the following is NOT a function of 
the software? 

A dialing numbers and connecting to customers 

8 saving numbers so calls can be returned 

C adjusting volume automatically 

D automatically ending a call when the 
customer hangs up 

3 How can calls be released? 

A by using the interface on the screen 

B by using the computer to dial numbers 

C , anging up the call 

D , c, c i g he green icon 

I X 

Vocabulary 
E) Match the words or phrases (1-6) with the 

definitions (A-F). 

1 _call 

2 _direct 

3 _hang up 

4 _hold 

5 _mute 

6 _ return 

A to transfer a call to another department 

8 to wait for the person on the other end of the 
line to return 

C to attempt to reach someone via telephone 

D to end the connection of a phone call 

E to call someone who has already placed a call 
to you 

F to set the phone so that the person on the other 
end of the line cannot hear what is being said 

Press the blue button to call a customer. The 
computer dials the number for you. Then it connects 
you to a customer. The system recognizes whether 
the customer answers. If not, the computer will save 
the number. That way, you can attempt to reach the 
customer later. This also lets you return calls easily. 

The computer alerts you when you have an incoming 
call. Click the green icon to answer the call. Use the 
screen interface to direct or release the call. You 
may also mute the call to speak with your manager. 
Or the customer can hold instead. The call will 
automatically end when the customer hangs up. 
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0 Read the sentences and choose the 
correct words or phrases. 

Representatives should try to answer/hang up 
calls as quickly as possible. 

2 Representatives often hold/release calls to 
other departments. 

3 Sometimes a representative must call multiple 
times in order to reach/return someone. 

4 Make sure to dial/direct numbers carefully to 
reach the correct person. 

0 \1 Listen and read the guide again. Why 
does the computer save numbers 
automatically? 

istening 
\1 Listen to a conversation between a 
trainer and a new employee. Mark the 
following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ Clicking on the blue icon puts calls on mute. 

2 _ The woman is mistaken about how to mute 
a call. 

3 _ The computer releases calls automatically 
after they are dropped. 

~ Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

Trainer: Do you know how to put a call 
1 ? 

-~ Employee: Do I 2 ____ the blue icon? 

Trainer: Actually, that's not quite right. The 
blue icon is for 3 

~., Employee: Okay, so then 4 
do I click to mute a call? 

Trainer: You can mute a call with the 
yellow button. 

=~ Employee: I see. What 5 
gets dropped while it's on 

mute? 

Trainer: The computer will 6 
for you. 

-~ ::mployee: Great. That way I can return the 
call right away. 

Speaking 
9 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Do you know how to ... ? 

Actually .. . 

What if ... ? 

Student A: You are a trainer.Jalk to Student 
B about: 

• how to use call control software 

• the features of call control software 

• an error that he or she makes 

Student 8: You are a new employee. Talk to 
Student A about how to use call center 
software. 

Writing 
0 Use the guide and the conversation 

from Task 8 to complete the call control 
software instructions. 

CPN Call Control Software 

Starter's Guide 

To begin a call, click the button. 

To a call, click the green button on the 

left side. 

To or a call, use the menu 

options on the side. 

Calls can be or using the 

menu labeled "recent calls". 
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0 Before you read the passage, talk about these questions. 

1 What should a representative do to be properly understood? 

2 What can lead to miscommunication? 

Reading 
8 Read the article. Then, choose the correct answers. 

1 What is the article mostly about? 

A what qualities to look for in a call center representative 

B similarities between phone communication and face-to
face communication 

C why some representatives struggle to communicate 

D methods for teaching a representative to articulate properly 

2 What is a suggestion in the article? 

A make sure the candidate does not use body language 

B have the candidate read something out loud 

C ask the candidate to practice using proper stress 

D have the candidate communicate non-verbally 

3 Which is NOT a skill used to avoid telephone miscommunication? 

A use of proper volume C use of proper body language 

B use of proper intonation D use of proper stress 

Telephone communication presents 
unique challenges. In face-to-face 
conversations, people use body 
language. People communicate using 
non-verbal cues. For call center 
representatives, this is impossible. 
Good call center candidates know 
how to speak clearly. They use proper 
volume, intonation, and stress to 
communicate effectively. A good 
candidate articulates to minimize 
miscommunication. 

There are several things to remember 
during interviews. Be sure to have the 
candidate read aloud. Avoid hiring 
candidates who mumble or struggle 
with reading. lt is helpful to interview 
candidates by phone. Make sure you 
understand everything the candidate 
says. This is the voice your customers 
will hear. 

Vocabulary 
6) Match the words or phrases 

(1-7) with the definitions (A-G). 

1 _ stress 

2 _volume 

3 _ face-to-face 

4 _minimize 

5 _ articulate 

6 _ body language 

7 _ miscommunication 

A how loud or quiet a sound is 

B a lack of effective communication 

c to speak clearly 

D having all parties present so 
they can see each other 

E emphasis placed on certain words 

F to reduce as much as possible 

G communication using non-verbal 
cues 
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Read the sentences and choose the 
correct words or phrases. 

The customer could tell by Sharon's 
miscommunication/intonation that she was 
insincere. 

2 Effective body language/communication is the 
key to good customer service over the phone. 

3 Someone who articulates/mumbles is difficult 
to understand. 

0 ~ Listen and read the article again. Why 
does the article suggest interviewing 
candidates on the phone? 

istening 
.• ~ Listen to a conversation between a 

supervisor and a representative. Mark the 
following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

_ This is the man's first day as a phone 
representative. 

2 _ The man is new to customer service. 

3 _ The woman identifies a problem with the 
man's call. 

\f Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

Supervisor: Hi there. Are you ready for your ) 
1 of training? 

= ;oresentative: I think so. 

Supervisor: We'll start by doing some basic 
calls together. 2 

your phone etiquette. 

= ~:: r esentative: I won't. I have 3 
experience from retail jobs. 

Supervisor: I know you do. Just 4 
, the customer 

can't see your body language. 

2 ;:: •esentative: So how do I avoid 5 ? 

Supervisor: Be sure to 6 . And make 
sure you put stress on the right 
words. 

=~;-: •e sentative: I'll do my best. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Are you ready ... ? 

Keep in mind .. . 

How do/ ... ? 

Student A: You are a supervisor. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• what to expect during training 

• how call center jobs differ from his or her 
past work 

• how to communicate effectively on the phone 

Student 8: You are a new representative. Talk 
to Student A about your new position. 

Writing 
0 Use the article and the conversation from 

Task 8 to complete the training notes. 

Do you have past experience as a phone 

representative? Y I N 

What do people use to convey meaning in face

to face conversations? 

What can you do to communicate effectively on 

the phone? 

19 
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Get ready! 
Before you read the passage, talk about these questions. 

hat should representatives try to avoid? 

2 What should the representative try to create with the customer? 

Reading 
f) Read the email. Then, mark the 

statements true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The representative interrupted a customer. 

2 _ The email encourages the representative to use more 
technical language. 

3 _ The representative was unprofessional on the phone. 

From: cwade2@barberholt.com 
To: gmcbride@barberholt.com 

Subject: Call ID 427691 

Hi Gene, 
A few comments about your last call: 

You did an excellent job expressing 
empathy. Good use of positive 
language. I'm impressed with your 
courtesy and professionalism. 

I noticed there was some dead air. 
Make sure to tell the customer what 
you're doing. Don't risk losing the 
rapport. At one point, you interrupted 
her. Make sure to apologize next time. 

You used a lot of jargon towards the 
end. Try not to be so technical. it's a bit 
of an overload. 

Don't forget to address the customer 
by name! We want to personalize the 
call experience. 

Come see me if you have questions! 

Candace 

Vocabulary 
Q Match the words or phrases 

(1-8) with the definitions (A-H). 

1 _ positive 5 _ dead air 

2 _ courtesy 6 _ interrupt 

3 _ empathy 7 _ jargon 

4 _ rapport 8 _ overload 

A the understanding of others' 
feelings 

B a relationship based on mutual 
trust 

C technical terminology 

D to begin speaking while 
someone else is speaking 

E affirmative and inclusive 

F a long period of telephone silence 

G an excess of information 

H polite and respectful behavior 
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Read the sentence pairs. Choose the sentence that 
uses the underlined part correctly. 

A Representatives often personalize calls by mentioning 
their own life events. 

B Rapport is quick and efficient customer service. 

2 A When communication is positive, it is characterized by refusal. 

B To address people is to speak to them directly. 

3 A Professionalism is demonstrating job-appropriate behavior. 

B An overload is a lack of technical terminology. 

0 \f Listen and read the email again. What could 
happen if there is too much dead air? 

'stening 
.• \f Listen to a conversation between a supervisor and 

a representative. Mark the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

_ The man is concerned about the dead air in the woman's 
last call. 

2 _ The woman plans to ask more personal questions next time. 

3 _ The man advises the woman to show a more positive 

attitude. 

~ Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Supervise" ~ey June, I need to talk to you about that ~ 

::: ;oresentative: Sure, what is it? 1r 

Supervisor: There was 2 __ _ _ of dead air. Don't go 

so long without saying something. 

-= ;oresentative: I'm sorry. 3 ____ __ say next time? 

Supervisor: Try asking the customer how the day is going. 
Something to build 4 _ _ . 

~;oresentative: Okay. I'll 5 _ _______ . 

Supervisor: On the other hand, your attitude is really 
6 _ _ . Keep up the good work. 

- ;oresentative: Thank you. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I need to talk .. . 

What should I ... ? 

On the other hand ... 

... 
Student A: You are a supervisor. 
Talk to Student B about: 

• his or her performance on a 
call 

• his or her strengths and 
weaknesses 

• what he or she can do to 
improve 

Student 8: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student 
A about how to improve your 
performance. 

Writing 
0 Use the email and the 

conversation from Task 8 
to complete the performance 
summary. 

Representative: ________ _ 

Did you speak with the representative 
about his or her performance? Y I N 

What are the representative's strengths? 

What does the representative need to 
work on? 

21 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What do representatives sometimes do when 
a customer is unavailable? 

2 What should representatives do so they can 
be contacted again? 

:. s-..a"" 
Subject: .'essage ? ocedures 

We recently received multiple customer complaints 
about voice messages. Customers are sometimes 
unavailable and have to call back. But messages from 
our company consistently contain insufficient information. 
Several customers complained that messages did not 
include call back numbers. This makes customers 
confused and irritated. They end up spending significant 
time on hold. This is a waste of time for both customers 
and representatives. 

We need to leave effective messages. When you are 
transferred to a customer's voicemail: 
• Identify yourself and the company clearly 
• State what the call is regarding 
• Leave a callback number 
• Repeat your name, the company name, and the 

callback number 

Remember, be brief, but don't leave out information! 

-----~- ~----~----

Reading 
8 Read the memo. Then, choose the correct 

answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the memo? 

A to congratulate employees for improving 
message procedures 

B to instruct new employees on how to leave 
messages 

C to address a problem with message 
protocols and offer solutions 

D to invite employees to provide feedback 
about message procedures 

2 What is a customer complaint mentioned in 
the memo? 

A the information in the message was incorrect 

8 there was no specified call back number 

C they didn't know what the call was regarding 

D the caller did not state his or her name 

3 What are representatives NOT supposed to do 
when leaving a message? 

A identify both themselves and the company 

B explain what the call is regarding 

C be brief while including all necessary 
information 

D state when the company will call again 

Vocabulary 
8 Match the words or phrases (1-7) with the 

definitions (A-G). 

1 _brief 5 _ voicemai l 

2 _message 6 _ unavailable 

3 _call back 7 _ call back number 

4 _regarding 

A a voice recording made by telephone 

B short and to the point 

C related to a particular topic 

D a system for recording and retrieving messages 

E to return a telephone call 

F a preferred number at which to receive return 
phone calls 

G not present to answer the phone 
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Read the sentences and choose the 
correct words or phrases. 

Callers must identify/call back themselves so 
the customer will know who is calling. 

2 The customer didn't hear the representative, so 
she asked him to leave/repeat the information. 

3 Representatives must speak clearly when they 
leave/identify a message. 

10 " Listen and read the memo again. Why are 
customers spending a long time on hold? 

istening 
• • " Listen to a conversation between a 

representative and a customer. Mark the 
following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

_ A previous representative failed to leave a 
callback number. 

2 _ The woman asks if the man paid his bill on 
time. 

3 _ The woman needs more information to 
transfer the call. 

~ Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

= spresentative: Thank you for calling 
Sunderland Medical. This is 
Emily, how may I help you? 

Customer: Hi, I got a message about a late 
payment. But the caller didn't 
leave a 1 ______ , 

= ooresentative: Wow, I'm 2 ____ about 
that, Sir. The call was regarding a 
late payment? 

Customer: 3 _ _____ , but I 

paid my bill. 

:: ;1)resentative: Okay. Did the caller 4 _ _ a 
name? 

Customer: Maybe, but I 5 ____ . 

= Y.lresentative: All right Sir, 6 ____ you 
to customer service. 

Customer: Great, thank you. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

How may/ ... ? 

I'm really sorry ... 

I think so ... 

Student A: You are a representative. Talk to .. 
Student B about: 

• a message he or she received 

• what the message was regarding 

• what information the message contained 

Student 8: You are a customer. Talk to 
Student A about a message you received. 

Writing 
0 Use the memo and the conversation 

from Task 8 to complete the customer 
complaint form. 

Complaint regarding: 

Message from a 
representative 

Please explain the problem: ____ _ __ _ 

What would improve the situation? _ ____ _ 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What kind of call involves more 
than two people? 

2 What are two types of call transfer? 

Reading 
f) Read the training manual. 

Then, choose the correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the article? 

A when to transfer a call to a supervisor 

B which department to transfer different calls to 

C how to avoid transfers to the wrong departments 

D how to perform warm and cold transfers correctly 

2 What should representatives NOT do during a warm 
transfer? 

A check in every 30-45 seconds 

B have the customer explain the issue 

C set realistic expectations of the wait time 

D contact the next representative 

3 cco di g to the manual, how does a representative do a 
::: ~ c :·ans'er? 

·ne call o the next representat ive 

3 : :--; -; :"e "'e . eo ese ative in to a conference 

:! ::-~ - -;; .·.: e customer every 30-45 seconds 

: ::: a '"~9 : e c s omer on hold and dialing an extension 

Vocabulary 
E) Match the words or phrases (1-8) with the 

definitions (A-H). 

1 _ warm 

2 _ cold 

3 _on hold 

4 _ transfer 

5 _check in 

6 _ introduce 

7 _ extension 

8 _ expectation 

A to make sure the customer is still connected 

B to give the next representative information about the call 

C an assumption based on the available facts 

D transferred after introducing the call 

E to route the call to another representative 

F transferred directly, without introducing the call 

G a number added to direct a call to a specific person 

H on the phone line but not connected to another party 

Customers need to reach specific 
departments to resolve their issues. 
That's why representatives often have to 
transfer calls. There are two types of cal l 
transfers: warm and cold. 

In a cold transfer, transfer the call directly. 
Place the customer on hold and enter the 
correct extension. This is appropriate if 
your main duty is directing calls. 

In a warm transfer, place the customer 
on hold first. Then, contact the next 
representative and introduce the call. 
After that, bring the customer into a 
conference call. Stay on the line until the 
other representative takes over. 

When a customer is on hold, check in 
every 30-45 seconds. Be sure to set a 
reasonable expectation of wait time. 

warm - cold call transfers 

telephone number 

(444) 361-8692~ 
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0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

on the line I expectation 

A Rebecca checked in to make sure the customer was still 

8 The hold time exceeded the customer's ____ _ 

2 conference I department 

A Mr. Davis asked to be transferred to the billing ___ _ 

8 The representative brought her supervisor into a 
____ _ call. 

0 " Listen and read the training manual again. Why do 
representatives need to transfer calls? 

istening 
0 " Listen to a conversation between a supervisor and 

a representative. Mark the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ A customer hung up while he was on hold. 

2 _ The woman transferred the customer to the wrong 
department. 

3 _ The man wants the woman to use a cold transfer next time. 

" Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Supervisor: Marissa, I need to talk to you. You 1 _ _ 
____ a few minutes ago. 

:::~presentative: I didn't lose it. I was about to transfer him to 
billing. Then he 2 ____ on me. 

--..... 

) 

Supervisor: Yes. That's because he was 3 ____ for 
almost three minutes. 

:: e,oresentative: I know. But the next representative wasn't 
4 ____ __ yet. 

Supervisor: I understand, but you 5 ____ to check 
in with your customer. People get frustrated 
when they're on hold. 

=;presentative: Okay. 

Supervisor: 6 ______ happen again. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

That's because ... 

But I was ... 

You really need to ... 

.. 
Student A: You are a supervisor. 
Talk to Student B about: 

• a problem with the way he 
or she handled a transfer 

• what he or she did incorrectly 

• what he or she should do 
next time 

Student 8: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student 
A about a transfer you handled. 

Writing 
0 Use the training manual and 

the conversation from Task 8 
to complete the disciplinary 
report. 

·~~~.PI.()Y§.~r.,. ~ .. · ..... . 
\ ) ,~~':<l.;~,.,~r: ··t'>-· - "'' -_- -•- -... - .· . . , -n;·:--_-- .-.:. - ~ - > , · .: . 

Ri§,gjQI iJ';lC!~Y;~~~~~ ort 

Employee name: ______ _ 

Reason for report: _ ____ _ 

Has the employee been reprimanded 

before for the same problem? Y I N 

Explain what the employee did 

incorrectly: ____ _ _ __ _ 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

-- - .... .---- .... . 

ead ing 
Q ead the webpage. Then, 

mark the following statements 
as true (T) or false (F). 

_ The company does not accept 
electronic checks by phone. 

2 _ Customers with APOs do not 
pay service fees. 

3 _ Customers do not receive 
confirmation numbers until 
the grace period ends. 

0: What payment methods do you accept? 
A: We accept credit card, debit card, and gift card payments. We 

accept electronic checks for online and automatic payment only. 

Are there fees for paying over the phone? 
Credit and debit card transactions incur a $3 service fee. Switch to 
an APO to avoid these fees. 

Is there a grace period for late payments? 
There is a seven day grace period. Payments we receive after seven 
days incur a late fee. 

0: I didn't receive a confirmation number. Did my payment 
1 process correctly? 

j A: Completed transactions have confirmation numbers. If you are unsure, 
ask a representative to check your balance. 

@) Match the words or phrases (1-7) 
with the definitions (A-G). 

1 _ APO 

2 _ credit card 

3 _ debit card 

4 _ gift card 

5 _late fee 

6 _balance 

7 _ service fee 

A a form of payment in which someone spends money that he 
or she does not have yet 

B a form of payment in which money is deducted directly from 
a bank account 

C an extra charge incurred for paying a bill past its due date 

D a form of payment with a pre-paid balance 

E a fee incurred for using a certain form of payment 

F the amount of money that is either owed to or available from 
an account 

G a method of payment in which bills are paid automatically 
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Write a word or phrase that is similar in 
meaning to the underlined part. 

Ethan paid his bill during the stretch of time 
during which no late fees are charged. 
_ra __ p __ i_d 

2 Ms. Parker paid by a form of payment that 
drafts funds directly from a bank account. 
e __ c ___ n ___ h_c_ 

3 I did not receive a number that verifies I paid 
my bill for my transaction. 
__ nf __ m_t __ n _u_b __ 

~ Listen and read the webpage again. 
What are the fees associated with paying 
by phone? 

... istening 
~ Listen to a conversation between a 
representative and a customer. Mark the 
following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

_ The man is calling to find out if his bill was 
paid. 

2 _ The woman advises the man about the late 
fee on his account. 

3 _ The woman suggests paying by electronic 
check. 

~ Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

:: :::)resentative: Thank you for calling 
Witherstone. This is Theresa, 
how may I help you? 

0 
Customer: Hi. I want to 1 _ _____ . 

-:: =~resentative: All right, Sir. 2 ____ you 
like to pay? 

Customer: I'd like to use my 3 ____ . 

-= :cresentative: Okay, Sir. There's a $3 4 __ 
__ for credit card payment. 

Customer: Oh. Is there any way that I don't 
have to 5 ______ ? 

-= ;r..resentative: 6 ____ always pay by 
electronic check instead. There 
are no fees that way. 

Customer: Okay. I'll do that. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

How may 1 ... ? 

Is there any way ... ? 

You could always .. . 

Student A: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student B about: ... 

• how he or she wants to pay his or her bill 

• what fees are associated with certain 
payment methods 

• what method they could use to avoid fees 

Student 8: You are a customer. Talk to 
Student A about paying your bill. 

Writing 
0 Use the webpage and the conversation 

from Task 8 to complete the customer 
satisfaction survey. 

Why did you call today? ________ _ 

Please rate your overall satisfaction with our 
representative: 

0 Very satisfied 0 Somewhat satisfied 0 Not satisfied 

Please describe your experience with our representative. 
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( inbound ) 
To Whom it May Concern: 

inbound calls 
I am .writing about the job postings on your 
~e~sl~e. I would like to apply for the opening 
1n b1ll1ng. 

outbound calls My last job was in the customer service 
~epartment for JPO Industries. I primarily took 

( outbound ) 

Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What can customers do if 
they're not happy? 

2 Who maintains a company's 
computers? 

Reading 
f) Read the letter. Then, 

choose the correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the 
letter? 

A a job applicant's previous 
work experience 

B the duties expected of a 
representative in billing 

c several available jobs at a 
call center 

D e DroDe 0 and le 
c .... s: ......... 6'" 

2 

2,:; ...... ..-.ur--: ain enance 

B stomer service 

c ·ech support 

D sales 

3 What duty of a sales 
representative is described in 
the letter? 

A taking inbound calls 

B helping customers file 
complaints 

c giving customers advice 

D taking customers' orders 

Vocabulary 

mbound calls. However, I made some 
out~ound calls as well. I gave customers 
advice and helped them file complaints with 
the company. 

B~for~ that, I worked in outbound sales. I 
pnmanly handled customers' orders and 
~ompleted transactions. I also worked briefly 
In account maintenance. 

I see that the position requires some work in 
tech support. I don't have experience in this 
area, but I am willing to learn. 

Thank you for considering my application. 
Sincerely, 

Sharon Valero 

€) Match the words or phrases (1-8) 
with the definitions (A-H). 

_advice 

2 _ account maintenance 

3 _call 

4 _ customer service 

5 

6 _outbound 

7 _ tech support 

8 _ transaction 

A related to calls that are received by a company 

B the department that assists customers or other employees 
with computer problems 

C the department that assists customers with complaints and 
other problems 

D related to calls that are placed by a company 

E the department that assists customers with changes to their 
services 

F recommendations on future courses of action 

G a conversation over a telephone 

H the process of exchanging money for products or services 
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0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

complaint I order 

A Customers may file a(n) if they are unhappy 
with the service they receive. 

8 Sheryl placed a(n) for the items she wished 
to purchase. 

2 billing I sales 

A Questions about the charges on an account should be 
transferred to ____ _ 

8 Eric had to be very convincing to work in ____ _ 

\f Listen and read the letter again. What did the 
applicant do in the customer service department? 

istening 
\f Listen to a conversation between a job applicant 
and a hiring manager. Mark the following statements 
as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The man thinks the woman is right for the job. 

2 _ The woman has experience in billing. 

3 _ The woman has experience with customer complaints. 

~ Listen again and complete the conversation. 
---- ---- ---

- · ~i n 9 Manager: Well, Ms. Henderson, thanks for applying. But 
I don't know if you're right 1 ___ _ 

Applicant: I've never worked 2 ____ before. But I 
have other call center experience. 

9 Manager: 3 ______ someone with 
experience in account management. 

Applicant: I did some account management when I 
worked in 4 ____ . 

' I 

9 Manager: 5 ____ , but the software is different in 
billing. 

Applicant: I'm willing to learn it. 

9 Manager: I'll consider it. I do like that you have experience 
with customer 6 __ . 

Applicant: Yes. You'll find that I handle difficult calls well. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I really don't know if ... 

I really want ... 

I did some ... 

Student A: You are a hiring 
manager. Talk to Student B about: 

• his or her work experience 

• qualities you are looking for 
in an applicant 

• whether you think he or she 
is right for the job 

Student 8: You are a job 
applicant. Talk to Student A about 
your qualifications for a job. 

Writing 
0 Use the letter and the 

conversation from Task 8 
to complete the cover letter. 

To Whom lt May Concern: 

I am writing to apply for the job listed 

in . I am interested in __ _ 

and . I have previous work 

experience in call centers. I worked 

in where my primary duties 

were and . I also 

worked in __ _ 

Thank you for considering my 

application. 

Sincerely, 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

When might there be nobody in 
the office to receive calls? 

2 What can happen when too 
many calls arrive at once? 

Communication Solutions 

nswering Service 

:{ 
,. 

Many small businesses don't have 
enough receptionists to handle 
increasing workloads. 

We can help! 
Our service provides a I ive response for 
every customer. Everyone who dials your 
number gets a real person. We also handle 
call overflow and after-hours calls. 

We can take messages or redirect calls 
to employee offices. We also screen calls 
and dispatch them to other offices when 
aoo·oo..;a:e. 
::-c-:e~ a 
;e: :: - . .. 

o• ou ecept1onists work 
.,.,e 1s. That means they 

' ousiness and your 

':;..· e a appointment with one of our 
·e ·ese a ives today for details and rates. 

e 
r 

30 

Reading 
f} Read the advertisement. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the advertisement? 

A the benefits of a particular answering 
service over its competitors 

B the services offered by an answering service 

C the different types of specialists who work 
for an answering service 

D the prices for different answering service 
products 

Which of the following is NOT offered in the 
advertisement? 

A a live response for every customer 

B handling of overflow calls 

C after-hours call answering 

D temporary receptionists 

3 How can a company get answering service 
rates? 

A by making an appointment with a 
representative 

B by contacting a dispatch service 

C by looking on a website 

D by calling the receptionist 

Vocabulary 
Q Fill in the blanks with the correct words 

or phrases from the word bank. 

~ BANK 

answering service appointment screen 
live response receptionist redirect 

1 A(n) is a person who takes phone 
calls and greets customers. 

2 provides a human greeting for 
customers that call a company. 

3 Customers who do not wish to wait should 
make a(n) ___ _ 

4 A(n) can be hired to help 
businesses manage the calls they receive. 

5 If a call is placed to the wrong department, a 
representative can it. 

6 A representative can calls before 
routing them to the right departments. 
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Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

dispatch I workload 

A Jerome could not handle the heavy at his 
last job. 

B A receptionist's job is to calls. 

2 after-hours I overflow 

A Answering services provide call answering. 

B A business has when it has more calls 
than representatives can handle. 

~ Listen and read the advertisement again. What kind 
of response does the answering service offer? 

stening 
~ Listen to a conversation between a representative 
and a business owner. Mark the following statements 
as true (T) or false (F). 

_ The business does not get many after-hours calls. 

2 _ The company has receptionists to take calls during the day. 

3 _ The answering service charges extra for providing a live 
response. 

r.t Listen again and complete the conversation. 

f=:c·esentative: Thank you for calling Communication 
Solutions. How 1 _________ you? 

Owner: Hi. I'm looking for an answering service. My 
business gets a lot of 2 ______ . 

::,=.: ·esentative: Okay. Do you get a 3 ________ _ 
calls during the day? 

Owner: Not really. 4 ____ handle things during 
the day. 

~=:c·esentative: I see. In that case, I'd probably go with just the 
5 ___ - ___ service. 

Owner: That sounds good. Does that provide all of our 
customers with 6 _________ ? 

,::,?": ·esentative: Yes, a live response comes free with all of our 
answering packages. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Do you get a lot of ... ? 

In that case, I'd probably ... 

That sounds like ... 

Student A: You are an answering 
services representative. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• the types of calls his or her 
business gets 

• what services you 
recommend 

Student B: You are a business 
owner. Talk to Student A about 
what you need from an 
answering service. 

Writing 
0 Use th~ advertisement and the 

conversation from Task 8 to 
complete the advertisement. 

L ve Calls 

___ and __ _ 

Customers appreciate having a 

___ even when all your 

Don't make your work a 

heavy . Use our service to 

provide to everyone who 

calls your business. 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk 

about these questions. 

1 What are some job training settings? 

2 What is a training technique used to 
practice on the job situations? 

Reading 
f) Read the course description. Then, 

choose the correct answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the course listing? 

A to list assignments for a course 

8 to tell students what is taught in a course 

C to provide teachers with a curriculum for a 
course 

D to provide the tuition information for a course 

2 Which of the following is NOT a feature of this 
course? 

A job placement 

8 role play and simulation 

C demonstration of software 

D modular training 

3 What do students receive if they pass the final 
test? 

A a job at a call center 

8 a diploma 

c access 0 'g e--le e1 eo rses 

D a::; ............ : e: ~ " :-a.., ce "ea e 

Vocabula 
a ~er · e o ds or phrases (1-6) with the 

:: e· ~ · s (A·F). 

2 _ ::e:"lons rate 

3 _ n- he-job 

4 _ practice 

5 _modular 

6 _ simulation 

A he imitation of a realistic situation 

8 training that is divided by subject 

C to perform an action repeatedly 

D training that takes place during employment 

E a space where learning and education take place 

F to perform an action for the benefit of viewers 

Green Island Community College -

Course Listings 
Voc 110 
This course combines e-learning and instruction in the 
classroom. We teach students the basics of cal l 
center work. Employers look for applicants who already 
have training. This course reduces the need for on-the
job training after hire. This modular training program 
allows students to practice customer interactions. We 
provide training through role play and simulation. 
Instructors will also demonstrate the benefits of 
webinars. Instructors will test students' skills at the end 
of the class. Students who pass the test will receive a 
completion of training certificate. This certificate is 
accepted by several local companies. 
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Read the sentences and choose the 
correct words or phrases. 

Training done online is known as classroom/ 
e-learning. 

2 Oscar took part in a conference in another 
country using a webinar/simulation system. 

3 Students modular/test their skills in evaluated 
simulations. 

4 On-the-job/Role play is sometimes used as a 
training tool for new employees. 

~ Listen and read the course description 
again. How do students practice their 
skills in the call center training class? 

·stening 
~ Listen to a conversation between an 
academic advisor and a student. Mark the 
ollowing statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The training course uses primarily e-learning. 

2 _ Previous students were hired by local call 
centers. 

3 _ The woman does not have time to take the 
class. 

~ Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

~;-ri sor: I really think 1 look 
into our call center classes. 0 

::~_den t: What kind of training do 2 ? 

-::Yisor: All of the training is modular. The instructor 
primarily uses 3 _____ _ 

·::.:..dent: That sounds good. Will it be easier to 
4 ______ if I take the class? 

-:·.i s or: Definitely. There are two call centers in 
town. And they both hired students from 
s ________ _ 

:::.. dent: Well, I'll think about it. 

--.:sor: Don't think too long. The classes 
6 ________ _ 

ent: On second thought, maybe I'll register for 
it right now. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then, switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

You should ... 

There are a few ... 

On second thought ... 

Student A: You are an academic advisor. Talk 
to Student B about: .. 

• call center training classes offered 

• what kind of training takes place in the class 

• when to register for the class 

Student 8: You are a student. Talk to Student 
A about call center training classes. 

Writing 
0 Use the course description and the 

conversation from Task 8 to complete 
the brochure. 

With our call center training you can skip ___ _ 
and get straight to work. 

Our training program is . Our classes are taught 
____ . In class, students participate in ___ _ 
and . This class is a great opportunity to 
____ and get a jump start on your career. 
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24-hour [ADJ-U3]1f a business is 24-hour, it operates continuously every day, during all hours of the day or night. 

account maintenance [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Account maintenance is a department that assists customers in 
making changes to their accounts. 

adapt [V-T -U5] To adapt is to change according to the demands of a situation. 

address [V-T-U6] To address a problem is to consider it and implement a solution. 

address [V-T-U9] To address someone is to speak to someone directly, usually by name or title. 

advice [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Advice is guidance or a recommendation on a future course of action. 

after-hours [ADJ-U14]1f a call is after-hours, it is received outside of the set hours of a business. 

aisle [N-COUNT -U1] An aisle is a passage between a row of seats or desks. 

answer [V-T-U?] To answer a call is to respond to a call by opening the connection and allowing a conversation to begi 

answering service [N-UNCOUNT-U14] An answering service is a business that receives and answers phone cal ls 
for clients either after hours or on a regular basis. 

APO [N-COUNT -U12] An APO (auto-payment option) is a method of payment in which the company automatically 
charges a credit card or withdraws funds from a bank account when a bill is due. 

appointment [N-COUNT-U14] An appointment is an arrangement for a meeting at an agreed time and place. 

articulate [V-I -U8] To articulate is to speak clearly so that others can understand. 

balance [N-COUNT -U12] A balance is the amount of money a customer owes or has available on a form of paymen:.. 

billing [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Billing is a department that assists customers with the amount that they owe and the 
amount they have paid. 

body language [N-UNCOUNT-U8] Body language is a form of communication that uses non-verbal cues such as 
~c. e""e'"'tS o the face and hands. 

break is an amount of time designated during a work shift for an employee to eat, 

break room is an area designated for employees to relax, socialize, and eat during 

: r a essage is brief, it is short. 

cal culator [ -COUNT -U2] A calculator is a device used for adding, subtracting, and other mathematical operation" 

call [N-COUNT -U13] A call is a telephone conversation. 

call [V-T-U?] To ca tl someone is to attempt to reach someone by phone. 

call back [V-PHRASE-U1 0] To call someone back is to make a return or follow-up phone call to continue a prior 
conversation. 

call control [N-UNCOUNT -U5] Call control is the ability to manage the purpose and flow of a phone call. 

call back number [N-COUNT-U10] A call back number is the preferred number at which someone would like to 
receive return phone calls. 

check in [V-I-U11] To check in is to periodically speak to a customer on hold to make sure that he or she is still 
connected and knows how much hold time to expect. 

classroom [N-COUNT -U15] A classroom is a designated space for instruction and learning. 

cold [ADJ-U11]1f a transfer is cold, it is a transfer in which the representative has not given the next representative 
any information about the customer's call. 
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:~mmon [ADJ-U1]1f a room is common, it can be used by all employees. 

munication [N-UNCOUNT -U8] Communication is the act of exchanging information between two or more people. 

plaint [N-COUNT-U13] A complaint is a statement of dissatisfaction. 

puter [N-COUNT -U2] A computer is a device used for storing and processing data that typically includes a 
screen, a keyboard, and a mouse. 

:: :r.ference [N-ADJ-U11] A conference call is a call in which more than two people are connected at one time. 

~::~ierence room [N-COUNT-U1] A conference room is a large room in which employees meet to hold 
::;onferences or meetings. 

::: -:i rmation number [N-COUNT-U12] A confirmation number is a number assigned to a transaction so that 
:..,stomers can confirm their payments in case of an error. .. 

:r<Jict resolution [N-UNCOUNT-U5] Conflict resolution is a range of methods intended to eliminate or resolve 
:o'lflicts between two employees or people. 

:- 1ersation [N-UNCOUNT -U5] Conversation is the exchange of words and ideas between two or more people. 

-: ,:~di nate [V-T-U6] To coordinate something is to organize or bring it together. 

esy [N-UNCOUNT -U9] Courtesy is polite and respectful behavior. 

:o-: . t card [N-COUNT -U12] A credit card is a payment method in the form of a plastic card or unique number that 
.:. ows someone to spend money that he or she does not have yet. 

- c le [N-COUNT -U1] A cubicle is an employee's personal workspace that is partially enclosed. 

·omer service [N-UNCOUNT-U13] Customer service is a department that supports and assists customers 
:-="ore, during, and after a purchase. 

- -e [ADJ-U3]1f a shift is daytime, it typically takes place between the hours of eight a.m. and five p.m.. 

="- air [N-UNCOUNT -U9] Dead air is an inappropriately long silence over the phone. 

- · card [N-COUNT -U12] A debit card is a payment method in the form of a plastic card or unique number that 
:-=-:Jets money directly from a bank account. 

: 'lstrate [V-T -U15] To demonstrate a concept is to give a practical exhibition and explanation of it. 

ent [N-COUNT -U11] A department is a team of call cent er representatives who handle calls of a specific 
-.c. :-~'e , such as customer service or billing and payments. 

:. op [V-T-U6] To develop something is to bring it from the initial stages of conception to action or implementation. 

- -- -U7] To dial a phone is to enter the number which you wish to call. 

·ior I! -;;;::;:-:-.:~ ~~-T -U7] To direct a call is to transfer the call to an appropriate party . 

to 

:ill 

ative 

. .:,~:;h [V-T-U14] To dispatch a call is to send it to an appropriate person or department. 

·-·monitor [N-COUNT-U2] A display monitor is an overhead screen that displays information for a group of people. 

ing [N-UNCOUNT-U15] e-learning is any form of electronically supported teaching and learning. 

ic check [N-COUNT-U12] An electronic check is a form of payment in which customers provide a bank 
nt number and funds are withdrawn directly. 

- ·-y [N-UNCOUNT -U9] Empathy is the state of understanding and being sensitive to another person's feelings. 

siastic [ADJ-U4]1f someone is enthusiastic, he or she shows eagerness and enthusiasm. 

g :ADJ-U3]1f a shift is an evening shift, it typically takes place between the hours of five p.m. and midnight. 
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expectation [N-COUNT-U11] An expectation is an assumption about what will happen based on the available information. 

extension [N-COUNT -U11) An extension is a number added to a company's main phone line that connects to a 
specific person or department. 

face-to-face [ADJ-U8] 1f communication is face-to-face, it involves parties who are all present and able to see 
each other. 

fire exit [N-COUNT-U1] A fire exit is a door or passageway that leads outside and is intended for use in emergencies 

friendly [ADJ-U4]1f someone is friendly, he or she is pleasant and kind in interactions with other people. 

full-time [ADJ-U3]1f a job is full-time, it requires an employee to work for a certain length of time, usually 35 to 4 
hours, each week. 

gift card [N-COUNT -U12] A gift card is a payment method with a prepaid balance that is only valid for use with 
presentation of the card. 

grace period [N-COUNT -U12] A grace period is a stretch of time after a bill is due during which no late fees are chargee 

graveyard [ADJ-U3]1f a shift is graveyard, it typically takes place between midnight and 8 a.m. 

hang up [V-T-U7] To hang up a call is to end a phone call. 

headset [N-COUNT -U2] A headset is a set of headphones with a microphone attached that can be used for 
telephone communication. 

hold [V-I-U7] To hold is to wait while someone on the other end of a phone call is not available to talk. 

honest [ADJ-U4] 1f someone is honest, he or she is truthful in interactions with other people. 

identify [V-T-U10) To identify a person is to state someone's name or other personal information. 

inbound [ADJ-U13)1f a call is inbound, it is a call that a company receives from a customer. 

interrupt [V-T-U9] To interrupt someone is to begin speaking while the other person is still speaking so that he or 
she is unable to finish speaking. 

intonation [N-UNCOUNT -U8] Intonation is the change in pitch of someone's voice while speaking, to communicate 
both meaning and emotion. 

introduce [V-T-U11] To introduce a call to another representative is to explain why the customer is calling. 

jargon [ -U COU T -U9] Jargon is special technical language that most people would not understand unless the\ 
•• c ~...-ec ~ a DC:: ar c s ry. 

e oo ~o : .-::::: ~ ~ .,- _ .:.... keyboard is a device featuring a panel of keys that is used to operate a computer. 

• -::; ecg eaole : :. - ~ 11 someone is knowledgeable, he or she is well informed and aware of a topic. 

1 - 2) A late fee is a charge incurred for late payment of a bill. 

COUNT -U6] Leadership is the ability to take charge of a situation and instruct people. 

ea e . . - -U10) To leave a message is to record it to a message system for the other person to hear later. 

li stening [N-UNCOUNT-U5] Listening is hearing and understanding what someone else is saying. 

l iteracy [N-UNCOUNT-US] Literacy is the ability to read or understand something. 

live response [N-UNCOUNT-U14] A live response is a service in which a customer's call is greeted by a human 
instead of an automated system. 

manage [V-T-U6] To manage employees is to instruct them, address their personal issues, and to make sure their 
paychecks and schedules are correct. 

message [N-COUNT -U1 0] A message is a spoken piece of information left for another person to hear. 
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- ~ i mize [V-T-U8] To minimize something is to reduce it as much as possible. 

- ,:;communication [N-UNCOUNT -U8] Miscommunication is a lack of clear communication, often leading to 
11isunderstanding. 

.... ~u lar [ADJ-U15]1f training is modular, it is divided according to specific categories or skills. 

ing [ADJ-U3]1f a shift is morning, it typically takes place between eight a.m. and noon. 

se [N-COUNT -U2] A mouse is a hand held device that allows a user to operate a computer. 

itasking [N-UNCOUNT -US] Multi tasking is the act of doing multiple actions or working on multiple projects at 
:.1e same time. 

-ble [V-T or I-U8] To mumble is to speak indistinctly. .. 
:e :V-T -U7] To mute a call is to set the phone so that the person on the other end of the line cannot hear what 
:: being said. 

- -:Dad [N-COUNT -U2] A notepad is a book of ruled pages that is used for writing notes or memos. 

Id [ADJ-U11)1f someone is on hold, he or she is on the phone but not connected to another party. 

e l ine [ADJ-U11]1f someone is on the line, he or she is on a phone call. 

~~!'. e-job [ADJ-U15)1f training is on-the-job, it is training or education that takes place while an employee is 
:::1<ing and getting paid. 

lan [ADJ-U1] An open plan office is a system of arranging an office in which many employees have their 
= =~r<s in one large room. 

-~· .'I-COUNT -U13] An order is an agreement between a customer and a company to buy a particular product 
:'service. 

1e or ~z.:.- i z e [V-T-U6] To organize something is to sort the components of something into assigned categories. 

1icate 
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" " nd [ADJ-U13]1f a call is outbound, it is a call that a company places to a customer. 

ow [N-UNCOUNT-U14) Overflow is the number of calls that are received when all representatives are 
=..·sady on other calls. 

ad [N-UNCOUNT-U9] An overload of information is an excessive amount, to the point that it becomes 
:=-cult to remember or understand. 

e [N-UNCOUNT -U3] Overtime is a number of hours worked in excess of an employee's regular hours. 

e [ADJ-U3]1f a job is part-time, it requires the employee to work less than the standard full-time number of 
-,:_·s a week. 

_ : :ADJ-U4]1f someone is patient, he or she is calm and not easily irritated by having to wait in line. 

_..: .,ali ze [V-T-U9] To personal ize a call is to use content and communication styles that are appropriate to the 
ular individual. 

:: _ · J-COUNT -U2] A phone is a device used to make telephone calls. 

: :;.oJ-U4)1f someone is polite, he or she is cordial and courteous in interactions with other people . 

.e ADJ-U9]1f communication is positive, it focuses on good qualities and is characterized by a willingness to help. 

-T-U15) To practice a skill is to perform it repeatedly in an attempt to increase skill or ability. 

---solving [N-UNCOUNT-US] Problem-solving is the ability to identify and deal with problems as they come along. 

--· ional [ADJ-U4]1f someone is professional, he or she is competent and skillful. 

-· ionalism [N-UNCOUNT -U9] Professionalism is adherence to appropriate conduct for a particular professional 
·'"'nment. 
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rapport [N-UNCOUNT -U9] Rapport is a friendly relationship between people characterized by mutual trust and 
understanding. 

reach [V-T-U7] To reach someone is to make contact with someone by phone. 

reception [N-COUNT -U1] A reception is the area of an office where visitors and clients are initially greeted and helped. 

receptionist [N-COUNT-U14] A receptionist is a person employed to answer telephones and greet clients or other visitors. 

redirect [V-T-U14] To redirect a call is to transfer it to another person or department. 

regarding [PREP-U10] When a conversation or message is regarding something, it means that is related to a 
particular topic. 

release [V-T-U7] To release a call is to end it or transfer it to another person. 

repeat [V-T -U1 0] To repeat information is to say it again. 

responsible [ADJ-U4]1f someone is responsible, he or she is worthy of being trusted. 

return [V-T-U7] To return a call is to call someone back who has previously left a message or attempted to call. 

role play [N-UNCOUNT -U15] Role play is the practice of acting out a situation for educational purposes. 

sales [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Sales is a department where workers attempt to convince customers to buy a product. 

screen [V-T-U14] To screen a call is to find out the caller's identity and purpose before determining whether to 
route the call to its intended recipient. 

security [N-UNCOUNT -U1] Security is a private police force employed by a company or building that is responsible 
for the safety of the company or building. 

se se of humor [N-COUNT-U4] A sense of humor is an ability to appreciate and express humor. 

se s'ble : :.. - .! ]1" someone is sensible, he or she is practical and capable. 

se - -U"2] A service fee is a charge incurred for using a certain payment method. 

Si • shift 1s a designated number of hours that an employee works at a particular time. 

si ulat ion [ - CO T -U15] Simulation is the act of imitating a realistic situation for educational and 
i s rue ional purposes. 

speaking [N-UNCOUNT-U5] Speaking is the act of expressing thoughts and feelings vocally. 

stress [N-UNCOUNT -U8] Stress is emphasis placed on a word to convey meaning during speech. 

supervisor [N-UNCOUNT -U6] A supervisor is a manager who oversees a number of employees. 

support [V-T-U6] To-.support someone is to offer help or encouragement to someone. 

team [N-COUNT -U6] A team is a group of people who work together for a project or goal. 

teamwork [N-UNCOUNT -U6] Teamwork is the act of working together for a common goal. 

tech support [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Tech support is a department that assists customers with computer and software 
problems. 

terminal [N-COUNT -U2] A terminal is a station at which a user can enter data into or make calls from a computer 
or phone. 

test [V-T-U15] To test someone is to evaluate his or her ability at a skill or knowledge of a subject. 

transaction [N-COUNT -U13] A transaction is a process of exchanging money for products or services as part of a 
business deal. 

transfer [V-T -U11] To transfer a call is to direct the caller to someone else. 



j 

elped. 

isitors. 

e [V-T-U5] To type something is to enter words or data into a computer with a keyboard. 

available [ADJ-U10]1f someone is unavailable, he or she cannot be contacted. 

icemail [N-UNCOUNT-U10] Voicemail is a system for recording and retrieving messages by phone. 

lume [N-UNCOUNT-U8] Volume is how loud or quiet a sound is. 

arm [ADJ-U11]1f a transfer is warm, it is a transfer in which the representative has explained the nature of the 
customer's call to the next operator. 

ebinar [N-COUNT-U15] A webinar is a web conference used to conduct live meetings or training sessions. 

:€kend [ADJ-U3]1f a shift is weekend, it typically takes place on Saturday or Sunday. 

iteboard [N-COUNT -U2] A whiteboard is a board used for education or business presentations where writing 
an be easily erased to make space for new information. 

load [N-COUNT-U14] A workload is the amount of work expected to be completed by an employee or company. 

3.11. I .. ::Jrkstation [N-COUNT-U1] A workstation is a desk or area in which an employee is assigned to work. 

:::t. 
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Scope and Sequence 

Unit Topic Reading context Vocabulary Function 

Conversation Training manual acknowledge, balance, checking question, closed Expressing 
Cycle 1 question, conversation cycle, inform, invite, leading confusion 

question, listen, open question, repetition, verbal nod 

2 Conversation Em ail agreement, closing, complete, detail, disconnect, Giving a 
Cycle 2 double-check, personal, reassure, resolve, review, reminder 

summarize 

3 lnbound Calls: Webpage account, customer service, decision, guide, inquiry, Giving 
Customer Service issue, link, process, request, research, service, assurance 

support 

4 lnbound Calls: Brochure appliance, electronic, hardware, mechanical, mobile, Confirming 
Tech Support 1 problem, software, solution, system, technician, information 

technology, tech support, warranty 

5 lnbound Calls: Em ail advanced, analyze, basic, broken, defective, Asking for 
Tech Support 2 diagnostic, error message, malfunction, replace, details 

reproduce, tier, troubleshoot, user error 

6 Outbound Calls: Job listing appointment, cold call, commission, generate, lead, Describing work 
Sales 1 persuade, purchase, salesperson, sell, solicit, experience 

telemarketing 

7 Outbound Calls: Article close, contact, cross-sell, influence, negotiate, offer, Giving advice 
Sales 2 pitch, price, resistance, trust, upsell, value 

8 Outbound Calls: Letter agency, collections, credit score, debtor, delinquent, Discussing 
Collections in-house, legal, overdue, payment arrangement, options 

service interruption, third-party 

9 Technology 1 Advertisement ACD, ANI, callback, CTI, DNIS, EWT, queue, route, Describing new 
routing strategy, screen pop, threshold, virtual technology 
queuing 

10 Technology 2 Company authenticate, automated, directed dialogue, DTMF, Expressing 
webpage efficient, IVR, keypad, menu, natural language sympathy 

dialogue, prompt, selection, self-serve, speech 
recognition 

11 Metrics Article abandonment, ACPD, after-call work, AHT, available Describing 
time, CPC, CSAT, FCR, hold time, KPI, survey, UOT relationships 

12 Performance Employee coach, evaluate, feedback, monitor, one-on-one, Checking for 
Evaluation evaluation opportunity, real work situation, remote, self- understanding 

assessment, session, side-by-side, strength, target 

13 Performance Poster appreciation, award, bonus, contest, hard work, Describing 
Incentives incentive, motivate, pay off, prize, raffle, reward, spiff progress 

14 Scheduling 1 Webpage cross-trained, forecasting, intraday management, Giving a warning 
overstaffing, peak, service level, shrinkage, staffing, 
traffic, understaffing, volume 

15 Scheduling 2 Training manual advance, blackout day, differential, disability leave, Offering 
flex, holiday, make up, PTO, schedule, shift bid, sick assistance 
leave, trade, unpaid, vacation 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

How can a call center representative ensure 
that information is not easily forgotten? 

2 What are different types of questions that call 
center representatives can ask? 

Chapter 4 

ti n Cycle 

4 

TheConve 

e ese a . es can identify a customer's problems 
easily using the conversation cycle. A good way to 
begin the conversation cycle is to ack~owledge the 

roblem a customer is calling With. Nex~,. a 
~epresentative should inform the c~stomer. ~epetJtJon 
ensures the customer does not miss anyth~ng .. 
After this step, a representative can mv•te the 
customer to share his or her thoughts or problen:s. 
Asking open questions is a good way to do this. 
Representatives should be prepared to listen_ caref~lly 
after an open question. A lengthy answer Will require 
verbal nods, so that the customer knows the 

representative is still listening. . 
From here, a representative can use clo~ed quest~ons 
to get more specific information. Leadmg questJ~ns 
prompt the customer to give a particular desire? 
answer. Checking questions ensure the c_ustomer IS 

following the conversation. Representatl~es _must 
maintain a balance between speaking and listening. 

Reading 
f) Read the training manual. Then, choose 

the correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the chapter? 

A how representatives can deal with angry 
customers 

B how representatives can control dialogues 
with customers 

C how representatives train for call center work 

D how managers communicate with 
representatives in a call center 

2 Which of the following does NOT require a short. 
specific answer? 

A open question C checking question 

B leading question D closed question 

3 What are verbal nods used for? 

A to indicate to a customer that a 
representative is listening 

B to make sure a customer is following what 
a representative is saying 

C to acknowledge a customer's problem 
through repetition 

D to maintain a balance between speaking 
and listening 

Vocabulary 
Q Match the words or phrases (1-6) with the 

definitions (A-F). 

1 _ acknowledge 

2 _ checking question 

3 _ conversation cycle 

4 _ leading question 

5 _listen 

6 _ verbal nod 

A to hear what another person says 

B to make it clear that you have heard and 
understood someone 

C a basic structure for conversations 

D a gesture that shows that someone is listening 

E a phrase that is used to prompt the customer 
to give a specific answer 

F a phrase that enables a representative to tell 
if the customer can understand them 
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Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

inform I invite 

A Representatives need to customers to 
share their thoughts. 

B Representatives may need to customers 
of a company's policies. 

2 balance I repetition 

A ensures that a customer hears and 
understands an important point. 

8 Representatives should not talk too much to maintain 
_______ in a conversation. 

3 closed question I open question 

A A(n) gives the customer an 
opportunity to share thoughts and feelings. 

8 A(n) helps a representative narrow 
down a conversation. 

0 " Listen and read the training manual again. What should 
a representative do after asking an open question? 

istening 
0 " Listen to a conversation between a trainer and a 

student. Mark the following statements as true (T) or 
false (F). 

1 _ The woman mixes up closed questions and leading questions. 

2 _ The woman defines open questions incorrectly. 

3 _ The man suggests using verbal nods to inform the customer. 

" Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Tra iner: I'm just going to ask you about some parts of 
1 ______ . c 

-tudent: Okay. I'm ready. 

Tra iner: All right. What's the purpose of 2 ______ ? 

-tu dent: lt gets a 3 ____ from a customer. 

Tra iner: That's not quite correct. 

Student: Really? I was 4 ______ that they narrow 
down conversations. 

Trainer: No. I think you're thinking of closed questions. 

Student: Oh you're right! I just got the terms mixed up. 

Trainer: Okay. Now, tell me how to let a customer know that 
you are 5 __ . 

Student: You should always 6 ______ what the 
customer is saying. 

Speaking 
Q With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Can you tell me how ... ? 

I was under the impression that ... 

You're thinking of ... 

Student A: You are a trainer. 
Talk to Student B about: 

• how different types of 
questions are used 

• the best ways to talk to 
customers 

• an error that he or she makes 

Student 8: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student A 
about the conversation cycle. 

Writing 
0 Use the training manual 

and the conversation from 
Task 8 to fill out the training 
worksheet. 

Question Types: 
A(n) question is used to _ _ 

A(n) question is used to __ 

Other Strategies: 

_ __ also help(s) communication 
because _________ _ 

5 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

What should representatives do when the 
conversation is finished? 

2 How can representatives reassure customers? 

• • From: jgrayer@sintelsolutions.org 

To: mmivers@sintelsolutions.org 

Subject: Suggestions for Improvement 

Hello Monica. 
I a 'e so e 'eedbac-< O'l several of your cal ls. You're 
• S"", go a: ~e o g sto ers with their problems. 
- : e .::· _. Cv ~eec o • or on your closing. 
==-::-:::·:-a: , .... a.'.ays need to review the details 
:- ::. :~ ve; ·e o disconnect. Double-check 
::"5: -:: ~;c....,.,a o oy reading it back to customers. 
---::::: :c.~:cs reassure customers that their information 
3 ::-e-c: r system. 
> ::-e· good idea is to summarize the call. This gives 
::-e s omer the opportunity to bring up any points that 
. ·:e e overlooked. Remember, you must resolve every 
issue. The call is not complete unless you and the 
customer are in agreement. 
Finally, try to include some personal comments when 
you say goodbye. Something as simple as "Have a nice 
weekend," can be very effective. I will listen for these 
points in your future calls. 
Sincerely, 
Joel Grayer 

6 Supervisor 

Reading 
f) Read the email. Then, choose the correct 

answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the email? 

A to give tips for improving the end of a call 

B to list strategies for answering calls 

C to describe how to deal with different 
types of customers 

D to outline a plan for employee training sessions 

2 Which of the following is NOT suggested in 
the email? 

A review details of a call 

B include some personal information 

C double-check specific information 

D disconnect the call quickly 

3 According to the supervisor, when is a call 
complete? 

A when the representative gives a summary 

B when the customer and representative 
agree that issues are resolved 

C when a customer has been reassured 

D when the customer gives information 

Vocabulary 
Q Fill in the blanks with the correct words 

from the word bank. 

BANK ~ 
agreement complete disconnect 
double-check reassure resolve 

1 Representatives should never _____ _ 
a call while a customer is speaking. 

2 Reading information back to a customer is a 
good way to it. 

3 it is important to ______ any issues 
that customers have . 

4 James worked hard to _____ _ 
customers at the end of the call by going over 
all of their information with them. 

5 The customer and representative must be in 
_____ that all problems are fixed 
before the end of the call. 

6 If the customer has no more problems or 
requests, the call is considered _____ _ 
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Write a word that is similar in meaning to the 
underlined part. 

The manager asked representatives to give a review of what 
happened during the call at the end of every order. 
__ m __ r_z_ 

2 A good way to let customers know their information is 
correct is to read back information from the conversation 
with them. __ v __ w 

3 it's a good idea to ask the customer if they have any more 
questions before the end of a conversation. c __ s __ _ 

4 Read every piece of information back to a customer to 
make sure it is correct. __ t _ i I 

5 "Have a good time on your long weekend," is an example of 
a greeting that is related to someone's life away from 
business. p __ s __ a _ 

" Listen and read the email again. What are some of 
the supervisor's recommendations for closing calls? 

_istening 
• ll' " Listen to a conversation between a supervisor and 

a representative. Mark the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The man wants the woman to improve her greeting. 

2 _ The woman needs to work on double-checking information. 

3 _ The man is worried that calls are taking too long. 

~ Listen again and complete the conversation . 

... .... pervisor: I just think you need to work on 1 _ ___ . () 

Rep.: I thought I did a pretty good job of ending the ''_; 
call. I even gave a 2 ____ . 

-~pervisor: The greeting was strong. But I think you need to do 
more 3 ____ the customer. 

Rep.: I gave him a summary 4 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
before we disconnected. 

' "pervisor: That's a good start, but you should be doing more. 
Don't forget to 5 __ - ______ with 

the customer. 

Rep.: How should I do that? 

Supervisor: Read all of the customer's information back. Then 
ask if 6 _ _ ____ . 

Speaking 
(!) With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I need to talk to you about ... 

Don't forget ... 

You always need to ... 

Student A: You are a supervisor. 
Talk to Student B about: 

• good strategies for calls 

• how to make sure all issues 
are resolved 

• how to end a call 

Student B: You are a call center 
representative. Talk to Student A 
about strategies for calls. 

Writing 
0 Use the email and the 

conversation from Task 8 
to fill out the employee 
evaluation form. 

) ~-· ~ 

Representative: ______ _ 

Strengths: ________ _ 

Weaknesses: _______ _ 

Suggestions for Improvement: __ 

7 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

How can a customer service representative 
help with customer issues? 

2 What other kind of work might a customer 
service representative have to do? 

All of our purchases come with live customer service 
over the phone. If you experience any issues with your 
computer, let one of our representatives help you. They 
can guide you through a number of solutions for a variety 
o" oblems. Our representatives offer telephone support 
" - os ssues. 
= -~ ·e ad anced problems, our tech support team will 
esearch t e situation. In most cases, tech support will 

cal oac i h a solution within three business days. We 
so eep a record of your account. That way, 

representatives know exactly which hardware you are 
calling about. They can also view your previous requests 
for service. 
We understand that our representatives are the link 
between our company and customers. We believe our 
customers deserve excellent service. We are committed 
to addressing inquiries quickly and professionally. 

Make the smart decision and buy your new computer 
from Tech Unlimited Computer Dealers. 

We process all orders in just two business days. 

Reading 
f) Read the webpage. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the webpage? 

A the customer service provided by a compan 

B the skills required to become a customer 
service representative 

C a list of available jobs in customer service 

D the problems customer service 
representatives face 

2 Which of the fo llowing is NOT offered on the 
webpage? 

A record of accounts 

B call back service from tech support 

C telephone support 

D in-store consultations 

3 According to the webpage, what is the 
purpose of keeping account records? 

A to help customers transfer data between 
computers 

B to remind customers when to update their 
systems 

C to keep representatives informed about 
previous service requests 

D to aid customers who lose their receipts 

Vocabulary 
8 Match the words or phrases (1-8) with the 

definitions (A-H). 

1 _account 5 _research 

2 _ customer service 6 _request 

3 _issue 7 _service 

4 _link 8 _support 

A something that someone asks for 

B a record of a customer's orders and informat io~ 

C a problem or concern encountered by a custome

D to investigate something thoroughly 

E a company's department that gives customers 
help and guidance 

F advice or instructions that someone provides 

G a connection between two people or things 

H work performed for a business purpose 
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Read the sentences and choose the 
correct words or phrases. 

1 A representative's responsibility is to request/ 
process orders correctly. 

2 A customer with a question can make an issue/ 
inquiry with customer service representatives. 

3 Customers often ask representatives for help 
making accounts/decisions about products. 

~ Tech support representatives have to research/ 
guide customers through solutions. 

~ Listen and read the webpage again. What 
jnd of support does the company offer? 

stening 
'1 Listen to a conversation between a 
epresentative and a customer. Mark the 

:allowing statements as true (T) or false (F) . 

._ _ The woman reached the wrong department. 

2 _ The woman would like to cancel an order. 

_ The man adjusted the woman's order. 

'f Listen again and complete the 
~onversation. 

-

"""'" -:;:-: ·esent.: Hello. You've 1 ____ 
__ . How can I assist you today? 

: _stomer: I have a couple questions. I'm not 
sure if I called the 2 ____ . 

=E:·esent.: That's not a problem. What can I do for 
you? 

:_stomer: Well, I have a question about my 
account. I also want to place 
3 ______ . 

__ resent.: Don't worry, I can help you with both 
of those. Let's start with the question 
about 4 ____ . 

: ._stomer: Okay. When I look at my order history 
online, I don't see my latest order. I'm 
worried that it didn't get 5 __ 

--· 
-=sr.resent.: 6 ______ did you place 

the order? 

:_stomer: I placed the order yesterday. 

Speaking 
Q With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

How can I help you? 

I have a question about ... 

Don't worry ... 

Student A: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student B about: .. 

• problems he or she is having with an account 

• what you can do to help 

• your recommendation 

Student B: You are a customer. Talk to Student A 
about questions you have about your account. 

Writing 
0 Use the webpage and the conversation 

from Task 8 to fill out the notes on a 
customer's account. 

--. . 11111W... . . dill: .. '.· 4111!:· . ........ 
IAS£Pflft'!J!%#: 

Customer: ____________ _ 

Reason for call: ____ ______ _ 

Resolution: ___________ _ 

9 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What are some electronic devices that tech 
support can help customers with? 

2 What are two elements of a computer system 
that tech support can help customers with? 

supposed to make life easier. 
a products sometimes don't work 

, . 1 a ·s hy Electronics Outfitters offers 
varrant ies on all electronic devices and appliances. 

"' Computer Proleclion Plan 
"'-This plan is for personal computers and laptops. This 

extensive plan covers both hardware and software. A 
24-hour phone llne connects plan holders with live 
technicians immediately. As part of the plan, technicians 
will also help you update your systems. 

"' Appliance Protection Plan 
"'- This plan protects major home appliances such as 

refrigerators, washing machines, and stoves. This plan 
guarantees free repair for any mechanical problem. lt also 
provides in-home consultation with a technician. This 
consultation determines the extent of the problem so we 
can find a solution quickly. 

" Mobile Protection Plan 

10 

" This plan protects against loss or theft of mobile 
devices. This includes cell phones, e-readers, and tablet 
computers. This plan also comes with 24-hour telephone 
access to tech support. 

Reading 
f) Read the brochure. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the brochure? 

A how customers can fix common technical 
problems 

B recommendations for preventing technical 
problems 

C what services are included in different 
warranty plans 

D a comparison of product protection from 
different companies 

2 Which of the following services is NOT 
included for appliances? 

A mechanical repair at no cost 

B a consultation with a technician in the 
customer's home 

C coverage of major home appliances 

D 24-hour telephone support 

3 According to the brochure, what are mobile 
devices protected against? 

A loss or theft of a device 

B software problems 

C mechanical problems 

D system failures 

Vocabulary 
8 Match the words or phrases (1-7) with the 

definitions (A-G). 

1 _ mechanical 5 _system 

2 _mobile 6 _ tech support 

3 _problem 7 _ electronic 

4 _solution 

A portable device 

B assistance provided to customers 

C powered by electricity 

D any interruption of the proper workings of 
something 

E a group of related computer programs 

F related to a device's physical components 

G a means of fixing something 
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Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

hardware I software 

A A computer's keyboard, screen, and mouse are part of its 

8 The programs installed on a computer are part of its 

2 appliance I technician 

A When the air conditioner stopped working, the customer 
called a(n) ____ _ 

8 A stove or a refrigerator is a(n) ____ _ 

warranty I technology 

A The on the computer covers repairs, but 
not replacement. 

8 The representatives are learning how to troubleshoot the 
new ____ _ 

fr Listen and read the brochure again. What is 
included in the computer protection plan? 

stening 
~ Listen to a conversation between a representative 

and a customer. Mark the following statements as true 
) or false (F). 

_ The woman's phone does not receive calls. 

2 _ The woman's phone is connecting to the internet. 

3 _ Another department will handle the woman's problem. 

ft Listen again and complete the conversation. 

- -~resent.: Hello, you've reached 1 ____ . How can 
I help you today? 

"" _ ~stomer: I'm having trouble with my cell phone and I need to 
talk 2 ______ . 

,:- ?.:~resent.: Okay. I want to get you to the right department. Tell 
me a little more 3 ______ you're 
having. 

_ ~ stomer: My phone won't receive or make calls. it hasn't been 
working 4 _ ___ --· 

= ;::~r esent.: I see. Does the phone still turn on? 

_. stomer: Yes. The 5 ______ and turned on. But 
it has no signal. 

= :-oresent.: Can the phone 6 ____ the Internet? 

Speaking 
Q With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

How can I help you? 

lt hasn't been working for .. . 

So what you're saying is .. . 

.. 
Student A: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student B 
about: 

• a technical problem 

• the extent of the problem 

• which department will 
handle the problem 

Student 8 : You are a customer 
calling for technical support. 
Talk to Student A about the 
problem you are experiencing. 

Writing 
0 Use the brochure and the 

conversation from Task 8 to 
fill out the warranty summary. 

Product: --~----'----

Protection plan: ______ _ 

Types of problems covered: _ _ 

Support provided: _____ _ 

11 
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Subject: Recommendation for 
Computer No. 422462 

Hello Mike, 

We need to replace this defective computer under the 

\\ 
warranty. The unit malfunctioned almost immediately 
after the customer purchased it. I do not think that user 
error caused the problem. There is no evidence that the 

Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What is one way tech support identifies 
computer problems? 

2 When might a customer contact tech support? 

Reading 
Read the email. Then, mark the following 
s a ements as true (T} or false (F). 

_ -~e :ec c ad the customer perform a 
c a 1 s ,c es o er the phone. 

2 e computer was not damaged by the user. 

3 _ The technic ian recommends 
repairing the computer. 

Vocabu I ary ~ 
8 Read the sentences and choose 

the correct words or phrases. 

Hardware problems can cause a computer to 
malfunction/analyze. 

2 A warranty may allow a computer to be 
replaced if it is diagnostic/broken. 

3 Representatives perform defective/diagnostic 
tests on computers with problems. 

4 A defective/basic computer needs to be 
repaired or replaced. 

5 Representatives are assigned a(n) tier/error 
message according to their abilities and place 
in the company. 

\ \ unit is broken. 
, ' The customer reported error messages whenever the 
' ' computer was connected to the Internet. I had her do 

some basic troubleshooting over the phone. None of 
the troubleshooting techniques produced any change. 
I instructed her to send in the computer so I could 
analyze it. I reproduced the problem and tried some 
more advanced troubleshooting. 

\ 
Eventually, diagnostic tests showed a defect in the 

, hard drive. The hardware on this computer cannot 
be fixed. Please process this information and send 
a replacement as soon as possible. Service 
request and repair forms are attached. 
Kelly Statton 
Tech Services Representative, Tier 2 

0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose which 
word or phrase best fits each blank. 

1 basic I advanced 

A Users can usually do _____ repa~ 
at home. 

B repairs should only be do r 
by computer technicians. 

2 user error I error message 

A A representative may ask a customer to 
read a(n) over the phone. 

B Sometimes a(n) problem caused by 
_____ voids a warranty. 

3 reproduce I replace 

A If you can a problem, you 
show it to a computer technician. 

B If a computer is broken beyond repair, 
companies will it. 

4 analyze I troubleshoot 

A The way to find the source of a problem 
to it carefully. 

B One way to solve common problems is t 
_____ them. 
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~ Listen and read the email again. How did the tech 
support representative try to fix the computer? 

stening 
~ Listen to a conversation between a warranty 
representative and a tech support representative. 
Choose the correct answers. 

What is the purpose of the conversation? 

A to clarify warranty information 

8 to explain why a customer needs a replacement computer 

C to discuss the best ways to fix a computer 

D to determine why the warranty does not cover a technical 
problem 

2 What will the woman likely do next? 

A run a diagnostic test 

8 reproduce the problem 

C bring the customer on the line 

D perform basic troubleshooting 

't Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Support Rep.: Hi. I've got a customer on the other line f:)· 
who 1 ______ computer. • 

.Varranty Rep.: Okay. Are you positive that the computer 
2 ____ ? 

Support Rep.: Yes. I did some 3 __ with her over the 
phone . 

.Varranty Rep.: Did you have the customer do any 4 __ 
__ ? 

Support Rep.: Yes, I had her do a couple of them. 

.Varranty Rep.: Can you be a little 5 _ _ __ ? 

Support Rep.: Sure. We ran a test on 6 __ _ _ 
__ . Then we did another test on the 
computer's operating system. 

(i) With a partner, act out the 
roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Did you ... ? 

Can you be more specific? 

We ran a test on ... 

--.:-

Student A: You are a warranty 
representative. Talk to Student 8 
about: 

• a problem with a computer 

• tests performed on the 
computer 

• the best solution to the 
problem 

Student 8: You are a tech 
support representative. Talk to 
Student A about a customer's 
computer. 

Writing 
0 Use the email and the 

conversation from Task 8 to 
fill out the tech support form. 

Problem: ___ _ 

Repairs attempted: _ 

Recommendation: _ 

13 
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0 Before you read the passage, talk about 
these questions. 

1 How are most telemarketers paid? 

2 What is the aim of telemarketing? 

Reading 
f) Read the job listing. Then, mark the 

following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The company is seeking salespeople with 
experience. 

2 _ The company will provide sales leads for 
new representatives. 

3 _ The job pays minimum wage. 

Golden Star Marketing is seeking outgoing and friend 
people to join our sales team. No experience is require: 
for this position. Our company sells high quali 
educational and classroom materials. We nee: 
candidates who can persuade potential customers : 
make purchases. 
Representatives should be able to solicit customers 
a friendly and professional manner. We provide sale
leads for all new representatives. As representative: 
become more experienced, they will generate their ov
leads for future sales. Most sales are pitched to clien
with appointments. However, we need salespeople 
who can make cold calls, too. We encourag:o 
representatives to take our training course on cold CG. 

techniques. The course is free for all employees f 
Golden Star Marketing. 
This job is paid on commission. Successful salespeop= 
have the potential to make much more than minim 
wage. A job application is available on our websr = 
goldenstarmarketing.com. 

1 _ appointment 5 _purchase 

2 _cold call 6 _ salesperson 

3 _ commission 7 _solicit 

4 _lead 8 _ telemarketing 

A contact information of a potential customer 

B a call that the recipient was not expecting 

C to try to obtain something 

D an agreed upon meeting 

E an item or service that has been paid for 

F a method of sales that takes place over the 
phone 

G someone who persuades people to buy 
something 

H money paid to a salesperson based on his 
her sales 
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Read the sentence pairs. Choose the sentence that 
uses the underlined part correctly. 

A A salesperson's job is to generate sales. 

B Every salesperson has to gersuade calls. 

2 A A customer may not want to sell a product. 

B Henry's personality made it easy for him to gersuade 
customers. 

3 A Customers often generate salespeople. 

B A good salesperson can sell any product. 

~ Listen and read the job listing again. What are 
some job duties of the company's representatives? 

istening 
~ Listen to a conversation between a job interviewer 
and an applicant. Choose the correct answers. 

What is the purpose of the conversation? 

A to describe an applicant's skills and experience 

B to describe the responsibilities of a job 

C to discuss how much a salesperson is paid 

D to discuss the qualities of a good salesperson 

2 What does the woman need help with? 

A cold calling 

B getting customers to open up 

C gaining trust 

D generating sales leads 

~ Listen again and complete the conversation. 

-•erviewer: Let's get started. I see you have some 
1 ______ . 

!_pplicant: That's right. I have experience 2 _____ _ 
and telemarketing. 

-· erviewer: That's excellent. Tell me what you think your best 
skills are 3 ____ --· 

!_pplicant: Well, I'm 4 ____ and I'm good at getting 
people to open up to me. 

-·erviewer: Has that been helpful? 

pplicant: it has. People feel like they can trust me. That makes 
them willing to 5 ______ from me. 

erviewer: That's great. Do you have any experience 
generating 6 ____ ? 

Speaking 
(I) With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I see you have some ... 

I have experience ... 

I'm very ... 

Student A: You are a job 
interviewer. Talk to Student B 
about: 

• his or her work experience 

• his or her personality 

• which skills he or she will 
need to learn 

Student B: You are a job 
applicant. Talk to Student A about 
your work experience and skills. 

Writing 
0 Use the job listing and the 

conversation from Task 8 to 
fill out the job listing. 

Open Position: 

Salesperson 
for telen1~rketing 
company 

Skills needed: ______ _ 

Experience wanted: _____ _ 

Job responsibilities: _____ _ 

Pay: 

15 
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by Mark Lindley 
it takes a certain kind of person to be a 
salesperson. Inspiring trust in customers IS 

at the heart of sales. Once salespeople can 
do this, they will close sales with ease. 
Successful salespeople can upsell or 
cross-sell products without difficulty. 
The first thing that a new salesperson should 
do is work on a good pitch. The pitch sets 
the tone tor future contact with the 
customer. The pitch should focus on .the 
value of a product, not on the pn~e. 
Customers want to know they are being 
offered worthwhile products. This will greatly 
influence their decisions. Even customers 
who initially show resistance can be 
convinced with a good sales pitch. 
Salespeople also must know how .to 
negotiate. They need to . work with 
customers, but still make profitable deals. 
Few people have the right skills to be a 
salesperson. However, those who do can 

make a lot of money. 

Get ready! 
ou read the passage, 

:a ese questions. 

, -~: 5 :::- -~ r:G.:" 'ac o for 
::::~s:~-s~ .·. e deci ing 

a product? 

2 I a is one way for a 
salesperson to make more 
money? 

Reading 
f) Read the article. Then, mark 

the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The article suggests that a 
pitch should focus on the 
price of a product. 

2 _ According to the article, 
many people do not have 
basic sales skills. 

3 _ Experienced salespeople don't 
need to cross-sell products. 

8 Fill in the blanks with the correct words from the wora 
bank. 

~ BANK · · · 

resistance contact offer pitch price value 

1 A salesperson should inform customers of any special 
_____ that a company has. 

2 Customers get a good deal when the _____ of an 
item exceeds the amount paid for it. 

3 High prices are a common cause of to salec: 

4 Amy's sales was always successful at 
convincing customers. 

5 Telephones allow companies to make _____ with 
customers around the world. 

6 Some salespeople are willing to negotiate the ____ _ 
of a product. 

0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

1 cross-sell I upsell 

A Cellular companies often try to their lates: 
services to their existing customers. 

8 James attempted to to a customer by 
encouraging her to purchase a more expensive phone. 

2 influence I negotiate 

A Some customers will try to _____ prices to get 
better deals. 

8 A good salesperson doesn't let negative customers 
_____ his or her attitude. 

3 close I trust 

A A customer is unlikely to make a purchase if he or she 
doesn't the salesperson. 

8 The salesperson didn't _____ many deals when 
he first started in telemarketing. 
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\1 Listen and read the article again. Why 
is a sales pitch important? 

istening 
.• \1 Listen to a conversation between two 

sales representatives. Choose the correct 
answers. 

What is the purpose of the conversation? 

A to discuss ways to get the best commission 
rates 

B to talk about different types of customers 

C to explain differences between prices and 
values 

D to discuss how to close sales 

2 What does the woman suggest? 

A putting less pressure on customers 

B making offers seem urgent 

C changing the sales pitch 

D giving customers more time to make decisions 

" Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

=i.epresentative 1: Sort of. I feel like I'm doing 
really well on all my calls. 
But at the end the customers 
1 ____ to buy anything. 

-epresentative 2: I see. So you're having 2 __ 
__ ? 

epresentative 1: Yeah. But up until then I always 
feel like 3 ____ is 

going really well. 

:;epresentative 2: I understand. Have you tried 
4 ____ customers? 

~epresentative 1: A little, I get a lot of 5 __ to 
negotiation. 

~epresentative 2: Hmm. Well, you can always try 
to 6 ______ seem 

urgent. 

Speaking 
Q With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

So you're having ... ? 

Have you tried ... ? 

You've just got to ... 

Student A: You are a representative. Talk to .. 
Student B about: 

• a problem you are having with your sales 

• what solutions you have tried 

• his or her suggestions 

Student B: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student A about strategies for making sales. 

Writing 
0 Use the article and the conversation from 

Task 8 to fill out the memo from a manager 
to a team of sales representatives. 

Hello Everyone, 

I've noticed a decline in sales lately. This note is a 
reminder of some sales tactics you can use on your 
calls. The most important thing is to ____ _ 
This is important because ________ _ 
Another good tactic is to ________ _ 
This helps because __________ _ 
Finally, remember to __________ _ 

I hope to see our sales improving this month! 

Andrew Olaf 
Manager 

I I I I \ I \ \ \ \ I \ \ \ I I \ \ I I I \ \ \ \ I \ 
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To: Robert Phillips 
29 Haven Park W 

From: Unipal Communications 
4400 Alien County Highway 
Dear Mr. Phillips, 
This letter is regarding your home telephone and internet 
services. Your account is currently delinquent. The 
payments for February, March, and April are overdue. 
Please contact us immediately. 
Our in-house department of collections attempted to 
call you twice. After three failed attempts, your account 
will have a service interruption. After 120 days of 
delinquency, your information goes to a third-party 
collections agency. This will prevent you from receiving 
any further services from us. it will also negatively affect 
your credit score. 
However, we would prefer to resolve this with you 
directly. We understand that you might not be able to pay 
immediately. A representative can set up a payment 
arrangement with you instead. 
We do not like to take legal action against debtors. 
However, we must ensure that our services are paid for. 
Please contact our collections department as soon as 
possible. 
Sincerely, 
Karen Moss 
Unipal Communications, Department of Collections 

Get ready! 
Before you read the passage, talk about 
these questions. 

Who do companies use to collect outstanding 
debts? 

2 What can be affected by having outstanding 
debts? 

Reading 
f) Read the letter. Then, complete the table. 

If ... Then ... 

1 The account will have a 
service interruption. 

An account is delinquent 2 
for 120 days 

A customer cannot pay 3 
immediately 

1 _legal 

2 _agency 

3 _overdue 

4 _in-house 

5 _ collections 

6 _ payment arrangemer 

A related to company activities being performec 
by members of the company 

B not done or paid at the required time 

C an agreement for someone to make regular 
payments until a debt is paid 

D the process of recovering debts 

E related to the law 

F a business that performs a particular service 

0 Fill in the blanks with the correct words 
or phrases from the word bank. 

BANK ~ 
third-party debtor 

delinquent 
service interruption 

credit score 

1 The customer's account became ____ _ 
when she forgot to pay the bill. 

2 The owed money to several 
companies. 

3 A bad payment history affects a person's 

4 The company couldn't contact the customer, 
so they hired a service. 

5 When a customer doesn't pay, he or she gets 
a ____ _ 
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payment history: 

outstanding debt: 

\enght of time you 've had credit: ---- - - ----- 83 
164 number of inquiries on your report: 

types of credit you currently have: 

TOTAL SCORE: 

g Listen and read the letter again. What 
is an alternative to an immediate payment? 

·stening 
g Listen to a conversation between a 
collections representative and a customer. 
Mark the following statements as true (T) 
or false (F). 

_ The man is surprised that his balance is 
overdue. 

2 _ The delinquent account was referred to a 
third-party agency. 

3 _ The man agrees to set up payment 
arrangements. 

g Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

Rep.: Hi, Mr. Phillips. I'm with 
1 _______ at Unipal 

Communications. 

::Ustomer: Oh, I see. This is about my 2 __ 
_ _ , isn't it? 

Rep.: I'm afraid so. Your account has been 
delinquent for almost four months. lt 
will go to a 3 ___ ____ 

unless we get this resolved. 

~ustomer: I certainly don't want that. What are 
my options? 

Rep.: We can do a couple things. If you're 
not ready to pay now, we 4 __ 
____ a payment arrangement. 

'"'ustomer: I'm 5 ______ that. What 

else can we do? 

Rep.: In addition to the payment 
arrangement, I recommend reducing 
your service plan. That way, 6 __ 
____ will be a little lower. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles 

below based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

This is about ... , isn't it? 

Your account has been ... 

We can do ... 

Student A: You are a collections representative. 
Talk to Student B about: 

• his or her delinquent account 

• the possible consequences of a delinquent 
account 

• options for resolving the problem 

Student 8: You are a customer. Talk to 
Student A about your delinquent account. 

Writing 
0 Use the letter and the conversation from 

Task 8 to fill out the customer status 
summary. 

NextPay Collections 

Customer Status Update 

Customer: ______________ _ 

How long has the account been delinquent? 

When the customer was contacted, what did he or 

she sa~-----------------------------

19 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

What function identities incoming calls? 

2 Where are customers' calls placed when lines 
are busy? 

m:l ACD 
~- Automatic Call Distribution 

D11~•. • • f'ii\ I· • • 0 .. ,u••• .••11• •o 
OJ1 0 

Callers • Callers in Queue • Representatives 

t·~·~-~ 

Reading 
f) Read the advertisement. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

1 What is the advertisement mostly about? 

A which call routing programs are available c. 
a discount 

8 why the new software is better than the 
competitor's software 

C when the virtual queuing feature will be 
available in older versions 

D how the new software improves a 
customer's experience 

2 Which is NOT a feature of the software? 

A customizable detail in screen pops 

8 customizable routing strategies 

C virtual queuing with set EWT thresholds 

D automated callbacks 

3 When can callers opt to receive a callback? 

A after explaining the call to an agent 

8 when EWT exceeds a certain threshold 

C after the call is processed by the ACD 

D any time after ANI has identified the calle 

Vocabulary 
Q Match the words or phrases (1-8) with the 

definitions (A-H). 

1 _ANI 4 _ ACD 7 _ virtual queuin!; 

8 _ routing strateQ" 2 _ CTI 5 _ DNIS 

3 _ EWT 6 _ route 

A the approximate length of time customers 
must wait 

8 a system in which customers receive a 
callback instead of waiting on hold 

c a function that displays the caller's phone numbe· 

D a function that identities what number the 
caller dialed 

E to send a call to a particular person or 
department 

F instructions tor a call distributor on how to 
route different calls 

G a system that automatically routes incoming cal " 

H a system tor synchronizing computers and 
telephones 
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Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

queue I screen pop 

A The representative couldn't read the ______ _ 
with the customer's information. 

B Customers were left on hold due to a problem with the 

2 threshold I callback 

A When wait time reaches a certain ______ _ 
the customer can receive a call later instead. 

B Most people prefer a to waiting on hold. 

0 Listen and read the advertisement again. Why 
should screen pops appear promptly? 

'stening 
0 Listen to a conversation between a technician and 
a call center director. Mark the following statements 
as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The new software will reduce customers' wait time. 

2 _ Customers can now choose to wait on hold or receive a 
callback. 

3 _ The purpose of the software is to improve routing strategies. 

0 Listen again and complete the conversation. 

-~hn ician: You're going to love this new 1 ____ . 
it's really advanced. 

·~ 
Director: 2 ______ . Is it better than what we 

had before? 

nician: Much better. Customers will love it. 

irector: That's good. What kind of features does it have? 

nician: Well , for one thing, it has 3 ____ . 

u irector: That sounds interesting. How does it work? 

-:chnician: Well, it means customers can get a 4 __ instead 
of waiting on hold. 

Director: That sounds good to me. But do they have to wait 
longer that way? 

-:chnician: No, the wait time is the same. lt doesn't matter if 
they stay on hold or hang up. 

Director: I see. So they can 5 ____ the phone and 
keep their place in the queue? 

-e-chnician: Exactly. It'll lead to a 6 ____ in customer 
satisfaction. 

Director: Great! That's our goal. 

l 
' 

Speaking 
Q With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

You're going to ... 

What kind of ... ? 

That sounds .. . 

Student A: You are a technician. 
Talk to Student B about: 

• new software for your call 
center 

• the features of the new 
software 

• why the new software will 
be beneficial 

Student 8: You are a call center 
director. Talk to Student A about 
new software. 

Writing 
0 Use the advertisement and 

the conversation from Task 8 
to fill out a company memo 
about the new ACD software. 

We recently installed new ___ _ 

One of the new features is ___ _ 

The benefit of this feature is __ _ 

Other new features are ____ _ 

21 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

What feature allows callers to navigate a 
menu by using the keypad? 

2 How is information security maintained? 

Tired of waiting on hold? 

Try our self-serve option! 
We've listened to customer feedback about long hold 
times. That's why we've increased our staffing to meet 
demands. However, phone lines still get busy at peak 
hours. We recomme~d using the IVR (interactive voice 
response). Find out how easy and efficient it is! 
Our IVR uses DTMF (dual-tone multi-frequency) to 
accurately record your selections. The menu features 
prompts for every major service request. Paying your 
bill? Updating your address? Requesting repair? Just 
type the indicated option into your keypad. Or speak 
the directed dialogue to use speech recognition 
instead. 
If you don't hear the reason for your call, don't worry. 
Just tell us what you need, in your own words. Our 
advanced system can read natural language 
dialogue. lt will get you to the right department. 
Are you concerned about account security? Don't be! 
The automated system authenticates each caller. Set 
up a password to keep your account safe. 

Reading 
f) Read the webpage. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the webpage? 

A how to install IVR software 

B which companies have the most efficient 
IVR systems 

C what to do in case of IVR failure 

D why the IVR is a good way to complete 
transactions 

Which of the following is NOT recommended 
in the webpage? 

A Type menu selections into the keypad. 

B Request a representative to avoid using 
automated systems. 

C Speak the reason for a call with natural 
language dialogue. 

D Ensure account safety by setting up a 
password. 

3 What should a caller do if he or she doesn't 
hear the reason for the call? 

A Ask for a representative. 

B Use directed dialogue. 

C Enter a selection on the keypad. 

D Say the reason for the call. 

Vocabulary 
E) Match the words or phrases (1-7) with the 

definitions (A-G). 

1 _IVR 5 _ self -serve 

2 _ menu 6 _ authenticate 

3 _ DTMF 7 _ speech recognition 

4 _ keypad 

A a technology that allows phone communicatio'" 
through a series of buttons 

B a list or collection of options 

C a computer's ability to understand the words 
that someone speaks 

D a system that allows people to conduct 
transactions through an automated menu 

E a series of buttons on an electronic device 

F to ensure that something is correct or approvec 

G able to be used without help from workers 
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Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

efficient I automated 

A The customer prefers dealing with people rather than 
_______ systems. 

B The new IVR software is more _ _____ _ 

because it recognizes customers' selections more quickly. 

2 prompt I selection 

A The told the customer to enter his 
date of birth. 

B The customer made a after hearing 
the menu. 

3 directed dialogue I natural language dialogue 

A If a system uses , the customer still 
has to choose from a menu. 

B If a system uses , the customer 
can use his or her own description of the call's purpose. 

~ Listen and read the webpage again. When can 
phone lines get busy? 

stening 
r, Listen to a conversation between a representative 
and a customer. Mark the following statements as true 

) or false (F). 

_ The man plans to transfer the woman to the IVR. 

2 _ The woman has not made a payment in the IVR before. 

3 _ The IVR uses directed dialogue. 

~ Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Rep.: I'll certainly 1 ________ for 

you, Ma'am. Did you know you can also do that 
in the IVR? 

_._.stomer: I don't know what that is. 

Rep.: it's the 2 ____ that you heard when you called. 

: _-Stomer: Oh, I never 3 ______ . I always choose 

"representative" right away. 

Rep.: You might want to give it a try. lt recognizes 4 __ 

: ._.stomer: What does that mean? 

Rep.: You cans ______ , "I want to pay my 

bill." And it will know what you mean. 

: ._stomer: Wow. And then I can 6 ______ immediately? 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I know how frustrating ... 

All I need to do is ... 

You should try ... 

Student A: YoD are a 
representative. Talk to Student B 
about: 

• the reason for his or her call 

• how he or she might benefit 
from the IVR 

• technology used in the IVR 

Student B: You are a customer. 
Talk to Student A about how 
you might benefit from the IVR. 

Writing 
0 Use the webpage and the 

conversation from Task 8 to fill 
out the email to a customer. 

Dear Ms. Franklin, 
We received your complaint form about 
our call center. I'm so sorry you had to 
wait on hold for so long. In the future, I 
recommend ________ _ 

because . Our IVR uses 
______ instructions. You can 

use our automated systems to 
_ _______ ,and ___ _ 

Please let us know if there is anything 
else we can do. 
Sincerely, 
Lean Gray, 
Customer Satisfaction Specialist 

23 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What work do representatives do when they're 
not on a call? 

2 What do representatives aim to do to increase 
customer satisfaction? 

f) Read the article. Mark the following 
statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ Representatives should try to increase AHT. 

2 _ ACPD is one measure of call quality. 

3 _ According to surveys, FCR is a strong 
determiner of customer satisfaction. 

Utilizing Call Center Metrics 
by Abby Linden 

Call canters need to use key performancE 
indicators (KPis) to monitor productivity. • 
productive center is more likely to have a hig
rate of customer satisfaction (CSAT). As an. 
businessperson knows, customer satisfactio
is vital to a company's success. 
More than anything else, representatives mus: 
focus on first-call resolution (FCR). Countless 
surveys show that FCR is extremely importar: 
to customers. Additionally, FCR reduces the 
number of incoming calls that a departmer: 
receives. This frees up time for representativeE 
to answer other calls. That means customerE 
will wait less. On top of that, your departmer: 
will have a lower cost per call (CPC). 
While call quality is important, it must b& 
balanced with your adjusted calls per da

1 

(ACPD). Minimizing hold time is one way tc 
increase ACPD. Also, representatives mus: 
complete after-call work quickly and return tc 
available time. ACPD will go up as 
representatives decrease average handle time 
(AHT). 

Vocabulary 
8 Fill in the blanks with the correct words 

or phrases from the word bank. 

ACPD 
CPC 

af er call work AHT 
hold time survey 

1 A long _______ can make a 

customer angry. 

2 ______ must be completed at the 
end of every call. 

3 Representatives with lower _____ _ 

can take more calls in a day. 

4 Call canters can reduce a customer's wait 
time by raising their ______ _ 

5 High means that a 
company loses money when a customer calls 
multiple times. 

6 A(n) informs call canters 
of how customers felt about the service they 
received. 
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Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

KPI I available time 

A ACPD is an important that measures 
productivity. 

B When representatives are not on calls, they should be 
waiting for calls in _____ _ 

2 CSAT I FCR 

A Call centers can focus on to improve 
their productivity. 

B Call centers use surveys to measure _____ _ 

~ Listen and read the article again. What is the 
importance of FCR in a call center? 

'stening 
~ Listen to a conversation between an analyst and a 
call center director. Then, choose the correct answers. 

What is the purpose of the conversation? 

A to discuss a call center's CSAT report 

B to talk about CPC 

C to compare the AHT of two call centers 

D to give guidelines for completion of after-call work 

2 How does the man suggest the call center can improve? 

A by decreasing their hold time 

B by raising their ACPD 

C by focusing on call quality 

D by taking more customer surveys 

~ Listen again and complete the conversation. 

• - alyst: I have your cent er's 1 ____ . 

. ~tor: Great. I'd love to hear the results. 

.-.; lyst: Overall, things 2 _ _____ . 

_ ~tor: Great. So what 3 ________ ? 

--.alyst: Well, your 4 __ - __ _ _ this month was 
really low. So that's great. 

_ ;ctor: We've really pushed representatives to get back to 
s _ _ __ . 

.-.alyst: On the other hand, your FCR rate is 6 _ __ _ 

0 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Overall, things looked ... 

We've really pushed ... 

I think you need to focus on ... 

Student A: You are an analyst. 
Talk to Student 8 about: 

• a call center's KPI and CSAT 
report 

• which metrics have improved 

• which metrics could be better 

Student B: You are a call center 
director. Talk to Student A about 
how your call center can improve 
its metrics. 

Writing 
0 Use the article and the 

conversation from Task 8 to 
fill out the recommendation 
from an analyst to a call 
center director. 

Hi Marvin, 

I've reviewed ________ _ 

Overall, _________ _ 

However, I think you need to __ _ 

This is important because ___ _ 

Email me if you have any questions. 

Tricia Shuley 

Analyst 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What are some types of 
performance coaching? 

2 Apart from coaching, 
what is another 

Representative: Nathaniel Ruiz 
Supervisor: Doris Carter 

What type of coaching has the 1---
representative received? 
Early this week I monitored Nathaniel to identify his 
strengths. This was remote monitoring, so I observed his 
normal behavior. Nathaniel has great etiquette, but struggles 
with angry customers. I gave him initial feedback in a one
on-one session. He expressed frustration with his 
performance and desire to improve. 

se · e the employee's progress. 
a:~a~ e B.J<es good self-assessments and is eager to 

_ _ - ,',ec escay. we sat down for a side-by-side 
e emembered my suggestions and 
a ore gracefully. He sees his 

==-: =-- es a:: a" opportun it y o improve. However, he 
-£-Se: :~ se- e e is ic targets for himself. 

nat additional coaching do you 1--
recommend? 
I would like to coach Nathaniel again next week. He still 

needs more coaching in real work situations. I will 

evaluate his improvement at the end of the month. 

26 

Reading 
f) Read the employee evaluation. Then, mark 

the following statements as true (T) or 
false (F). 

1 _ The representative struggles with escalated 
calls. 

2 _ The representative showed improvement 
during his side-by-side coaching. 

3 _ The supervisor recommends more 
classroom training for the employee. 

self-assessment 

8 Match the words or phrases (1-9) 
with the definitions (A-1). 

1 _coach 6 _feedback 

2 _ target 7 _ one-on-one 

3 _ strength 8 _evaluate 

4 _remote 9 _ real work situation 

5 _monitor 

A a scenario in which an employee is coachec 
while performing normal work 

B to study and assess something 

C done from a distance 

D to give instruction and feedback on performaf'- 

E constructive information about something 

F discussed away from the work environment 

G an area in which someone performs well 

H a goal or area of focus 

to supervise or observe something 

0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose the 
sentence that uses the underlined part 
correctly. 

1 A To monitor a call is to provide constructi = 
information. 

B John met with his supervisor for a coach ~ 
session. 

2 A Faye prefers to do her coaching side-by-s· -

B If monitoring is one-on-one, it is done fr 
a distance. 

3 A An opportunity is a chance to improve. 

B To evaluate employees is to criticize or 
reprimand them. 

4 A lt is important for coaches and employee.~ 
to set realistic feedback. 

B When agents evaluate their own 
performance, it is called self-assessment. 
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~ Listen and read the employee 
evaluation again. What are some of the 
employee's strengths? 

stening 
~ Listen to a conversation between a 
supervisor and a representative. Mark the 
following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

_ The woman conducted remote monitoring 

on the man's call. 

2 _ One of the man's strengths is handling 

indecisive customers. 

3 _ The man's weekly target will be upselling. 

t;f Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

ervisor: 

Rep.: 

Hi there, Mitch. Are you ready for () 
our1 __ ? 

Hi, Robin. Yeah, I'm ready. What do 
you want to talk about? 

·-~ervisor: Well, I was 2 __ your last call. 

Rep.: Oh. You were listening to that one? 

___ ervisor: Yes, I was. lt sounded like you were 
3 ______ of yourself. Is 

that right? 

Rep.: I guess I was. The customer couldn't 
make up her mind. I didn't know what 
to say. 

ervisor: Okay. Well, as a general rule, we should 
always upsell. Encourage the customer 
to buy the bigger vacation package. 

Rep.: Okay, but how do I do that? 

__ ._. ervisor: Well, be sure to highlight the features of 

the bigger package. Focus on the 
positives. 4 ________ ? 

Rep.: I understand. I'll try that next time. 

ervisor: I think this would be a good 5 __ 
for you for this week. What do you think? 

Rep.: lagree.G ________ . 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

What do you ... ? 

lt sounded like ... 

Does that ... ? 

Student A: You are a supervisor. Talk to 
Student B about: .. 

• his or her performance on a recent call 

• his or her opportunities 

• appropriate performance goals and targets 

Student 8: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student A about a recent call you handled. 

Writing 
0 Use the employee evaluation and the 

conversation from Task 8 to fill out the 
employee self-assessment worksheet. 

~ 

Employee Name: __________ _ 

Date: ________________________ _ 

What coaching have you received this week? 

Describe your performance and your targets for 
the coming week. ___________ _ 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What takes place to decide 
who wins a performance award? 

2 What is type of monetary reward 
is included with employee's wage~') 

otivate ? How about fantastic prizes? 
.'.ee fy incent ives for the month of May! 

In eek 1, we will reward agents for speed and 
efficiency. Get the lowest AHT to win! Departmental 
winners will get a $50 gift card to Hogan's Pub. 

l@$lW11 Week 2 is a week for stellar sales! This week's 
contest focuses on sales. Agents who sell qualifying 
packages will earn spiffs. Details will be announced 
soon. 

l@$l11At the end of week 3, we're hosting a company
wide raffle! Each employee will start the week with one 
raffle ticket. Supervisors will give out additional tickets 
for great performance! 

•~m:cS Finish the month with terrific teamwork! The 
team with the highest customer satisfaction ratings will 
receive the Phelps Teamwork Award. Don't forget, the 
Phelps Award comes with a $100 bonus! 

28 

Hard work always pays off, but don't miss the extra 
incentives in May! 

Reading 
f) Read the poster. Then, choose the correc· 

answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the poster? 

A to explain upcoming special incentives 

B to give details about available spiffs for 
certain packages 

C to announce the winners of several conte~ 

D to compare this year's incentives with las: 

year's 

2 Which of the following is NOT an incentive? 

A gift card prizes for low AHT 

B a company-wide raffle for all employees 

C $100 bonus for qualifying package sales 

D a teamwork award for high customer 
satisfaction 

3 How do employees win tickets for the raffle. 

A by purchasing them with special incentive 
points 

B by earning them for hitting certain sales 
numbers 

C by achieving overall good performance 

D by working overtime during the month of '-

Vocabulary 
€) Match the words or phrases (1-8) with th& 

definitions (A-H). 

1 _prize 5 _award 

2 _bonus 6 _pay off 

3 _spiff 7 _hard work 

4 _contest 8 _incentive 

A a competition to see who performs best 

B an amount of extra money that an employef 
earns for selling a particular product 

C the promise of a gift, privilege, or amount o' 
money that encourages good performance 

D additional pay 

E persistence with difficult tasks 

F to prove to be worth the effort 

G a recognition of good performance 

H a gift or privilege offered for winning a con e
or raffle 
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Read the sentence pairs. Choose which 
word or phrase best fits each blank. 

1 appreciation I raffle 

A Ken won tickets to a concert in the company 

B Companies should show _____ _ 

for employee efforts. 

2 reward I motivate 

A Tracy hoped the new incentives would 
______ employees. 

B Mr. Gilbert likes to great 
job performance. 

~ Listen and read the poster again. What 
is the prize for the team with the highest 
customer satisfaction ratings? 

stening 
~ Listen to a conversation between two 
epresentatives. Mark the following 

statements as true (T) or false (F). 

_ The woman hopes to qualify for the sales 
contest. 

2 _ The man needs a few more sales to qualify 
for the sales contest. 

_ The woman plans to enter a raffle. 

'J Listen again and complete the 
onversation. 

= :cresentative 1: Hey, Mart a. Are you doing 
the1 _ ___ ? 

, 
•. esentative 2: No, I'm not going to enter. What 

about you, Clay? 

- - · esentative 1: I'm trying really hard. I haven't 
quite hit the qualifying level but 
2 _ _ ____ , 

:;,:r.:resentative 2: That's great. How much farther 
do you 3 ______ ? 

- ¥-Jresentative 1: I just need 4 ____ 
__ to qualify. 

=::resentative 2: Do you think you'll hit the 
5 ____ in time? 

~Y.Uesentative 1: Yeah, I think I can do it.lt's 6 _ _ 
_ _,though. 

;~a:resentative 2: Well, I'll be rooting for you. 

Speaking 
Q With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Are you doing ... ? 

I'm hoping .. . 

What's the ... ? 

Student A: You are a represe .. ntative. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• ongoing company incentives 

• what contests or incentives you want to 
participate in 

• what you need to do to qualify 

Student 8: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student A about the current company 
incentives. 

Writing 
0 Use the poster and the conversation from 

Task 8 to fill out a poster announcing the 
contest winners. 

Representative 

Ben White 

Team Webb 
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LUNA Soft Tools 
.. ,~~i~r 4.1.& Staff Scheduling Software 

:a ·ec :o call center 
do vnload is 

• . major ACD/CTI 
e setup is complete, Rivr 

.s a·a au omatically. Staffing managers 
can monitor traffic to predict staffing needs. 

Whafs new in version 4.1.6? 
• more accurate forecasting tools 

• detailed call traffic analysis 

• markers for cross-trained employees 

• updated display system for analysis of call 
center metrics 

Rivr can accommodate an unlimited number 
of employees and templates. Templates for 
recurring shifts save time and are easy to 
adjust. 
Rivr provides real-time analysis for effective 
intraday management. With Rivr, you can easily 
analyze trends in call volume. Now, you can 
always maintain your service level throughout 
peak hours. Run your call center worry-free! 

30 

0 Before you read the passage, talk about these questions. 

1 What are some staffing problems that can occur? 

2 When are representatives busiest? 

Reading 
f) Read the webpage. Then, mark the following 

statements as true (T) or fa lse (F). 

1 What is the webpage mostly about? 

A the latest version of a scheduling software package 

B a comparison of different types of scheduling software 

C an overview of how to use scheduling software 

D a user review of a new scheduling software 

What extra feature is available especially for call centers? 

A automatic data importing 

B compatibility with ACD/CTI systems 

C unlimited templates for recurring shifts 

D markers for cross-trained employees 

3 According to the webpage, which is NOT true of the software· 

A lt comes with more accurate forecasting tools. 

B lt can accommodate an unlimited number of employees. 

C lt adjusts schedules automatically based on traffic tren ~ 

D lt helps managers analyze trends in call volume. 

Vocabulary 
8 Match the words or phrases (1-8) with the definitions 

(A-H). 

1 _ traffic 5 _ service level 

2 _volume 6 _ overstaffing 

3 _ staffing 7 _ understaffing 

4 _shrinkage 8 _ intraday management 

A the process of adjusting staffing plans within a day 

B the percentage of calls answered within a period of time 

C the state of having too few employees scheduled 

D the flow of something over a period of time 

E the number of calls coming in at a particular time 

F the state of having too many employees scheduled 

G time during the workday when employees are not available 
to work 

H the process of scheduling employees for work 
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Write a word that is similar in meaning to the 
underlined part. 

Managers need to scheduled more agents for the busiest hours. 
_e __ 

2 lt is helpful to have agents who are taught to handle 
different types of work. c __ s _ - t __ i __ d 

3 Some software can help with predicting the number of calls 
that will come in. __ r _ c ____ n g 

·~ Listen and read the webpage again. What is the 
purpose of scheduling templates? 

_istening 
~ Listen to a conversation between a scheduling 
manager and an analyst. Mark the following 
statements as true (T) or false (F). 

_ The woman is confused about the new scheduling software. 

2 _ The call center has a problem with overstaffing. 

3 _ The man will watch for a decline in call volume. 

~ Listen again and complete the conversation. 

.lanager: Hey, I'm glad you're here. I need to go over the 

nalyst: 

anager: 

. ~ . alyst: 

an ager: 

alyst: 

an ager: 

alyst: 
1an ager: 

~alyst: 

'anager: 

nalyst: 

new 1 ____ with you. Do you have time 

right now? 

Sure, I have time. 

I'll still be doing the initial staff scheduling. I need you 
to keep an eye on the 2 __ _ _ . 

Okay. What kind of trends should I look out for? 

Well, you know we've been having a lot of problems 
with 3 __ . 

Yeah, we talked about it last week. 

Right. What I need you to watch out for is a decline in 
call volume. 

4 ______ , or a sudden drop? 

A steady decline. Usually when call 5 __ declines, 
it doesn't pick up again that day. 

So I should let you know when we can start sending 
agents home for the day? 

Exactly. But you'd better watch out for signs of traffic 
increase. Otherwise, our 6 __ _ _ will drop. 

Of course. 

i 
l 
f 
l 

Speaking 
(i} With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I need you to .. . 

What kind of ... ? 

You'd better .. . 

.. 
Student A: You are a scheduling 
manager. Talk to Student B about: 

• new scheduling software 

• what trends to look out for 

• how to compensate for 
staffing problems 

Student B: You are an analyst. 
Talk to Student A about new 
scheduling software. 

Writing 
0 Use the webpage and the 

conversation from Task 8 to 
fill out the email about the 
new scheduling software. 

From: ______________________ __ 

Th: ~~~~~~~~ 
Hi, 

I went over ________ _ 

With luck, this will solve ___ _ 
I asked the analyst ____ _ _ 

On the other hand, we don't want 

--------· We discussed 

~.,; 

j 
~ 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What are some types of employee leave? 

2 What can employees do to help scheduling 
issues? 

eave and Absences 
i ~s schedule eir own shifts by submitting 

•ds e. Once scheduled, employees 
_ ~dvance notice to change shifts. 
t: Joyees •n good standing may flex their 
schedules. Flex scheduling is not available during 
the ~0-day probationary period. During the 
p~obatJon period, all absences will be unpaid. 
SJck leave and PTO are available after 90 days. 
We urge employees to use sick leave for medical 
reasons only. Use PTO for vacations and other 
personal absences. 

Er:nployee.s may use shift bids to make up for 
m.Jssed shifts. There is no guarantee of which sh'ft 
w11l be a ·1 bl o· 1 s . V~J a e. •fferential pay associated with 
certain shifts will not carry over. 

Th~ call center will be closed on most major 
ho~Jdays. However, many days surroundin 
hoiJ~a~s are blackout days. Only employee; 
~~ahfyJng for disability leave may request time off. 

ployees may trade shifts as necessary. Shift 
t~ades ~ust .be approved by a supervisor. Again 
dJfferentJal will not carry over to new shifts. , 

Reading 
f) Read the training manual. Then, mark the 

following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ In order to change shifts, employees mus 
submit advance notice. 

2 _ Flex scheduling is unavailable after the 
probation period. 

3 _ Most major holidays are blackout days. 

Vocabulary 
f) Match the words or phrases (1-8) with the 

definitions (A-H). 

1 _PTO 5 _ differential 

2 _flex 6 _sick leave 

3 _trade 7 _schedule 

4 _shift bid 8 _ disability leave 

A to exchange something with someone 

B taking time off without losing wages 

C a request to work a certain shift 

D to assign an employee to work a certain shift 

E special time off for employees with ongoing 
medically acknowledged limitations 

F to make small changes to one's schedule 

G extra pay for working an undesirable shift 

H temporary time off allotted for medical absenc~ 

0 Fill in the blanks with the correct words 
or phrases from the word bank. 

~ BANK 

blackout day 
unpaid 

make up vacation 
holiday advance 

1 Our call center was closed for a major 

2 Melissa submitted a(n) ______ reques: 
for time off next month. 

3 Unexpected absences are usually 

4 Next month, I am planning a week-long 

5 Ryan had to ______ a shift he missec 

last week. 

6 Because it was a _ _ ____ , we coulc 
not get time off work. 
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0 " Listen and read the training manual 
again. What scheduling privileges are 
unavailable during the probation period? 

istening 
() " Listen to a conversation between two 

representatives. Mark the following 
stateJnents as true (T) or false (F). 

_ The woman does not have enough PTO to 
take a day off. 

2 _ The man and the woman agree to trade shifts. 

3 _ The woman is concerned about losing her 
holiday differential. 

" Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

epreseotative 1: Hey, good morning. How are 
you doing? 

~;presentative 2: Morning. I'm pretty worried right 
now. I don't think I can get 
1 ____ for my sister's 

wedding. 

~ epresentative 1: That's terrible. Have you used all 
of your 2 _ _ ? 

=;presentative 2: No, I have plenty of PTO. But it 
falls on a 3 ____ and 

I'm on the schedule. 

:;presentative 1: Oh no! Did you talk to the 
supervisor about it? 

=eoresentative 2: Yeah, she said there's nothing 
she can do about it. I don't 
know what I'm going to do. 

=:presentative 1: Hmm. Well, 4 _ _ __ 
__ to trade shifts with you. 

=;.presentative 2: Really? That would be amazing. 

=;presentative 1: Of course. Is there 5 __ pay 
for working on a holiday? 

=:presentative 2: I think so, yeah . 

:;presentative 1: Okay. In that case, I'll definitely 
6 ______ .1 could 

use the extra pay. 

= =-oresentative 2: Thank you so much. You're a 
lifesaver. 

Speaking 
9 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I don't think ... 

I'd be happy to ... 

In that case ... 

Student A: You are a repres@ntative. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• a problem he or she has with taking time 
off work 

• why he or she cannot get time off 

• what you can do to help 

Student 8: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student A about a problem with taking time 
off work. 

Writing 
0 Use the training manual and the 

conversation from Task 8 to fill out 
the schedule change request form. 

Employee name(s): ________ _ _ 

Type of change requested: _______ _ 

New requested schedule: _______ _ 

Explain the reason for the request. _____ _ 
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account [N-COUNT -U3] An account is a record of a customer's information that is saved on a company's 
computer system. 

ACD (automatic call distribution) [N-UNCOUNT-U9] ACD (automatic call distribution) is a system that routes 
incoming calls to the correct extension. 

acknowledge [V-T-U1] To acknowledge something is to give an indication that someone understands or is aware 
of something. 

ACPD (adjusted calls per day) [N-UNCOUNT-U11] ACPD (adjusted calls per day) is the number of calls a 
representative or company is able to complete in a single day. 

advance [ADJ-U15]1f something is done in advance, it is done ahead of time. 

advanced [ADJ-U5]1f something is advanced, it is difficult and requires special skills or knowledge. 

after-call work [N-UNCOUNT -U11] After-call work is the paperwork and transactions a representative must 
complete after a call has ended. 

agency [N-COUNT -U8] An agency is a business that performs a particular service. 

agreement [N-UNCOUNT -U2] Agreement is a state in which two people or two parties feel the same way or have 
the same opinion about a given topic. 

AHT (average handle time) [N-UNCOUNT-U11] AHT (average handle time) is the amount of time a representative 
spends on the phone and engaged in after-call work for a given call. 

analyze [V-T-U5] To analyze something is to examine and think about something carefully, usually to get more 
information about it or fix a problem. 

ANI (automatic number identification) [N-UNCOUNT -U9] ANI (automatic number identification) is a function 
that displays the telephone number of an incoming call. 

appliance [N-COUNT-U4] An appliance is a device that is usually powered by electricity and performs a particular tas 

appointment [N-COUNT-U6] An appointment is an agreement between two or more people to meet at a certain time 

appreciation [ -U COUNT -U13] Appreciation is recognition of the value of something, particularly a person's 
a.... : es ,. : ·b ions. , 

authenticate something is to ensure that something is correct or approved. 

o ething is automated, it is operated by machines instead of requiring a person to 

a ailable time [ -U COUNT-U11 ] Available time is the time that a representative spends waiting for an inbound ea 

award [ -COUNT -U13] An award is special recognition for good performance. 

balance [N-UNCOUNT-U1] Balance is the state of being distributed evenly. 

basic [ADJ-U5]1f something is basic, it is simple and requires little skill. 

blackout day [N-COUNT -U15] A blackout day is a day on which employees may not request time off of work. 

bonus [N-COUNT -U13] A bonus is additional pay or compensation given to employees who meet certain 
performance goals. 

broken [ADJ-U5]1f something is broken, it has a problem that was caused by damage. 

call back [N-COUNT -U9] A call back is a return phone call from someone. 

checking question [N-COUNT -U1] A checking question is a question that ensures a listener has heard or 
understood what he or she has said. 

close [V-T-U?] To close a sale is to get a customer to make a definite commitment to complete a purchase. 

closed question [N-COUNT-U1] A closed question is a question that is used to get a brief, specific answer. 

closing [N-COUNT -U2] A closing is the end of a conversation when a representative checks information, asks if 
the customer has any more concerns, and says goodbye to the customer. 



coach [V-T-U12] To coach someone is to give someone instruction and feedback on his or her performance. 

cold call [N-COUNT -U6] A cold call is a process of approaching prospective customers who are not expecting an 

,s ~ ~ interaction. 

o!lections [N-UNCOUNT -U8] The collections department is responsible for the process of pursuing a debtor in 
re l l order to get him or her to make a payment for an overdue amount of money. 

ve 

ive 

e 
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commission [N-UNCOUNT -U6] Commission is a percentage of each sale that is paid to a salesperson. 

complete [ADJ-U2]1f something is complete, it has acquired all necessary components and is finished. 

contact [N-UNCOUNT -U7] Contact is the act of speaking or communicating with someone. 

ontest [N-COUNT -U13] A contest is a competition to see who performs best at a designated task. 

onversation cycle [N-UNCOUNT -U1] The conversation cycle is a basic structure for conver<Sations that allows 
someone to effectively guide a conversation. 

CPC (cost per call) [N-UNCOUNT -U11] CPC (cost per call) is the total cost of handling calls divided by the 
number of calls handled. 

credit score [N-COUNT-U8] A credit score is a number or rating that measures someone's general financial 
history, including how frequently he or she has paid bills on time. 

ross-sell [V-T-U7] To cross-sell something is to attempt to sell a different product or service to a customer who 
has already made a purchase. 

ross-trained [ADJ-U14]1f an employee is cross-trained, he or she is trained in multiple areas or jobs. 

CSAT (customer satisfaction) [N-UNCOUNT -U11] CSAT (customer satisfaction) is the measure of how happy 
customers are with the service they have been provided with. 

CTI (computer telephony integration) [N-UNCOUNT-U9] CTI (computer telephony integration) is technology 
that synchronizes computer and telephone actions. 

ustomer service [N-UNCOUNT-U3] Customer service is the act of providing customers with support and advice 
before, during, and after a purchase. 

ebtor [N-COUNT -U8] A debtor is a person or company that owes money to someone. 

ecision [N-COUNT -U3] A decision is a choice that somebody makes, usually after careful consideration. 

efective [ADJ-U5]1f something is defective, it was manufactured with a problem that prevents it from working 
correctly. 

elinquent [ADJ-U8]1f an account is del inquent, an amount of money due was not paid at the required time and 
remains unpaid. 

etail [N-COUNT-U2] A detail is a piece of information, such as an address or credit card number. 

iagnostic [ADJ-US]If a test is diagnostic, it is performed to determine the source or extent of a problem. 

:Hfferential [N-COUNT -U15] A differential is extra pay associated with working an undesirable shift. 

::: irected dialogue [N-UNCOUNT-U10] Directed dialogue is a way of communicating with a computer that involves 
speaking a limited number of particular commands. 

::: isability leave [N-UNCOUNT-U15] Disability leave is a special allowance made for disabled employees to take 
reasonable absences from work for reasons related to their disabilities. 

::: isconnect [V-T-U2] To disconnect a call is to end the telephone connection that enables the call. 

)N IS (dialed number identification service) [N-UNCOUNT-U9] DNIS (dialed number identification service) is a 
function that recognizes what number the caller dialed and tailors services to that number. 

:::ouble-check [V-T-U2] To double-check information is to read information back to someone to ensure that it is correct. 

'TMF (dual-tone multi-frequency) [N-UNCOUNT-U10] DTMF (dual-tone multi-frequency) is a technology that 
allows telephone communication with a series of buttons on a keypad. 
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efficient [ADJ-U10]1f something is efficient, it achieves a particular purpose without using a lot of time or resources. 

electronic [ADJ-U4]1f a device is electronic, it is a device with various interconnected parts that is powered by electricity. 

error message [N-COUNT -US] An error message is a message displayed on a computer that alerts the user to a 
problem and tells the user the nature of the problem. 

evaluate [V-T -U12] To evaluate something is to carefully study it and assess the strengths and weaknesses. 

EWT (estimated wait time) [N-UNCOUNT-U9] EWT (estimated wait time) is the approximate length of time 
customers will wait before speaking with an agent. 

FCR (first call resolution) [N-UNCOUNT -U11] FCR (first call resolution) is the act of solving all of a customer's 
problems the first time that he or she calls a company, so that he or she doesn't have to call again about the 
same issues. 

feedback [N-UNCOUNT -U12] Feedback is constructive information provided to someone concerning his or her 
performance. 

flex [V-T-U15] To flex a schedule is to arrive for a shift or end a shift earlier or later than originally scheduled, while 
still working the same number of total hours. 

forecasting [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Forecasting is the process of predicting how many employees will be needed for 
a particular time. 

generate [V-T-U6] To generate something is to produce it or cause it to exist. 

guide [V-T-U3] To guide someone is to lead someone towards a conclusion or goal. 

hard work [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Hard work is persistence with difficult tasks. 

hardware [N-UNCOUNT-U4] Hardware is the physical components of a computer or other electronic device. 

hold time [N-UNCOUNT -U11] Hold time is the amount of time a customer has to wait for service or for a 
·e::::·ese :at' e o complete a transaction. 

hol iday is a special occasion that is recognized by a company. 

incentive is something offered to employees to urge them to perform well. 

-- .... e.-- '"'\ - --e . - .... .._, inf luence someone is to do or say something that affects how someone makes a decision. 

inform someone is to provide someone with information or an explanation. 

i n~ ouse [ -US] If something is in-house, it is related to a company's activities that are performed by members 
o · he company, rather than by a third-party service. 

inquiry [N-COUNT -U3] An inquiry is a question or request for information. 

intraday management [N-UNCOUNT-U14] 1ntraday management is the process of adjusting staffing plans during 
the day based on.the day's trends. 

invite [V-T -U1] To invite someone is to bring someone into a conversation and encourage a response. 

issue [N-COUNT -U3] An issue is a problem or topic that needs to be addressed or discussed. 

IVR (interactive voice response) [N-UNCOUNT-U10] 1VR (interactive voice response) is a system that allows 
people to get information and perform actions by speaking selections or dialing them on a phone keypad. 

keypad [N-COUNT -U1 0] A keypad is a series of buttons that is used to enter information into an electronic system. 

KPI (key performance indicator) [N-COUNT -U11] A KPI (key performance indicator) is a parameter used to 
measure sales, business, and marketing goals. 

lead [N-COUNT-U6] A lead is a record of a person who is likely to be interested in a certain product, often 
because he or she is in a particular industry or has already expressed an interest. 

leading question [N-COUNT -U1] A leading question is a question that is intended to get someone's agreement or 
guide a conversation in a particular direction. 

legal [ADJ-U8]1f something is legal, it is related to the law. 
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l ink [N-COUNT -U3] A link is a connection between two people or things. 

l isten [V-T-U1] To listen is to focus on hearing what another person is saying. 

ake up [V-T-U15] To make up a shift is to perform the same work at a different time. 

alfunction [V-I-US] To malfunction is to stop working properly. 

echanical [ADJ-U4]1f a something is mechanical , it is related to the physical components of a machine, 
appliance, or electronic device. 

enu [N-COUNT -U1 0] A menu is a list or collection of options. 

s I mobile [ADJ-U4]1f a device is mobile, it is a small device that can be transported easily and usually connects 
:: wirelessly to the internet or cellular networks. 

ile 

)r 

l. 
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onitor [V-T-U12] To monitor something is to supervise it or observe it carefully. ... 
otivate [V-T-U13] To motivate someone is to compel someone to take action. 

atural language dialogue [N-UNCOUNT -U1 0] Natural language dialogue is a way of communicating with a 
computer that involves using normal, conversational language to make selections. 

negotiate [V-T-U7] To negotiate something is to discuss it and make different offers until both parties agree on a 
price or deal. 

offer [N-COUNT -U7] An offer is a presentation of an opportunity or deal. 

one-on-one [ADJ-U12]1f coaching is one-on-one, it is done privately, outside of a real work scenario. 

open question [N-COUNT -U1] An open question is a question that invites someone to provide a wide range o 
feelings, opinions, or information. 

opportunity [N-COUNT -U12] An opportunity is a chance to make progress or improve. 

overdue [ADJ-U8]1f something is overdue, it was not done or paid at the required time. 

overstaffing [N-UNCOUNT -U14] Overstaffing is the act of scheduling too many employees for a shift. 

pay off [V-I-U13] To pay off is to yield profits or be worthwhile. 

payment arrangement [N-COUNT -U8] A payment arrangement is an agreement for a debtor to make payments 
at designated times until an overdue balance is fully paid. 

peak [ADJ-U14]1f a period of time is peak, it is the time when a workplace is busiest. 

personal [ADJ-U2]1f information is personal , it is related to a person's private life rather than business. 

persuade [V-T-U6] To persuade someone is to convince someone to take an action or think differently. 

pitch [N-COUNT-U7] A pitch is a means of promoting a product or service by making a persuasive argument for it. 

price [N-COUNT -U7] A price is the amount of money a company charges for a particular product or service. 

pr ize [N-COUNT -U13] A prize is the incentive offered for winning a competition. 

problem [N-COUNT -U4] A problem is an interruption in the operation of something. 

process [V-T-U3] To process something is to go through the necessary steps to make something happen or to 
complete something. 

prompt [N-COUNT -U1 0] A prompt is a message in an electronic system that asks someone to enter information or 
make a selection. 

PTO (paid time off) [N-UNCOUNT -U15] PTO (paid time off) is a system that allows employees to take a certain 
amount of time off of work for any reason without losing wages. 

purchase [N-COUNT-U6] A purchase is an item or service that a customer has paid for. 

queue [N-COUNT-U9] A queue is a way of organizing people who are waiting by serving people in the order in 
which they arrived. 
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raffle [N-COUNT -U13] A raffle is a drawing in which entrants purchase or are awarded with a certain number of 
chances, and the winner is selected randomly from the pool of entrants. 

real work situation [N-COUNT -U12] A real work situation is a scenario in which an employee is learning or being 
observed during the course of normal work. 

reassure [V-T -U2] To reassure someone is to remove his or her doubts or fears. 

remote [ADJ-U12]1f something is remote, it is done from a distance. 

repetition [N-UNCOUNT -U1] Repetition is the act of saying a given phrase or word multiple times, usually for 
emphasis or clarification. 

replace [V-T-U5] To replace something is to exchange it for something different or new. 

reproduce [V-T-U5] To reproduce a problem is to take the actions that led to the problem in order to better 
understand its cause. 

request [N-COUNT -U3] A request is the act of asking for something. 

research [V-T -U3] To research something is to look for detailed information about something. 

resistance [N-UNCOUNT -U7] Resistance is the refusal or unwillingness to accept something. 

resolve [V-T-U2] To resolve an issue is to offer and implement a solution to it. 

review [V-T-U2] To review information is to read it back to someone to make sure that it is correct. 

reward [V-T-U13] To reward someone is to give someone extra compensation in return for doing certain work or 
performing exceptionally well. 

route [V-T -U9] To route a call is to send it to a specific person or department. 

routing strategy [N-COUNT -U9] A routing strategy is a set of rules for the ACD governing call routing. 

sa lesperson [N-COUNT-U6] A salesperson is a person with the job of convincing customers to make purchases. 

se edul e ~\ - -U 5] To schedule employees for a shift is to assign them to work at particular times. 

::;·e~- o o . -- 9] A screen pop is a small window that appears on an agent's computer screen 
::--=..--;;- - :~c.:'"' :a incomingcall. 

~- • se lection is something that someone chooses from a group of options. 

r - 2] Self-assessment is the process of an employee evaluating his or her own 

] If something is self-serve, it requires or allows people to use it without the help of workers. 

se ll [V-T -U6] To sell something is to offer something in exchange for money. 

service [N-COUNT -U3] A service is work that is performed for a business purpose that does not involve making a product 

service interruption [N-COUNT -US] A service interruption is a situation in which a company withholds services 
from an account holder because the account is delinquent. 

service level [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Service level is the percentage of calls answered within a specified interval of time. 

session [N-COUNT -U12] A session is a designated period of time for a certain activity, usually one of a series. 

shift bid [N-COUNT -U15] A shift bid is a request from an employee to work at a particular time. 

shrinkage [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Shrinkage is time during the workday in which employees are unavailable or not working. 

sick leave [N-UNCOUNT-U15] Sick leave is absence from work due to illness or other medical reasons. 

side-by-side [ADJ-U12]1f coaching is side-by-side, it is done while an employee is working and a coach sits 
alongside him or her to observe and assist. 

software [N-UNCOUNT -U4] Software is a program that controls the function of a computer or other electronic device. 

solicit [V-T-U6] To solicit someone is to attempt to obtain something from someone. 



:Solution [N-COUNT-U4] A solution is something that fixes or eliminates a problem. 

:Speech recognition [N-UNCOUNT-U10] Speech recognition is a computer's ability to understand words that a 

ne 'I person speaks. 
~ I 

I 

.spiff [N-COUNT -U13] A spiff is extra money awarded for selling a specific item or service . 

.staffing [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Staffing is the process of scheduling the appropriate number of agents for a particular time. 

w ength [N-COUNT -U12] A strength is something a person does well. 

.summarize [V-T-U2] To summarize something is to give an account of it with few details . 

.;up port [N-UNCOUNT -U3] Support is help and advice regarding a product or service . 

.;urvey [N-COUNT-U11] A survey is a question or series of questions that is designed to get information about 
someone's experiences or opinions. .. 

3Ystem [N-COUNT-U4] A system is a group of related units that can be hardware, software, or both. 

~rget [N-COUNT -U12] A target is a goal or something that someone tries to achieve. 

=eh support [N-UNCOUNT-U4] Tech support is assistance provided by companies to aid customers with 
hardware and software problems. 

·=chnician [N-COUNT-U4] A technician is a person who is trained to give technical support and advice to customers. 

=chnology [N-UNCOUNT-U4] Technology is machinery and equipment created with scientific knowledge. 

~ l emarketing [N-UNCOUNT-U6] Telemarketing is the act of selling products or services over the phone. 

ird-party [ADJ-U8]1f something is third-party, it is related to a company that is not part of a transaction. but .s 
hired by one of the affected groups or individuals to assist with or conduct the transaction. 

eshold [N-COUNT -U9] A threshold is a limit on EWT, after which customers will be offered the virtual queuing oplio ... 

s I · er [N-COUNT -U5] A tier is a level or grade indicating the position of a person within a company. 

-ade [V-T-U15] To trade something is to exchange something with another person. 

::-aff ic [N-UNCOUNT -U14] Traffic is the flow of something over a period of time. 

oubleshoot [V-T -U5] To troubleshoot a problem is to try possible solutions in an attempt to fix it. 

st [N-UNCOUNT -U7] Trust is belief that someone or something is genuine or truthful. 

_,derstaffing [N-UNCOUNT -U14] Understaffing is the act of scheduling too few employees for a shift. 

~paid [ADJ-U15]1f an absence is unpaid, a worker does not receive pay for time spent away from work. 

-wsell [V-T-U7] To upsell something is to attempt to persuade a customer to purchase a product that is more 
expensive than the one he or she intends to purchase. 

_ser error [N-COUNT -U5] A user error is an error made by the person who is using a device, not by the device itself. 

acation [N-UNCOUNT-U15] Vacation is time taken off work for leisure or other personal reasons. 

alue [N-UNCOUNT-U7] Value is the amount of money that a product or service is worth. 

:r'bal nod [N-COUNT -U1] A verbal nod is an indication to a speaker that a listener understands and encourages 
the speaker to continue. 

ual queuing [N-UNCOUNT -U9] Virtual queuing is a system in which customers reserve places in a queue and 
=- • receive a callback from an agent rather than waiting on hold. 

Jlume [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Call volume is the number of calls coming in at a particular time. 

arranty [N-COUNT-U4] A warranty is an official promise or agreement from a manufacturer to repair or replace 
malfunctioning products, usually with particular limitations or conditions. 
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Scope and Sequence 

Unit Topic Reading context Vocabulary Function 

1 Time Memo adherence, compliance, early, late, meeting, offline Asking for 
Management time, on time, percentage, sign off, sign on, advice 

unpredictable, WFM 

2 Language Article accent, accent reduction, dialect, disparity, fluent, Agreeing with an 
Barriers foreign, global, idiom, interpreter, language barrier, opinion 

misunderstanding, multilingual, translate 

3 Handling Angry Report aggravate, apologize, assurance, blame, calm down, Making an 
Customers circumstance, complain, deescalate, empathize, apology 

escalate, frustration, irate, rectify, vent 

4 Handling Training manual abusive, approach, chatty, considerate, impatient, Offering comfort 
Difficult inappropriate, intoxicated, irrelevant, lonely, over-
Customers familiar, terminate, threatening 

5 Handling Poster accident, calm, crash, down, dropped, emergency, Providing 
Unusual emergency service, help, medical, outage, reception, reassurance 
Situations unexpected, urgent 

6 Customer Advertisement campaign, CRM, database, efficiency, history, match, Expressing 
Relationship offering, organized, parameter, remind, retention, confidence 
Management streamline, target 

7 Customer Survey compile, conduct, experience, implement, improve, Making a 
Satisfaction likely, loyalty, random, recommend, satisfaction, score, generalization 
Survey suggestion 

s- er Email confidential , disclose, fraudulent, identity, password, Discussing pros 
:;) ac personal data, phishing, pretexting, privacy, security and cons 

question, social engineering, verification 

10nr e Webpage chat room, instant message, interactive, live chat, Expressing relief 
S pport 1 forum, moderator, online agent, post, proactive, 

reactive, real-time, user, VoiP 

10 On line Job description auto-response, contact center, distribution, email, ERM, Stating 
Support 2 FAO, FER, follow-up, integrated, personalized, rapid, requirements 

response time, template 

11 Managing Brochure anxiety, burnout, compartmentalize, cope, deep breath, Describing 
Stress 

.. 
exhaustion, let go of, overwhelmed, pressure, relax, possible events 
rude, stress, turnover, workload 

12 Health Article diet, ergonomics, exercise, eyestrain, fitness, focus, Adding 
healthy, heart disease, obesity, physical, posture, information 
sedentary, work out 

13 Outsourcing Email affordable, communication training, concentrate, Asking for an 
cross-cultural, cultural sensitivity, labor costs, opinion 
offshoring, outsourcing, relate, salary, skilled, tax break 

14 Management Course control, coordination, development, morale, motivation, Describing skills 
description oversee, planning, progress, promotion, responsibil ity, and traits 

standard, supervise 

15 Careers Webpage agent, analyst, coach, HR, IT, representative, resource Expressing 
management, senior manager, shift manager, surprise 
specialist, supervisor, team leader, trainer 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What is one common time 
anagement problem for employees? 

2 ·,~a: c es a call cent er employee do 

eading 

From: jjackson@sintelcalls.org 
To: All Employees 
Subject: Schedule Adherence m em 
Hello Everyone, 
We've had some problems lately with schedule adherence. Many employee3 
have been coming in late. This is not acceptable. You must arrive for yours ·. 
on time. Some employees have blamed heavy traffic and late buses. If yo_ 
expect delays, plan to arrive early so you will have extra time. 
Our WFM software tracked high levels of offline time this month. Yo · 
percentage of offline time should be less than 2% of your overall hour~ 
Employees are required to sign on to the call interface as soon as a sh ... 
starts. You should not sign off unless you are scheduled. When you sign of 
remember to select the appropriate reason code. For example, do not choose 
"meeting" if you are signing off for your break. 
Please try to take breaks when they are scheduled. We understand that ea. 
lengths are unpredictable. But please do your best to remain in compliance 
If an employee repeatedly violates these rules, employment will be terminatec. 
Management will address questions about the policies at the attendancE 
meeting tomorrow afternoon. All employees are required to attend this meeti~ 

Thank you for your attention. 
Joe Jackson 
Workforce Management Supervisor 

f} Read the memo. Then, choose the correct answers. Vocabulary 

1 hat is the purpose of the memo? 

A to recognize employees with good attendance records 

8 to discuss changes in employee scheduling 

C to remind employees to follow scheduling policies 

D to ask for employee feedback on attendance policies 

2 Which of the following is NOT true about the company's 
schedule adherence? 

A Employees are not arriving on time for shifts. 

8 Employees are taking unpredictable breaks. 

C Employees are spending too much time signed off. 

D Employees are arriving for shifts too early. 

3 What will be addressed at the meeting? 

A the consequences of poor schedule adherence 

8 an overview of a new schedule management system 

C employees' questions about scheduling policies 

D which employees have the best schedule adherence 

8 Match the words (1-7) 
with the definitions (A-G). 

1 _early 5 _on time 

2 _late 6 _sign on 

3 _ offline time 7 _sign off 

4 _WFM 

A to end a connection with a 
computer or program 

8 time when a representative is 
not signed in to receive calls 

c at the expected arrival time 

D to begin a connection with a 
computer or program 

E a system that is designed to 
maintain a productive workforce 

F after the expected arrival time 

G before the expected arrival time 
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,. Write a word that is similar in meaning to the 
underlined part. 

Workers on commission earn a proportion of all sales they 
generate. __ r __ n ___ _ 

2 The end of the shift is without a regular schedule because 
calls are sometimes longer than expected. 
_n ___ d _ _ t ___ _ 

3 The representative consistently signed out late for his breaks, 
so his measurement of schedule accuracy was very low. 
__ m __ i __ c_ 

4 A manager may discuss new policies at a gathering of 
employees. m __ t __ _ 

5 The team needs to increase their percentage of time working 
when they are scheduled to work. _ d __ r ___ _ 

" Listen and read the memo again. How can 
employees avoid arriving late? 

istening 
" Listen to a conversation between a supervisor and 
a representative. Mark the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The man's schedule adherence has improved. 

2 _ The man has been signing in too early for his shift. 

3 _ The woman wants the man to spend less time in after-call 
work. 

" Listen again and complete the conversation. 

epresentative: Hello. Did you want to 1 ____ me? 

Supervisor: Yes, come in. We need to talk about your 
2 __ to time keeping. 

::tepresentative: Is there a problem? 

Supervisor: Actually, yes. You've 3 ____ for all of 
your shifts this week. 

~epresentative: I'm sorry, it's just that the buses I take to get 
here4 ______ . 

Supervisor: If arriving 5 ______ a problem, I 
suggest trying to arrive early. 

) 

- epresentative: I understand. I'll work on it. Is there anything else? 

Supervisor: You're also 6 ____ during your 
expected working hours. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Did you want to ... ? 

lt's just that ... 

How do you suggest/ ... ? 

.. 
Student A: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student B 
about: 

• a problem with schedule 
adherence 

• the cause of the problem 

• how you will resolve the 
problem 

Student 8: You are a 
supervisor. Talk to Student A 
about problems with his or her 
schedule adherence. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and 

the conversation from task 8 
to write an email from a 
supervisor to a representative. 
Include: a problem with 
schedule adherence, how the 
representative can improve, 
and the consequences of 
further violations. 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

,•. '"'E.: vGr' ea se 

2 at is the benefi t of being 
multilingual? 

Reading 
f} Read the article. Then, mark 

the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ Some companies hire 
interpreters for each of their 
foreign representatives. 

2 _ Many representatives 

receive accent reduction 
training from employers. 

3 _ The article concludes that 
companies will benefit from 
foreign call centers. 

THE CORPORATE BUGLE 29 

Call Centers in a Global Economy 
More and more businesses are opening call centers in foreign countries. 
The benefits are numerous: tax breaks, lower labor costs available and 
capable workforces. However, overcoming the language barrier can be a 
challenge. If businesses want successful international call centers, they 
must invest in language training. 
Companies cannot hire interpreters to translate for each of their 
representatives. Instead, they need representatives who are fluent in the 
language of the customer base. In some cases, the representatives know 
the language, but speak with different accent. This disparity can lead to 
significant misunderstandings. Customers become dissatisfied when they 
cannot communicate effectively with a company's representatives. Some 
will even switch to another company that has domestic call centers instead. 
That's why many companies offer training in accent reduction for their 
workers. They also teach different dialects. This helps representatives 
understand idioms and other regional language features. Language 
education is becoming more and more popular. The demand for 
multilingual workers in foreign countries is steadily increasing. As the 
workforce becomes more fluent, foreign call centers will become even 
more effective. This will lead to an increased global presence and higher 
profits for businesses around the world. 

Vocabulary 
8 Fill in the blanks with the correct 

words or phrases from the word bank. 

~ BANK 

accent reduction dialect disparity translate 
interpreter language barrier misunderstanding 

1 A person from one region may have a different ____ _ 
than a person from a different region. 

2 A(n) makes it difficult for two people with 
different native languages to communicate. 

3 Though Andrea understands foreign languages, there is a(n) 
_____ between her reading abilities and speaking 
abilities. 

4 Michael had to work on so that customers 
would be able to understand him better. 

5 A company may documents into the native 
language of the country it is operating in. 

6 Poor language skills of a representative may lead to a(n) 
_____ with a customer. 

7 A(n) may be required for two people to 
communicate across a language barrier. 
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0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose which 
word or phrase best fits each blank. 

1 bilingual I foreign 

A Because David was born in a different 
country, he is ____ _ 

8 Lydia is because she learned 
to speak two languages as a child. 

2 global I fluent 

A A company that has offices in multiple 
countries is ____ _ 

8 Someone who is in a 
language is capable of conducting a 
conversation in that language. 

3 accent I idiom 

A An is not meant to be literal. 

8 A person's is usually 
determined by where he or she is from. 

0 g Listen and read the article again. What 
can cause some misunderstandings 
between speakers of the same language? 

Listening 
.• g Listen to a conversation between two 

representatives. Choose the correct 
answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the conversation? 

A to determine why an interaction was 
unsuccessful 

8 to explain speech patterns of different 
dialects 

C to describe services offered to foreign 
workers 

D to compare the language skills of two 
employees 

2 What can the interpreter help the man with? 

A learning new idioms to use in conversations 

8 translating customer information 

C changing his dialect 

D identifying why his customer couldn't 

understand him 

0 g Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

Rep. 1: I kept repeating myself but the 1 __ 
__ understand what I was saying. 

She was getting really frustrated. 

Rep. 2: That's not good. I 2 ____ she 

couldn't understand you. 

Rep. 1: I don't know. I've been working really hard 
3 ______ , 

Rep. 2: Maybe it's because you were 4 __ 
_ ___ the wrong'-way. I've had 

customers correct me on that before. 

Rep. 1: I don't think so. I was trying to use the 
most basic terms I could think of. 

Rep. 2: Maybe you could go over the call with the 
5 ____ , 

Rep. 1: You're 6 ____ there. She could 
probably help me identify the problem. 

Speaking 
9 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Did you ... ? I I wonder why ... 

You're onto something ... 

Student A: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• a language barrier with a customer 

• how you tried to correct the problem 

• what might have caused the problem 

Student 8: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student A about a problem with a call. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and the 

conversation from task 8 to write a note 
from an interpreter to a representative 
about a call. Include: a communication 
problem in the call, the cause of the 
problem, and recommendations for 
avoiding the problem in the future. 

7 





Vocabulary 
9 Match the words (1-7) with the definitions 

(A-G). 

1 _irate 5 _assurance 

2 _ blame 6 _ frustration 

3 _apologize 7 _ circumstance 

4 _empathize 

A a statement that something will definitely happen 

B a feel ing of annoyance because something is 
not done right 

C extremely angry 

D to express regret for something 

E to understand someone else's emotions 

F a state or occurrence that affects a situation 

G to believe that someone is responsible for 
something bad 

0 Place the words or phrases below under 
the correct headings. 

BANK ~ 
complain deescalate vent rectify 

aggravate escalate calm down 

Expressing Becoming Becoming 
Frustration Worse Better 

g, Listen and read the report again. What 
did the previous representative tell the man? 

Listening 
.• g, Listen to a conversation between a 

supervisor and a customer. Mark the 
following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The original purpose of the man's call was 
to complain about something. 

2 _ The woman blames the man for a problem 
with his account. 

3 _ The woman's actions make the man more 
irate. 

f) g, Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

Supervisor: Again, I'm terribly sorry. 1 __ 
_ _ _ _ to figure this out for you. 

Customer: You'd better. Otherwise, I'm 2 _ _ 
____ my business to 
another company. 

Supervisor: Well, we certain ly don't want that! 0 .. 
I think I see 3 ---- · 

Customer: That's a start. What did you f,nd out? 

Supervisor: I 4 ____ __ from April 
twenty-fourth. it's your credit card, but 
it's on someone else's account. 

Customer: Oh, so the payment was appl ied to 
the 5 ____ ? 

Supervisor: Exactly. I'll 6 _ ____ _ 
right away. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I'm sorry ... I I'd be happy to ... 

I was starting to get ... 

Student A: You are a supervisor. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• a problem he or she had with a previous 
representative 

• the reason for his or her call 

• how you will solve the problem 

Student B: You are a customer. Talk to 
Student A about a problem you had with a 
previous representative. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and the 

conversation from task 8 to complete a 
customer feedback form about an 
escalated call. Include: the purpose of the 
call, why you escalated the call, and how 
the supervisor handled the situation. 

9 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 How can representatives deal with abusive or 
intoxicated customers? 

2 What is important when dealing with lonely 
customers? 

ersa cycle, most of your calls will go 
, . , some customers are simply difficult. This 

ap· er gives information on approaches to challenging 
srtuations. 

Some customers become very angry or impatient over the 
course of a call. As a representative, you must be prepared to 
tolerate rudeness and .. disrespectful behavior. You may politely 
ask a customer to stop yelling. Or you may ask a customer not 
to use inappropriate language. However, some customers 
refuse to cooperate and cannot be assisted. 

If a customer becomes abusive, a representative may 
terminate the call. This option should only be used when a 
customer is totally unmanageable. This often happens when 
customers are intoxicated. Very angry customers sometimes 
become threatening. You are not required to stay on the line in 
these situations. 

Other customers are difficult for less obvious reasons. Some are 
not calling for business reasons. Instead, they are lonely and 
want someone to talk to. These callers may be overly chatty. 
Some customers try to be over-familiar with representatives. 
You should avoid irrelevant conversation topics. At the same 
time, you must be polite and considerate when handling 
customers' concerns. Representatives should try to gently guide 
the conversation back to appropriate business matters. 

Reading 
f) Read the training manual. Then, choose 

the correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the chapter? 

A when to transfer a customer to a superviso 

8 why representatives should make 
friendships with customers 

C the procedures for dealing with tough 
situations in calls 

D examples of abusive language used by 
customers 

2 Which of the following is NOT an appropriate 
time for a representative to terminate a call? 

A when a customer is chatty 

8 when a customer is abusive 

C when a customer is very intoxicated 

D when a customer is threatening 

3 How can employees deal with over-familiar 
customers? 

A by terminating the call 

8 by alerting their managers 

J C by gently guiding the conversation 

D by asking the customer to avoid irrelevant 
topics 

Vocabulary 
Q Read the sentence pairs. Choose which 

word or phrase best fits each blank. 

1 intoxicated I abusive 

A A customer who uses offensive language 
towards a customer is ___ _ 

8 A customer who is under the influence of 
alcohol is ___ _ 

2 considerate I chatty 

A Both customers and representatives need 
to be of each other. 

8 Representatives need to stop customers 
from being too ___ _ 

3 impatient I inappropriate 

A If a customer is put on hold for a long time, 
he or she may become ___ _ 

8 Representatives can terminate a call if a 
customer's behavior is ___ _ 

-= 

-= 

-= 

-= 



0 Fill in the blanks with the correct words from the word 
bank. 

~ BANK 

approach 
over-familiar 

Irrelevant 
terminate 

lonely 
threatening 

1 Some people who live alone get ____ _ 

2 Having patience is a good for dealing with 
angry customers. 

3 When a customer yells at a representative, the 
representative may the call. 

4 Very angry customers can quickly become ____ _ 

5 Customers who offer or request too much personal 
information are ___ _ _ 

6 Representatives need to avoid discussing _ ___ _ 
information in a conversation. 

0 g Listen and read the training manual again. How do 
lonely callers often behave? 

Listening 
0 g Listen to a conversation between a representative 

and a supervisor. Mark the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The man had problems with a chatty customer. 

2 _ The woman recommends warning other representatives 
about the customer. 

3 _ The man should not have terminated the customer's call. 

f) g Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Representative: The 1 with me. 
But I tried really hard to fix his problem. 

Supervisor: I see. What did he say? 

Representative: He yelled some obscenities at me. Overall, he 
was just 2 _____ _ 

Supervisor: I'm really sorry. I'm sure it 3 _ ____ _ 
___ that he was so upset. 

Representative: I don't think it was. I did everything 
I could to help him 4 ________ _ 

He wouldn't even let me speak. 

Supervisor: Remember, if a customer is being abusive, you 
can 5 at any time. 

Representative: What do you mean? 

Supervisor: If you feel that the customer is 6 you, 
you have the right to end the call. 

Speaking 
(i) With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Can I talk to you? 

I'm sure it ... 

Remember that you can ... 

.. 
Student A: You are a call 
center representative. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• a difficult customer on a 
recent call 

• what you did to deal with 
the customer 

• his or her recommendations 

Student 8: You are a call 
center supervisor. Talk to 
Student A about dealing with 
difficult customers. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and 

the conversation from task 8 
to write an incident report 
about an abusive customer. 
Include: the reason for the 
customer's call, the 
customer's behavior, and how 
the representative responded. 

11 
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BE PREPARED! 
::::e:·asen:a es must be ready to deal with unexpected 
:;-:-_=.: ::-s ;::, ease <o'lo • these procedures to protect your 
:_:;::-e-s :-a " ....... a'1 . and yourself. 

lJRGENr SrruA TIONS 

_ a an emergency, remain calm. 
e:e -e - e a re o the issue. Is the customer having 

a medical problem? Was there a car accident? If 
appropriate, advise the customer to contact emergency 
services. You should ONLY call for help if the customer 
cannot do so. Emergency services use satellite data to 
determine the location of a call. That's why the customer 
should make the eme.rgency call, if he or she can. 

SYSTEM FAILURES 

Representatives rely on many types of technology. 
Occasionally, you will experience outages. If you have a 
computer crash, notify your supervisor immediately. You 
may be able to use another station temporarily. If 
everyone's systems are down, continue taking calls. 
Apologize for the inconvenience and offer as much help 
as you can. 

RECEPTION 

If your call is dropped, try to reach the customer back. 
Check the account profile for alternate contact numbers. 
You may not be able to connect with the customer again. 
In that case, leave a message apologizing for the 
disruption. Inform the customer whether you completed 
any actions on the account. 

Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What unexpected situations must 
representatives deal with? 

2 How can a representative help with an 
emergency situation? 

8 Read the poster. Then, complete the table. 

Situation Appropriate Action 

A customer is unable to 1 
contact emergency 
services. 

2 Contact your supervisor. 

All computer systems 3 
are down. 

4 Review the customer's 
account for other phone 
numbers. 

Vocabulary 
f) Read the sentences and choose the 

correct words or phrases. 

1 A car accident/reception may cause injury to 
passengers or pedestrians. 

2 The customer had a medical problem and 
needed emergency/help. 

3 A natural disaster is usually an outage/ 
emergency. 

4 People who are injured should seek medical/ 
unexpected attention. 

5 Everyone should do their best to be prepared, 
even for unexpected/calm events. 

6 If a situation requires immediate attention, it is 
dropped/urgent. 



8 Match the words (1-7) with the definitions 
(A-G). 

1 _calm 5 _outage 

2 _crash 6 _ reception 

3 _down 7 _ emergency service 

4 _dropped 

A not functioning properly 

B a sustained loss of service to a system 

C not being angry or upset 

D wireless or cellular signals 

E a situation in which a system shuts down 
suddenly 

F disconnected from a telephone network 
unexpectedly 

G a group or agency that assists people in 
dangerous situations 

0 g Listen and read the poster again. What 
should representatives do when systems 
are down in the call center? 

Listening 
0 g Listen to a conversation between a 

representative and a customer. Choose 
the correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the conversation? 

A the woman's dropped call with another 
representative 

B a technical problem in the call center 

C a miscommunication caused by poor 
reception 

D whether to contact emergency services 

2 How will the man address the woman's problem? 

A by calling the woman back later 

B by contacting emergency services 

C by processing the transaction as soon as 
he can 

D by reviewing the situation with a technician 

f) g Listen again and complete the 
conversat ion. 

Representative: All of our 1 _____ _ 
___ . I can't access your 
account. 

Customer: So you can't 2 _____ _ 
___ back on? 

0 

Representative: Not right away. But I can run your 
payment 3 _____ _ 

the system is fixed. 

Customer: And what ab(}ut my service? 

Representative: The payment will 4 __ 
____ automatically. 

Customer: So I have to 5 ___ _ 
__ until the system is 
working again? 

Representative: No, 6 ______ that. I'll 

IH!'!'ffl!dM .-"" ill 

Speaking 

get all your information now. That 
way, you don't have to cal l again. 

0 With a partner, act out the roles below 
based on Task 7. Then switch ro les. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I need some ... I I'm sorry about ... 

Don't worry ... 

Student A: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• an unusual situation 

• the cause of the situation 

• how you plan to resolve the situation 

Student 8: You are a customer. Talk to 
Student A about an unusual situation. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and the 

conversation from task 8 to write an 
incident report. Include: a problem with a 
customer, the cause of the problem, and 
how the problem was resolved. 

13 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

Where is customer information stored? 

2 What is a way of selling the right product to 
the right customer? 

- ;-: -; ~ a-:e e s a • ays a good thing. However, 
organized can be challenging. 
g, consider purchasing Data 

s so are creates a database of all your customers' 
information. Your representatives can access details 
quickly and easily. Our system promises to streamline 
your representatives' interactions with customers. it will 
also make your call operations more efficient. This allows 
your representatives to take more calls and resolve more 
issues on each call. Customers will appreciate your 
speedy and attentive service. And remember, customer • 
satisfaction leads to customer retention. El 

This software also features options to organize your 
database by any parameter. This is helpful if you are 
trying to target a certain group of customers. Do you 
need to generate a call list of new customers? Or 
customers with a particular order history? No problem! 
The software also matches customers to new offerings 
based on previous purchases. This tool is invaluable when 
you launch telemarketing campaigns. it even reminds 
representatives to tell customers about special deals on 
every call. Never miss another marketing opportunity! 

For more information about how to order our software for 
your business or call center, visit www.datacamelcrm.net. 

Reading 
f) Read the advertisement. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the advertisement? 

A why businesses need CRM software 

B discounts being offered on CRM software 

C statistical information about companies tha 
use CRM software 

D particular parameters that can be used to 
sort customers 

2 Which of the following is NOT a service the 
software provides? 

A it organizes customer information. 

B it generates call lists. 

C it tracks customer purchases. 

D it automatically reminds customers when 
bills are due. 

3 How does the software help companies target 
certain types of customers? 

A by organizing them according to parameters 

B by raising customer retention rates 

C by streamlining representatives' customer 
interactions 

D by providing speedy service 

Vocabulary 
8 Match the words (1-6) with the definitions 

(A-F). 

1 _campaign 

2 _ efficiency 

3 _match 

4 _ organized 

5 _ retention 

6 _target 

A the state of being productive without taking 
unnecessary time 

B having things arranged in a neat and 
predictable manner 

C to pair two things that are alike or complementary 

D a series of promotions dedicated to a single goal 

E to direct a message or advertisement at 
someone 

F the ability to keep something that has been 
gained 
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8 Fill in the blanks with the correct words: database, 
parameter, CRM, history, offering, remind, streamline. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Representatives should customers about special 
deals or offers. 

Companies can their processes to make work 
more efficient. 

A customer's order is usually kept in a database. 

A new version of a beloved product can be an exciting 
_ ___ from a company. 

A(n) organizes information so that it is easier to 
find and understand. 

6 Representatives can view a customer's information using 
_ ___ software. 

7 The analyst set a(n) so the software would show 
a list of new customers only. 

0 " Listen and read the advertisement again. How can 
CRM software make a call center more efficient? 

Listening 
0 " Listen to a conversation between a software 

salesperson and a call center director. Mark the 
following statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The man's company is using another brand of CRM software. 

2 _ The man is worried that the new software will increase 
hold time. 

3 _ The software is suitable for small businesses. 

f) " Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Salesperson: Hello, Mr. Anderson. I'm calling from Data Camel 
company. I sent you some information about 
1 ____ _ _ ? 

Director: Oh, yes. I did look at it. I'm not sure if your software 
is right 2 _ _ _ ___ . 

Salesperson: How does your company currently 3 __ _ _ 
information? 

Director: We just have our representatives enter information 
into a 4 __ _ _ . 

Salesperson: Are you generally happy with this system? 

Director: I think we need to upgrade it. But I don't think our 
5 _ _ _ _ is large enough to require a 
software system like yours. 

Salesperson: Our program 6 ______ for large or 
small databases. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I'm not sure if ... 

Are you generally ... ? 

I can guarantee ... 

Student A: You are a call center 
director. Talk to Student B about 

• your company's method of 
organizing customer data 

• whether you feel you need 
new software 

• the benefits of purchasing 
software 

Student B: You are a software 
salesperson. Talk to Student A 
about the benefits of your 
company's software. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and 

the conversation from task 8 
to write an advertisement for 
CRM software. Include the 
features of the software and 
how businesses will benefit. 

15 
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irula 

--c.-· - ' 'ea! g Spirula Communications today. You have been 
:: -s-::ec ::.: random or our customer satisfaction survey. Tell us 

• eJOer ce! 

+ On a scale of 1-10, what score do you give your overall experience 
(1 0 being the best possible experience, 1 being the worst possible 
experience)? ll 10 

+ On a scale of 1-10, how likely are you to recommend our company 
to a friend (1 0 being the most likely, 1 being the least likely)?: l I 10 

Thank you for your participation! We compile all the results of the 
surveys we conduct. Then we pass relevant information on to the 
appropriate departments. 

Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What do companies hope 
conducting surveys will result in? 

2 How do customers show how 
happy they are with a companY: 

Reading 
f) Read the survey. Then, mark 

the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The customer was mostly 
unsatisfied with the service 
he or she received. 

2 _ The customer appreciates 
that the company rewards 
customer loyalty. 

3 _ The customer is likely to 
recommend the company to 
a friend. 

Vocabulary 
6) Match the words (1-6) with the 

definitions (A-F). 

1 _ experience 

2 _implement 

3 _improve 

4 _recommend 

5 _score 

6 _ suggestion 

A to make better 

B to encourage a choice or action 

C an incident or occurrence that has 
happened to a particular person 

D a rating 

E to put into practice 

F an idea about how something 
should be done 



0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose which 
word or phrase best fits each blank. 

1 likely I random 

A An event that cannot be predicted is 

8 An event that will probably happen is 

2 loyalty I satisfaction 

A Customers who only shop from one store 
show ____ _ 

8 Customers can rate their on 
a survey. 

3 conduct I compile 

A Some companies are hired to ___ _ 
customer surveys. 

8 After you the results of the 
survey, see which areas need improvement. 

0 g Listen and read the survey again. What 
was the reason for the customer's call to 
Spirula Communications? 

Listening 
0 " Listen to a conversation between a 

representative and a customer. Choose 
the correct answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the conversation? 

A to discuss a customer's feedback about a call 

8 to compare customer service at two 
companies 

C to express dissatisfaction with a company's 
products 

D to talk about how a representative can 
improve 

2 What was the woman satisfied with? 

A the short hold time she experienced 

8 the phone reception 

C the representative's attitude 

D the rewards for customer loyalty 

8 \f Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

Rep.: Great! Thank you for 1 __ _ 
___ . Overall, how was your 
experience today? 

m 
Customer: 

Rep.: 

Customer: 

For the most part it was pretty good. 
There were a 2 _____ _ 
___ though. 

Can you tell me about the problems? 

Well , 3 really 
nice, but it was hard "to understand 
what he was saying. 

Rep.: Was it because of his accent? 

Customer: No. I think it was because of 4 __ _ 
______ . There was a lot of static. 

Rep.: Okay. Was there 5 ? 

Customer: Yes. I had to wait a really long t ime for 
someone to 6 ______ __ _ 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Thank you for ... I For the most part ... 

Can you tell me about ... ? 

Student A: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• what parts of the call he or she was 
satisfied with 

• what parts of the call he or she was 
dissatisfied with 

• what suggestions he or she has for 
improvement 

Student 8: You are a customer. Talk to Student 
A about your experience with a representative. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and the 

conversation from task 8 to write a 
customer satisfaction survey for a call 
center. Include: questions about customer 
satisfaction, suggestions, and how the 
customer rates the service. 

17 
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m.banfield@ponderosaindustries.net 

Security Audit Results 

Hello Melinda, 

We've completed an audit of your account privacy 
practices. Your company is not adequately protecting 
customers' identities and personal data. Customer · 
information is far too accessible to unauthorized parties. 
I strongly recommend that you increase your account 
security as soon as possible. 

I'm glad that you already require users to use a 
password. it's also good that you give them an option 
for a security question. However, it looks like scammers 
are phishing for customers' security answers. Some of 
your representatives have accidentally provided 
confidential customer information to fraudulent callers. 
Your company must protect customers from this sort of 
dangerous pretexting. Make sure your representatives 
are asking for verification on every call. 

These social engineering seams could cause 
customers to lose confidence in your company. If 
customers are afraid to disclose information to you, you 
will lose business. Customers will feel uncomfortable 
making purchases from you. Obviously, this is an 
undesirable situation that you should seek to avoid. 

P ease email me if you have any further questions about 
:~e ·es ... cS o' our audit. Our analysis team is always 
-.c....: : gges. s rategies for improving security. 

alys . lronbar Security Solutions 

Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. .. 
1 What type of information should be protected? 

2 What are some security measures that can be 
taken to protect customer privacy? 

Reading 
f) Read the email. Then, mark the following 

statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The analyst recommends that the 
company start using security questions. 

2 _ Phishing seams are using customers' 
security answers to access accounts. 

3 _ Representatives have been using customer 
information fraudulently. 

Vocabulary 
8 Write a word that is similar in 

meaning to the underlined part. 

1 Customer information should always be kept 
private. __ n __ d ____ a _ 

2 The act of creating a fake circumstance is a 
tactic used to trick customers into entering 
personal data. _ r ___ x __ n _ 

3 Some companies keep a record of all of a 
customer's private information. 
__ r __ n __ d __ a 

4 Some companies warn customers about the 
dangers of seams using fake websites that 
ask for passwords or other information. 
_h ___ i_g 

5 Companies should only ask customers to 
reveal or tell personal information when 
absolutely necessary. __ s __ o _ e 

6 Adding security checks or guarantees to a 
website can increase customer confidence in 
a company. v ____ i __ t __ n 

7 Users can have their identities stolen by illegal or 
misleading web pages. __ a ____ e _ t 



0 Read the sentences and choose the correct words or 
phrases. 

1 Security questions/social engineering can help customers 
obtain lost passwords. 

2 Some websites try to steal a customer's security/identity 
and other information. 

3 Phishing seams operate on principles of social engineering/ 
password. 

4 A strong privacy/password is a good first step to internet 
security. 

5 Customers will become distrustful if they feel that their 
identity/privacy has been violated. 

0 g Listen and read the email again. How can poor 
privacy practices affect business? 

Listening 
0 g Listen to a conversation between a security analyst 

and a call center director. Choose the correct answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the conversation? 

A to discuss a recent phishing seam 

B to explain why customers should select new security 
questions 

C to suggest ways to improve security practices 

D to compare different social engineering strategies 

2 What does the man suggest? 

A changing customers' security questions 

B requiring customers to set new passwords 

C allowing representatives to access customer passwords 

D warning representatives about phishing seams 

f) g Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Analyst: I'm concerned about your 1 _____ _ 

Director: Really? What's the problem? 

Analyst: Well, I think you should require customers to create 
more 2 . That will be more secure. 

Director: That's always difficult, though. Customers 3 __ _ 
___ because they have trouble remembering 
complex passwords. 

Analyst: Yes. But 4 , this is going 
to prevent anyone from seeing customer information. 

Director: I guess. 5 other suggestions? 

Analyst: I think you really need to set up a system for 
6 ________ _ 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

lt looks like ... 

On the other hand .. . 

You really need to .. . 

Student A: You are a secun 
analyst. Talk to Student B about: 

• the results of a security audit 

• problems with security 
practices 

• suggestions you have to 
improve security 

Student B: You are a call center 
director. Talk to Student A about 
the results of a security audit. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and 

the conversation from task 8 
to write a memo about new 
security policies. Include: new 
security measures, what 
current problems the 
measures will address, and 
how customers will benefit. 

19 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What are some ways of 
communicating with an online 
agent? 

Tired of waiting on hold? 
KevaTel offers a wide variety 

of ways to reach our agents. 

Our sophisticated, interactive web help has a few 
2 Where else can useful 

information be found? 
,t---------1 options to suit your needs. Automated help can answer 

most common questions with reactive and proactive 
responses. Customers can also search the database of 
frequently asked questions. Simply type the question or 

.;,...;-,---I keywords into the search field. The database has 
We lcome [!new! answers to many technical and customer service related 

questions. 
igate : 

u 
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with our online agents can replace most 
phone inquiries. Avoid long wait times and get help 

~~~~~~~~;;~~~~~ instantly online. With live chat, customers can get real
:'.' time help from an agent. KevaTel Live Chat supports both 

,----E.~------~----1 instant messages and VoiP. Instant messaging is 

Reading 
f) Read the webpage. Then, 

choose the correct answers. 

· ~::: s :"'e :. eooage mostly about? 

A oles oat errors on online 
SL sites 

B hich company offers the best online 
support services 

C Why online support services are beneficial 
to customers 

D When certain online support services will 
become available 

2 Which is NOT a feature of Live Chat? 

A real-time help from an online agent 

8 customer support via instant message 

C no long wait times 

D 24/7 VoiP chat 

3 Who responds to messages in the customer 
chat room? 

A forum staff and a support team 

8 customers and moderators 

C paid online support agents 

D automated response system 

available 24/7. VoiP chat may not be available during 
certain hours. 

We encourage customers with technical support issues to 
browse the customer forums. Many users experience the 
same problems. Search for posts to see if another user 
found a solution to your problem. Customers are often able 
to solve the problem at home. If customers do not see a 
relevant post, they can visit the chat room. Other users 
and moderators may be able to resolve the issue. 

Vocabulary 
f) Match the words (1-8) with the definitions 

(A-H). 

1 _ user 5 _ interactive 

2 _forum 6 _live chat 

3 _post 7 _ proactive 

4 _ VoiP 8 _ reactive 

A an organized internet community 

8 a person who interacts with a website 

c done in response to events or actions 

D done in anticipation of future events 

E having automated responses to user input 

F a public message in a forum 

G an application to allow users to communicate 
with an agent 

H a way of sending voices over the internet 

== 

--
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0 Read the sentences and choose the correct words or 
phrases. 

1 The professional online agent/user helped Mark resolve his 
issue. 

2 The other users in the post/chat room were very helpful. 

3 Interactive/Real-time chat allows agents to help customers 
quickly. 

4 The live chat/moderator posted several suggestions on the 
forum. 

5 Ruby prefers to talk to agents via user/instant message. 

0 " Listen and read the webpage again. What are the 
features of automated online support? 

Listening 
0 " Listen to a conversation between a representative 

and a customer. Mark the following statements as true 
(T) or false (F). 

1 _ The woman waited a long time for an online agent. 

2 _ The woman contacted the man by instant message. 

3 _ The man recommends VoiP. 

0 " Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Representative: 

Customer: 

Representative: 

Customer: 

I'm sorry about the wait time, Ma'am. Did o··'·· 
you know you can talk to an 1 ___ _ 
through our website? 

Online? No, I didn't. How does that work? 

Well, first you log in to your account on our 
website. Then you open 2 ____ . 

Okay, and then I can talk to an agent by 
3 ____ ? 

Representative: Yes Ma'am, or you can even do 4 ____ . 

Customer: What's that? Voice chat? 

Representative: Exactly, and the wait time is much shorter than 
calling. 

Customer: 5 __ _ ___ to hear that. And I can 
change reservations with the online agent? 

Representative: Yes, Ma'am. 

Customer: Great. 6 _ _________ . 

Speaking 
9 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Did you know ... ? 

How does that ... ? 

I'm so glad ... 

Student A: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student B 
about: 

• how to avoid long hold times 

• what online support is 
available 

• how to access online support 

Student B: You are a customer. 
Talk to Student A about how to 
avoid long hold times. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and 

the conversation from task 8 
to answer a customer 
satisfaction survey. Include 
information about your 
experience with the agent, his 
or her suggestions, and what 
online support you plan to 
use in the future. 

cons~~ cons.ole. I 
1~.: ~ remote 
~ - site 

c~· · · · ... ···......... . . .... ...... ~~· · 
···· ... ~ ( \!l!liP • .. •' ~ --- ( 

VoiP ,· V lP J).. .. .. ....... ~ "'1>. 
rad1o 0 ·· . .. -/ t broadband VoiP 1 

~~..... . . system rad1o I 
~ · .. 

\ donor 
\ . radio 

..., ~ A "' 
bridge 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What is a common way customers 
make contact with companies? 

2 What is scheduled if the inquiry 
cannot be immediately resolved? 

se anagement representatives) 
ai contact center. Their primary 

respond to customers' emails. Many 
s: ~e"S e e o correspond by email rather than by 

" ne. 'le receive thousands of messages every day, 
e compassing all customer service topics. Effective ERM 
representatives provide rapid, courteous responses and 
resolve customer issues completely. New representatives 
begin by handling follow-ups to FAQs and auto-response. 
Incoming email is assigned to representatives by integrated 
ERM and distribution software. 

The ideal candidate will have experience using email 
response templates. Representatives must recognize 
when templates are appropriate and when to write a 
personalized response. Representatives should know 
how to balance efficiency with excellent customer service. 
They are expected to maintain low response time and 
high FER {first email resolution). Every day, more and more 
customers choose to send an email rather than calling. 
ERM representatives are the face of the company, just 
like phone representatives. 

Candidates must have at least two years of customer 
service experience. Excellent written communication skills 
are absolutely necessary. Experience with ERM or other 
contact center work is preferred, but not required. Prior to 
the interview, candidates must demonstrate typing speeds 

~~~""'l of at least 60 WPM. 

22 

Reading 
6 Read the job description. Then, choose 

the correct answers. 

1 What do newly-hired representatives do first? 

A handle auto-response follow-ups 

B learn how to manage distribution software 

C respond to inquiries by both phone and em 

D create new response templates 

2 According to the job description, which is NOT 
required of the job applicant? 

A The ability to type 60 WPM or higher. 

B Established skills in written communication. 

C A background in customer service. 

D Two years of experience in ERM. 

3 How are incoming messages assigned? 

A by the representatives 

B by distribution software 

C by an ERM supervisor 

D by an auto-response function 

Vocabulary 
Q Match the words (1-9) with the definitions 

(A-I). 

1 _ email 6 _ integrated 

2 _FAO 7 _ distribution 

3 _ ERM 8 _ response time 

4 _FER 9 _ personalized 

5 _template 

A the time between a customer sending an 
inquiry and receiving a reply 

B a pre-composed document that can be 
adjusted to suit different situations 

C a system for sending and receiving messages 
over the internet 

D a situation in which an issue is resolved in one 
reply email 

E common questions from customers 

F the process of delegating email tasks 

G combining multiple functions 

H a system for delegating and responding to 
email messages 

created for one particular person 

L 

R 
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0 Read the sentence pairs. Choose the sentence that 
uses the underlined part correctly. 

1 A A contact center is where ERM representat ives work. 

8 A template is a list of commonly asked questions. 

2 A If a response is rapid, it is sent quickly. 

8 FER is a way of sending messages over the internet. 

3 A If a system is integrated, it is optimized for just one feature. 

8 Auto-response is an automatic reply to a customer's email. 

4 A If something is personalized, it is designed for a wide 
audience. 

8 Schedule a follow-up if the problem cannot be resolved 
right away. 

0 g Listen and read the job description again. Why is 
FER so important for ERM representatives? 

Listening 
0 g Listen to a conversation between a supervisor and 

a representative. Mark the following statements as 
true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The new representative will handle auto-response follow-ups 
first. 

2 _ The woman has six years of prior ERM experience. 

3 _ The man is pleased with the woman's typing speed. 

f) g Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Supervisor: What kind of experience do you have with ~ 
email-based customer service? ·· · 

Representative: Well, I don't have 1 . But I've been 
working in customer service for about six years. 

f 
Supervisor: That's great. 2 for 

someone with strong customer service skills. 

Representative: I'm glad to hear it. 

Supervisor: We want our representatives to 3 
. Do you know what that means? 

Representative: Yes, there's a similar concept 4 

Supervisor: Of course. Email is a little bit different from the 
phones, though. Do you know your typing speed? 

Representative: 5 , no. 

Supervisor: Wel l, I'd like to set up a secondary interview 
with you. That will include a 6 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

What kind of ... 

We're definitely ... 

I can ... 

Student A: You are a supervisor. 
Talk to Student B about: 

• a position he or she is 
applying for 

• his or her experience 

• what you are looking for in a 
candidate 

Student 8: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student A 
about a position you are applying 
for. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and 

the conversation from task 8 
to write a job applicant's cover 
letter. Include: the position 
appl ied for, applicant's 
experience, and what aspects 
of ERM the applicant is 
familiar with. 

FIRST EMAIL RESOLUTION 

.: foUow-up 

FAQs 
Frequently Asked Questions 23 
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Am I under too much stress? Dealing with rude customers: 

Watch out for these warning signs: Handling a difficult call can be a huge 
source of stress. After completing a call 
with a rude customer, take a deep 
breath. Give yourself time to let go of 
negative feelings before answering 

• irritability and mood swings 
• difficulty concentrating 
• feelings of anxiety or 

excessive worrying 
• excessive use of cigarettes, another call. 

drugs, or alcohol 
These are only a few of the symptoms of 
stress overload. Stress can cause a wide 
variety of emotional and physiological 

Positive stress management techniques 
include exercise, meditation, or taking 
time off. Try different techniques to find 
what helps you relax. Some people 
compartmentalize work and home lives 
to keep work stress away from home. 

0 Before you read the passa;g~e~, ~~~1'!1i;~~"'m!~~~"ll> 
talk about these questions. 

What can workplace stress lead to? 

2 What is one stress reducing method? 

Reading 
E) Read th e brochure. Then, choose the 

correct answers. 

' a is he brochure mostly about? 

A how to avoid dealing with rude customers 

B how to lighten a heavy workload 

C how to maintain healthy work habits 

D how to help coworkers deal with stress 

2 According to the brochure, what is a positive 
way to handle stress? 

A using alcohol 

B finding a less stressful job 

C reducing workload and productivity 

D compartmentalizing emotions 

3 Which is NOT a result of stress that is 
mentioned in the brochure? 

A difficulty taking deep breaths 

B employee burnout and exhaustion 

C feelings of worry and anxiety 

D increased use of cigarettes and alcohol 

Vocabulary 
Q Match the words (1 -10) with the definitions 

(A-J). 

1 _rude 6 _ pressure 

2 _cope 7 _ let go of 

3 _relax 8 _ exhaustion 

4 _ stress 9 _ compartmentalize 

5 _burnout 10 _ overwhelmed 

A to stop having a negative emotional reaction 
to something 

B a psychological burden from stressful life 
situations 

C mental or physical fat igue 

D a state of weariness at which a person can no 
longer function 

E to separate certain ideas and reserve them for 
particular situations 

F to manage and overcome something 

G to relieve physical or emotional tension 

H offensive or unpleasant 

an emotional response to excessive work or 
responsibilities 

J having more responsibilities than someone can 
manage 
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0 Read the sentence pairs. 
Choose which word or phrase 
best fits each blank. 

1 deep breaths I anxiety 

A Not having enough time is a 
common source of ___ _ 

8 Taking is an 
effective way to relieve stress. 

2 turnover I workload 

A Occupational stress causes 
high rates of employee 

8 If you are feeling overwhelmed, 
try reducing your ___ _ 

0 g Listen and read the 
brochure again. What are 
some sources of stress? 

Listening 
0 g Listen to a conversation 

between two representatives. 
Mark the following statements 
as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The woman has been under 
unusually high pressure. 

2 _ The woman was recently sick. 

3 _ The man scheduled a 
vacation to help himself relax. 

8 g Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Rep. 1: I'm all right. I'm feeling pretty tired. 

Rep. 2: Yeah, you look tired. Have you been 1 ___ _ 
______ lately? 

Rep. 1: No more than usual, I guess. There's just always so much 
2 __ . 

Rep. 2: Yeah, I know what you mean. lt seems like 3 __ 
__ is pretty common here. 

Rep. 1: Yeah, I've been feeling pretty overwhelmed. 

Rep. 2: Maybe you should take some time off. Sounds like you 
need to relax. .. 

Rep. 1: Yeah, that's probably a good idea. 

Rep. 2: If you don't get a break, 4 _______ _ 
getting sick. lt seems like everyone's sick around here. 

Rep.1: Yeah, I've noticed that. I just 5 ____ a cold. 

Rep. 2: it's no wonder we have such a high 6 ____ . 

Rep. 1: No kidding. Maybe I will take some time off. 

Rep. 2: Yeah, you have to take care of yourself. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below based on 

Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

I'm feeling ... 

Maybe you should .. . 

You might end up .. . 

Student A: You are a representative. Talk to Student B 
about: 

• stress that you are feeling 

• the consequences of stress 

• how to relieve stress 

Student 8: You are a representative. Talk to Student A 
about effects of stress. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and the conversation from 

task 8 to write an email from a representative to a 
supervisor about stress. Include: causes of stress in 
your job, what might happen if the stress continues, 
and what you will do to relax. 

25 
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Its no secret that call center employees struggle to s c. 
healthy. The sedentary life of a representative leads :: 
numerous physical problems. Sitting improperly ea- (l 
cause tension and pain in the back, neck, and shoulde~ 
Proper ergonomics can correct problems related :: 
posture, but this only addresses one issue. 

Eyestrain is another problem. lt is common amo~ ~ 
workers who focus on a computer screen all da 
Prolonged eyestrain from computer use can make -
difficult to read paper documents. Uncorrected vis· -
combined with eyestrain can cause severe headac : 
and discomfort. Employees who use compute: 
extensively should see an eye doctor at regular interv~ 

Physical discomfort is not the only problem tr; 
representatives face. A sedentary lifestyle also leads :: 
heart disease and obesity. Proper diet and exercise 
can reduce the odds of developing serious medica 
conditions. But this means sedentary workers must ta•:: 
the initiative to maintain physical fitness. 

Most of these health problems can be alleviated eas 
Small lifestyle changes can keep employees healthy a1 : 

fit. Doctors recommend that sedentary employees wo 
out every day. Workers who struggle with their weig~ 
should eliminate processed foods from their die1: 

~et ready! ;~~~~~~~~~~~:Em~~o~y~e~~~w~h~o~m~a:k:e:~:e:~:m~~o:r~a:~:~s:tm~en:~~w:i~ll :s~~=~~ vast improvements. 

0 Before you read the passage, 
talk about these questions. 

Li 
@ 

What are some health problems linked to call enter work? 

2 What steps can employees take to improve health? 

Reading 
E) Read the arti c le. Then, choose the correct answers. 

hat is the article mostly about? 

A Which jobs promote healthier lifestyles. 

B How employers can encourage employee health. 

C A fitness program offered by a company to its workers. 

D How to minimize negative effects of a sedentary job. 

2 Which is NOT a recommendation made in the article? 

A eating a smaller diet 

B half an hour of exercise daily 

C visiting an eye doctor regularly 

D maintaining proper ergonomics 

3 According to the article, what can lead 
to problems with vision? 

A tension headaches 

B looking at a computer screen 

C poorly printed documents 

D an unhealthy diet 

Vocabulary 
6) Match the words (1-8) with the 

definitions (A-H). 

1 _diet 5 _physical 

2 _focus 6 _eyestrain 

3 _obesity 7 _ ergonomics 

4 _exercise 8 _ heart disease 

A having to do with the body 

B movement meant to maintain or 
achieve fitness 

c to concentrate on or look closely 
at something 

D the condition of having an 
unhealthy amount of body fat 

E the practice of using objects that 
are safe and easy to use 

F a set of foods that a person eats 
regularly 

G fatigue caused by overexertion of 
the eyes 

H a medical disorder affecting heart 
function 

Re~ 

Re~ 

Re~ 



C) Read the sentence pairs. Choose which word or 
phrase best fits each blank. 

1 healthy I sedentary 

A A lifestyle can cause numerous health 
problems. 

B Good diet and exercise help people stay ____ _ 

2 posture I fitness 

A Incorrect leads to back and shoulder pain. 

B The company's new sports program should improve 
employees' overall ____ _ 

3 focus I work out 

A The representative cannot without her glasses. 

B The doctor says sedentary workers should ____ _ 
three times a week. 

0 g Listen and read the article again. What advice is 
given to workers who struggle with their weight? 

Listening 
0 g Listen to a conversation between a doctor and a 

representative. Mark the following statements as true 
(T) or false (F). 

1 _ According to the medical exam, the man is at risk for obesity. 

2 _ The woman advises the man to eat less food. 

3 _ The man plans to exercise during breaks. 

0 g Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Doctor: To be frank, you may be at risk for 1 ~ 
___ . How often do you exercise? "' J 

Representative: I work out a few times a week. But at work I'm 
2 ___ __ _ 

Doctor: I thought that might be the case. If you can, try to 
3 during your breaks. 

Representative: I'll try. But I'm not overweight. I mean, I'm not at 
4 , am I? 

Doctor: No. But sometimes health problems are hard to 
see. Your diet could also be an issue. 

Representative: Really? How so? 

Doctor: Do you eat a lot of junk food? 

Representative: Yeah, 5 that I do. 

Doctor: Try to eat more vegetables and whole grains. 
Avoid the vending machines if you can. 

Representative: Okay. I'll try bringing 6 to work. 

Speaking 
Q With a partner, act out the 

roles below based on Task 7. 
Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

To be frank ... 

Do you ... ? 

I have to admit ... 

Student A: You are a doctor. 
Talk to Student B about: 

• the results of a physical 
examination 

• his or her health risks 

• how he or she can avoid 
illness 

Student B: You are a 
representative. Talk to Student 
A about your health risks. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and 

the conversation from task 8 
to write a patient assessment. 
Include: a representative's 
health problem, the source of 
the problem, and what the 
representative should do to 
alleviate the problem. 

27 
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0 Before you read the passage, 
talk about these questions. 

1 What is one common way of 
outsourcing? 

What is one challenge of 
offshoring? 

To: lhogan@pearlsoninc.com 

From: nicholasc@carlson-wells.com 

Subject: Outsourcing 

Hello Ms Hogan, 

I reviewed the information you sent me regarding your financial options. My primar! 
conclusion is that Pearlson Inc. would benefit from outsourcing. In particular. 
recommend outsourcing to a call center overseas. Offshoring may seem like a : 
step, but it is very affordable. 

Companies who outsource jobs overseas can get significant tax breaks 
Additionally, the company can reduce overall labor costs by offshoring. Aft&· 
currency conversion, the company can afford to pay overseas workers "' 
comparatively high salary. Local employees will be able to concentrate on the 
strengths. New offshore employees will help reduce the workload for local skillec 
workers. The end result will be higher employee loyalty overall. 

The challenges of offshoring depend on the location of the outsourcer. T E 

company will have to adopt a policy of great cultural sensitivity. Cross-cultura: 
communication presents unique challenges depending on the differences betwee~ 
the two cultures. In some locations, little or no communication training will bE 
necessary. Other locations may require more training to teach employees how 
relate to your customers. 

Overall, the benefits of offshoring will far outweigh the challenges. Please let me 
know if you have any further questions. 

Nick Carson 

Carson-Wells Business Consulting 
··········· ··· ····· ···· ·· ·· ······· ··· ···· ······ ······ ·········· ········· ·· ·········· ····························· ···· ··· ·· ·· 

, ' / ~e~~!~~ email. Then, choose the correct 

V 
€ 

answers. ~ 

1 What is the purpose of the email? 

A to identify companies that have benefited 
from outsourcing 

8 to describe a recent problem caused by 
outsourcing 

c to determine the amount of money that 
outsourcing will save 

D to encourage a company to outsource a 
call center 

According to the email, what can improve 
cross-cultural communication? 

A raising salaries for employees in cultural 
sensitivity training 

8 increasing employees' communication training 

c educating customers on cultural sensitivity 

D assigning customers to employees from 
the same culture 

3 Which is NOT a benefit of offshoring? 

A extensive tax breaks for companies 

8 reduced need for communication training 

C significant reduction in labor costs 

D smaller workload for workers in local call 
centers 

Li 
0 
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Vocabulary 
Q Match the words (1-8) with the defin itions 

(A-H). 

1 _relate 5 _ offshoring 

2 _salary 6 _ concentrate 

3 _skilled 7 _ cultural sensitivity 

4 _tax break 8 _ communication training 

A an item that reduces the amount of money 
owed to the government 

B capable of doing certain types of work 

C the practice of understanding and being 
respectful of another culture 

D the process of teaching people to speak 
effectively in other languages or dialects 

E the act of operating a contact center in a 
different country 

F the amount of money an employee is paid 

G to focus attention on something 

H to understand someone else's feelings 

0 Read the sentences and choose the 
correct words or phrases. 

1 Outsourcing/Cultural sensitivity reduces the 
workload for some workers. 

2 Skilled/Cross-cultural communication 
involves people from different places. 

3 Offshoring makes good customer service 
more skilled/affordable. 

4 The CEO wanted to reduce his labor 
costs/tax break without sacrificing quality. 

0 g Listen and read the email again. How 
do employees in the home country benefit 
from outsourcing? 

Listening 
0 g Listen to a conversation between a 

consultant and a CEO. Mark the following 
statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The woman is concerned that 
communication training will take too long. 

2 _ In the man's experience, foreign 
representatives relate to customers well. 

3 _ The woman decides to move ahead with 
the outsourcing venture. 

0 g Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

Consultant: From what I've seen, the 1 __ \ 
__ always make it worthwhile. 

CEO: Even with the cost of 2 ____ ? 

Consultant: The new employees will already 
3 ______ . 

Communication training just 
supplements what they already know. 

CEO: Ah, I see. But 4 ____ _ _ 

it will be hard for offshore employees 
to relate to our customers? 

Consultant: In my experience, that's not the case. 
Everyone just needs to show a little 
5 ____ . 

CEO: What do you mean? 

Consultant: You just need to respect your 
employees' culture. That way, they'll 
be more receptive when you train 
them to respect the 6 ____ . 

Speaking 
Ci) With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

From what I've seen ... I Don't you think ... ? 

Keep in mind ... 

Student A: You are a consultant. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• an offshoring proposal 

• his or her concerns 

• your recommendations 

Student 8: You are the CEO of a company. Talk 
to Student A about a potential offshoring venture. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and the 

conversat ion from task 8 to write an email 
to the CEO's staff. Include: a description 
of an outsourcing proposal, the benefits 
and risks of the proposal, and whether or 
not the proposed actions will be taken. 

29 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, talk about 

these questions. 

1 What are some duties of a call center manager? 

2 What do ambitious representatives hope to 
achieve? 

Employee development is a priority at SkyVisions Wireless. 
1 e are always looking for team members with leadership 

:::c:e . Our anagement Training Program gives employees 
--= s· s : supervise eams effectively. In this six-month 

• ::: "~ ~ g-::= V e~ , a 'lC excellent service are key to a 
:&:2.::-e~:s ::...." eSS I learn to assess procedures, 
:·e::.:e -e.·, s:·a:eg es. a d develop performance 

ards '. os· importantly, you'll learn how to 
our ideas. 

• Control-Creating procedures and standards isn't 
enough. You have to oversee tasks and track progress. 
Learn how to do that-and what to do when things aren't 
going as planned. 

• Coordination-Gooo managers know-and utilize-their 
employees' skills. Find out how to assess skills and 
distribute tasks accordingly. 

• Motivation-Morale can make or break a department. 
Learn about effective communication, rewards systems, 
and characteristics of happy, productive work environments. 

After successful completion of the program, trainees are 
eligible for promotion. Any employee may participate, but a 
management position is not guaranteed. Good candidates: 

• Have one year of call center experience. 
• Show a willingness to take on increasingly challenging 

responsibilities. 
• Have positive references from previous and current 

managers. 
• Are very involved in call center activities 

P1ck up your application in HR today! 

Reading 
8 Read the course description. Then, 

choose the correct answers. 

1 What is the main idea of the course descriptionr 

A skills acquired during enrollment in a 
training program 

B requirements to qualify for training prograrr 
admission 

C a list of policies that are taught in a train ing 
program 

D a schedule of classes in a training progra 

2 Which of the following is NOT included in the 
course? 

A rewarding employees 

B tracking team progress 

C determining employees' strongest skills 

D selecting employees for promotion 

3 What can you infer about candidates for the 
program? 

A They will not all receive management jobs. 

B They should have many years of experience. 

C They need recommendations from their 
coworkers. 

D Their previous responsibilities must include 
managing other workers. 

Vocabulary 
f) Match the words (1-6) with the definitions 

(A-F). 

_oversee 

2 _control 

3 _standard 

4 _ coordination 

5 _ motivation 

6 _ development 

A the act of ensuring that work meets 
established standards 

B eagerness to do something 

C to monitor people and activities and make 
sure they work correctly 

D the process of distributing tasks so that they 
are completed efficiently 

E the process of improving over time 

F criteria used to assess achievement on a task 

L 
€ 
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0 Fill in the blanks with the 
correct words from the word 
bank. 

promotion responsibilit~eJ; 
progress supervises 

planning morale 

1 Tim a department of 
ten employees. 

2 is low because 
employees are worried about 
lay-offs. 

3 The team has made little 
on the project, so 

they will probably miss the 
deadline. 

4 Gina's include 
answering phones and providing 
information to customers. 

5 Because of her leadership 
qualities, Kim received a 

to team leader. 

6 is usually the first 
step in a project. 

0 " Listen and read the course 
description again. What will 
trainees learn about planning? 

Listening 
0 " Listen to a conversation 

between a training manager 
and a representative. Mark the 
following statements as true 
(T) or false (F). 

1 _ Team motivation is one of 
the man's strengths. 

2 _ The man asks for help 
completing his application. 

3 _ The man does not have the 
recommended amount of 
experience for the program. 

0 ~ Listen again and complete the conversation. 

Training manager: Hi, John. Are you applying for the 
1 ? 

Representative: Well, I'm 2 if I want to be a 
manager. 

Training manager: Really? I think you should consider it. it's a 
great program. 

Representative: You think I'm a good candidate? 

Training manager: Definitely. And you'll learn a lot of new skills, 
like how to develop strategies and 3 __ _ 
___ toward goals. .. 

Representative: Actually, that sounds interesting. I really enjoy 
4 ___ _____ _ 

Training manager: Yeah, and you really 5 ________ _ 
for it. You come up with really great ideas. 

Representative: Thanks. So what else is involved? 

Training manager: You also learn a lot about 6 . Your 
team motivation skills are already excellent. 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below based on Task 7. 

Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

You'll/earn skills like ... 

You've shown an aptitude for ... 

You're really good at ... 

Student A: You are a training manager. Talk to Student 8 about: 

• the company's management training program 

• what participants learn in the program 

• why you think he or she is a good candidate 

Student 8: You are a representative. Talk to Student A 
about a management training program at your company. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and the conversation from 

task 8 to complete an email to an employee about a 
management training program. Include: information 
about the program, why the employee is a good fit, 
and how he or she can apply. 
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Get ready! 
0 Before you read the passage, 

talk about these questions. 

1 What to entry level employess 
begin working as? 

2 Who makes sure the company's 
computers run smoothy? 

Angeta Del Rey is the senior manager of our call center. 
She began her career as a customer service agent twelve 
years ago. At that time, GC was still a tiny, regional telephone 
provider in Benson County. Since then, the company has 
advanced, and so has Angela. She moved to Westboro as a 
coach when GC opened the branch here. She quickly 
became a team leader, and then a shift manager. For the 
last five years, she has been the head of the flourishing 
Westboro call center. 

Gary Slmpson is a computer specialist. He is responsible 
for keeping our systems and databases running. Without Gary. 
the whole call center would likely shut down. Gary joined IT 
six years ago as a systems analyst. As an analyst, he 

V 
6 

implemented many improvements to GC's programs. Thanks ( 
to Gary, the call center now runs much more smoothly and 
efficiently. He became the head of the department last year. 

Cellne Patterson is the newest member of our leadership V 
team. She started as a sales representative four years ago. 
When she earned the necessary certificate in resource 
management, she joined HR as a trainer. Her excellent work 
with newly-hired employees earned her a promotion to HR 
supervisor. 

Reading 
f.) Read the webpage. Then, choose the correct 

answers. 

1 What is the purpose of the webpage? 

A to announce recent promotions 

B to describe available positions in management 

C to reward excellent performance 

D to review job histories of call center managers 

2 Which of the following is NOT true about the senior manager? 

A She has worked for the company in multiple call centers. 

B Her first position with company was team leader. 

C She has been the head of the call center for several years. 

D The company was very small when she started. 

3 What position requires a certificate? 

A sales representative C analyst 

B trainer D shift manager 

L 
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Vocabulary 
6) Read the sentences and choose the 

correct words or phrases. 

1 IT/HR is holding job interviews for al l call 
center positions. 

2 Representatives/Senior managers take 
instructions from the shift manager. 

3 A customer service agent/analyst helps 
customers over the phone. 

4 The senior manager/team leader hoped to 
get a promotion to supervisor. 

5 IT /Resource management often involves 
managing people rather than equipment. 

6 The new IT supervisor is a computer software 
specialist/coach. 

0 Place the words below under the correct 
headings. 

~ : 
trainer supervisor 

senior manager coach 

Teaching 
Employees 

Overseeing 
Employees 

analyst IT 
shift manager 

Maintaining 
Systems 

0 g Listen and read the webpage again. 
What previous positions did the senior 
manager have? 

Listening 
0 g Listen to a conversation between two 

representatives. Mark the following 
statements as true (T) or false (F). 

1 _ The woman hopes to join the IT department. 

2 _ The man applied for a position as a trainer. 

3 _ The woman recommends talking to the 
senior manager about career options. 

t) g Listen again and complete the 
conversation. 

Rep. 1: That's a great idea! 1 _ ____ _ 
could probably give you more information 
about applying. 

Rep. 2: I don't know. lt 2 to 
get promoted. 

Rep. 1: it's a challenge, but 3 - - ---- · 
Think about Angela Del Rey, for instance. 

Rep. 2: The 4 ? What about her? 

Rep. 1: She started as a representative, 5 __ _ 
______ . Then she was a coach, 

and now look where she is. 

Rep. 2: Wow, 6 she was a 
representative once. That's encouraging, I 

Speaking 
0 With a partner, act out the roles below 

based on Task 7. Then switch roles. 

USE LANGUAGE SUCH AS: 

Maybe I could be ... 

You should ... 

I didn't realize ... 

Student A: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student B about: 

• career options at your company 

• his or her career goals 

• the job histories of managers at the company 

Student 8: You are a representative. Talk to 
Student A about career options at your 
company. 

Writing 
0 Use the reading passage and the 

conversation from task 8 to write an 
applicant's cover letter for a management 
position. Include: the position being applied 
for, how long the applicant has been with 
the company, and the applicant's previous 
jobs wi th the company. 
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abusive [ADJ-U4]1f a person is abusive, he or she is insulting and offensive. 

accent [N-COUNT -U2] An accent is a particular way that someone pronounces words, usually influenced by the 
country or region where he or she is from. 

accent reduction [N-UNCOUNT -U2] Accent reduction is the process of minimizing a person's accent and 
applying another accent to his or her speech. 

accident [N-COUNT -US] An accident is an unexpected and unfortunate event. 

adherence [N-UNCOUNT-U1] Adherence is a measurement of the percentage of time that employees are working 
when they are scheduled to be working. 

affordable [ADJ-U13]1f something is affordable, it costs an amount of money that someone can reasonably pay. 

agent [N-COUNT -U15] An agent, also called a representative, is a worker who is employed by a company to 
transact business directly with customers. 

aggravate [V-T-U3] To aggravate something is to increase the degree or severity of something bad. 

analyst [N-COUNT -U15] An analyst is a worker who monitors or examines something to get more information 
about it or assess its quality. 

anxiety [N-UNCOUNT -U11] Anxiety is a feeling of unease or fear in anticipation of future events. 

apologize [V-I-U3] To apologize is to express regret for something, usually because it has upset someone. 

approach [N-COUNT -U4] An approach is a strategy for interpreting or dealing with a situation. 

assurance [N-COUNT -U3] An assurance is a statement that something will definitely happen. 

auto-response [N-UNCOUNT -U1 0] Auto-response is an em ail response function that composes and sends an 
appropriate email response automatically based on templates and email keywords. 

blame [V-T-U3] To blame someone is to believe or say that someone is responsible for the occurrence of 
something bad. 

mout ~ -U COUNT-U11] Burnout is a state of exhaustion in which a person cannot continue normal work or activities. 

ea eone is calm, he or she is not upset or angry. 

ea do •r ~ -1- 3] o calm down is to become less angry or forceful. 

campaign -CO T -U6] A campaign is an organized plan to achieve a particular goal. 

chat room [ -COUNT -U9] A chat room is an on line application in which multiple users may communicate with one 
another publ icly via text. 

chatty [ADJ-U4]1f someone is chatty, he or she talks a lot. 

circumstance [N-COUNT -U3] A circumstance is a state or occurrence that affects a situation. .. 
coach [N-COUNT -U15] A coach is a worker who provides ongoing training and support to employees who are 

already working in a particular job. 

communication training [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Communication training is the process of teaching someone 
effective communication strategies. 

compartmentalize [V-T-U11] To compartmentalize something is to separate certain thoughts or feelings and 
reserve them for particular situations, such as thinking about work only while at work. 

compile [V-T-U7] To compile information is to assemble it for interpretation or study. 

complain [V-I-U3] To complain is to express dissatisfaction or unhappiness with something. 

comJ!)Iiance [N-UNCOUNT-U1] Compliance is a measurement of how closely an employee follows his or her 
sched!,J ie, including the specific times that he or she signs in and out for various reasons. 

concentrate [V-I-U13] To concentrate is to focus attention or effort on something. 

conduct [V-T-U?] To conduct something is to organize or perform an action. 
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confidential [ADJ-U8]1t something is confidential. it is intended to be kept private. 

considerate [ADJ-U4]1f someone is considerate, he or she is attentive to the feelings of others. 

contact center [N-COUNT -U1 0] A contact cent er is an office where a company sends and receives business 
correspondence by telephone and email. 

control [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Control is the act or process of monitoring activities to be sure that they are meeting 
established standards. 

coordination [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Coordination is the process of strategically distributing tasks to a team so that 
they can be completed efficiently. 

cope [V-I-U11] To cope with a problem is to manage or overcome it. 

crash [N-COUNT -U5] A crash is a sudden failure of a program or system. 

CRM [N-UNCOUNT-U6] CRM (customer relationship management) is the practice of organizing customer 
information tor the purposes of account maintenance and marketing. 

cross-cultural [ADJ-U13]1t something is cross-cultural , it involves people who come from multiple cultures. 

cultural sensitivity [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Cultural sensitivity is the quality of being aware of and understanding the 
ideas, values, and customs of different cultures. 

database [N-COUNT -U6] A database is an organized record of information. 

deep breath [N-COUNT -U11] A deep breath is a slow, controlled breath that is used to relieve stress and tension. 

deescalate [V-T-U3] To deescalate something is to make something less severe. 

development [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Development is the process of improving or changing over a period of time. 

dialect [N-COUNT-U2] A dialect is the way a language is spoken in a particular area or by a particular group, with 
some differences from the way other groups speak the same language. 

diet [N-COUNT -U12] A diet is the set of foods that a person eats regularly. 

disclose [V-T-U8] To disclose information is to make information known. 

disparity [N-COUNT -U2] A disparity is a very noticeable and often unfair difference between two things. 

distribution [N-UNCOUNT -U1 0] Distribution is the process of assigning different parts of a set or group to 
different people or departments. 

down [ADJ-U5]1t a system is down, it is not functioning properly. 

dropped [ADJ-U5]1t a call is dropped, it is disconnected unexpectedly from the telephone network. 

early [ADJ-U1]1t someone is early, he or she is present before the expected arrival time. 

efficiency [N-UNCOUNT -U6] Efficiency is the quality of being productive without using unnecessary time or effort. 

email [N-UNCOUNT-U10] Email is a system tor sending and receiving electronic messages in text format over the Internet. 

emergency [N-COUNT -U5] An emergency is an unexpected and dangerous situation. 

emergency service [N-COUNT -U5] An emergency service is a group or agency that assists people in urgent or 
dangerous situations, such as medical emergencies, road accidents, and tires. 

empathize [V-I-U3] To empathize is to understand the emotions of someone else. 

ergonomics [N-UNCOUNT -U12] Ergonomics is the practice of designing or using objects that are sate and easy to use. 

ERM [N-UNCOUNT-U10] ERM (email response management) is the system that contact centers use to efficiently 
delegate and respond to customer email. 

escalate [V-T or I-U3] To escalate a situation is to move it up to a higher level or department within a business, 
usually because it requires the attention of someone with more authority. 

exercise [N-UNCOUNT -U12] Exercise is physical movement that is performed to improve strength and health. 
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exhaustion [N-UNCOUNT -U11] Exhaustion is a state of extreme mental or physical fatigue. 

experience [N-COUNT -U7] An experience is an occurrence or event that has happened to a particular person. 

eyestrain [N-UNCOUNT -U12] Eyestrain is eye fatigue caused by overexertion. 

FAO [N-COUNT-U10] An FAQ (frequently asked question) is a common question that a company receives from 
many customers. 

FER [N-UNCOUNT -U1 0] FER (first em ail resolution) is a situation in which the customer's question or issue is 
resolved completely by the first reply to the question. 

fitness [N-UNCOUNT -U12] Fitness is the process or habit of being healthy and physically strong. 

fluent [ADJ-U2]1f someone is fluent, he or she speaks a language almost as well as a native speaker. 

focus [V-T or I-U12] To focus is to concentrate or direct attention. 

follow-up [N-COUNT -U10] A follow-up is an action that completes a previous process or transaction. 

foreign [ADJ-U2]1f someone is foreign, he or she is from a different country. 

forum [N-COUNT -U9] A forum is a type of organized internet community where users may post and respond to 
one anothers' messages. 

fraudulent [ADJ-U8]1f something is fraudulent, it is intended to deceive people in an illegal way. 

frustration [N-UNCOUNT -U3] Frustration is a feeling of annoyance or anger because something is not done right 
or cannot be done. 

global [ADJ-U2]1f something is global, it is relevant to or related to multiple countries. 

healthy [ADJ-U12]1f a person is healthy, he or she has no major medical problems. 

heart disease [N-UNCOUNT-U12] Heart disease is a medical condition that prevents the heart from functioning correctly. 

help [ -U COUNT-US] Help is the act of assisting someone or doing something good for someone. 

istory : - OU T -U6] A history is a record of events. 

-U 5] HR (human resources) is a department that is responsible for employee resource management, 
g 1 ng and firing employees, and sometimes also performance review and conflict resolution. 

ident ity ~ -COU T -U8] An identity is the collected information about who a person is. 

idiom [ -COUNT -U2] An idiom is a well-known expression or phrase that does not use the literal meaning of the 
word or words it contains. 

impatient [ADJ-U4]1f someone is impatient, he or she is unwilling to wait for something. 

implement [V-T-U7] To implement something is to put a decision or theory into practice. 

improve [V-T-U7] To 1mprove something is to make it better. 

inappropriate [ADJ-U4]1f something is inappropriate, it is not proper for particular circumstances. 

instant message [N-COUNT -U9] An instant message is a way of sending text directly to another person in real time. 

integrated [ADJ-U1 O]lf a system is integrated, it combines multiple functions efficiently. 

interactive [ADJ-U9]1f media is interactive, it responds to a user's input. 

interpreter [N-COUNT -U2] An interpreter is a person who translates from one language to another. 

intoxicated [ADJ-U4]1f someone is intoxicated, he or she is under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 

irate [ADJ-U3]1f someone is irate, he or she is extremely angry. 

irrelevant [ADJ-U4]1f something is irrelevant, it is not related to current or appropriate topics. 

IT [N-UNCOUNT -U15] IT (information technology) is a department that manages a company's technical systems, 
such as computer hardware, internet databases, and telephone connections. 



labor costs [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Labor costs are the costs of hiring and paying employees. 

language barrier [N-COUNT-U2] A language barrier is a difficulty in communication between two people who 
speak different languages or dialects. 

late [ADJ-U1]1f someone is late, he or she arrives after the expected arrival time. 

let go of [V-PHRASE-U11] To let go of something is to choose to stop having a strong negative reaction to 
something that is upsetting or stressful. 

likely [ADJ-U7]1f something is likely, it will probably happen. 

live chat [N-UNCOUNT-U9] Live chat is an online application that allows users of a website to communicate with 
an agent or administrator of the website. 

lonely [ADJ-U4]1f someone is lonely, he or she desires companionship. 

loyalty [N-UNCOUNT -U7] Loyalty is the quality of being faithful to someone or something. 

match [V-T-U6] To match something is put it with something else that is related in some way. 

medical [ADJ-U5]1f a problem is medical, it is related to injury or illness. 

meeting [N-COUNT -U1] A meeting is an assembly of people at a particular time and place. 

misunderstanding [N-COUNT -U2] A misunderstanding is when two people come to different conclusions on an 
event or topic due to misinformation. 

moderator [N-COUNT -U9] A moderator is a person who is responsible for policing the rules of a forum and 
sometimes handles basic website maintenance. 

morale [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Morale is enthusiasm or positive feelings people have when working in a team. 

motivation [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Motivation is eagerness to do a job effectively without being forced to do it. 

multilingual [ADJ-U2]1f someone is multilingual, he or she is capable of speaking multiple languages. 

obesity [N-UNCOUNT -U12] Obesity is a medical condition that involves an unhealthy amount of fat on a person's body. 

offering [N-COUNT -U6] An offering is any product or service that is available from a company. 

offline time [N-UNCOUNT -U1] Offline time is time when a representative is not signed in to make or receive calls. 

offshoring [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Offshoring is the act of operating a part of a business, such as a contact center, in 
a different country than the one in which the company is based. 

on time [ADJ-U1]1f someone is on time, he or she arrives at the expected or agreed upon arrival time. 

online agent [N-COUNT-U9] An online agent is a company representative who provides online customer support. 

organized [ADJ-U6]1f something is organized, it is arranged in a systematic and logical way. 

outage [N-COUNT -U5] An outage is a period of time when an electrical or technological system is not functioning. 

outsourcing [N-UNCOUNT -U13] Outsourcing is the act of hiring a secondary company to handle certain aspects 
of a business. 

over-familiar [ADJ-U4]1f someone is over-familiar, he or she is too forward or forthcoming with personal information. 

oversee [V-T-U14] To oversee activities or people is to manage them and make sure that they are working correctly. 

overwhelmed [ADJ-U11]1f someone is overwhelmed, he or she has more responsibilities than are manageable or 
comfortable. 

parameter [N-COUNT -U6] A parameter is a rule or limitation that determines how something is done or categorized. 

password [N-COUNT -US] A password is a phrase or code that allows access to something. 

percentage [N-COUNT-U1] A percentage is a proportion of a larger sum, expressed as part of 100. 

personal data [N-COUNT -US] Personal data is information about a person that is intended to be kept private. 

personalized [ADJ-U10]1f something is personalized, it is created or developed for one particu lar person. 
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phishing [N-UNCOUNT -U8] Phishing is the act of fraudulently obtaining a person's information by posing as a 
legitimate company. 

physical [ADJ-U12]1f something is physical , it is related to the movement or state of a person's body. 

planning [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Planning is the process of determining how a business should be run and what the 
performance standards should be. 

post [N-COUNT -U9] A post is a public message on a forum. 

posture [N-UNCOUNT -U12] Posture is the overall position of the body, especially relating to the spine. 

pressure [N-UNCOUNT-U11] Pressure is a psychological burden caused by overwhelming life situations. 

pretexting [N-UNCOUNT -U8] Pretexting is the act of creating a false scenario in order to encourage someone to 
divulge personal information. 

privacy [N-UNCOUNT -U8] Privacy is the state of being free from public attention or observation by others. 

proactive [ADJ-U9]1f an action is proactive, it happens in anticipation of probable future events. 

progress [N-UNCOUNT-U14] Progress is development or advancement toward the completion of a goal. 

promotion [N-COUNT-U14] A promotion is an increase in status or position within a company. 

random [ADJ-U?]If something is random, it is without a predictable pattern. 

rapid [ADJ-U10]1f a response is rapid, it is very fast. 

reactive [ADJ-U9]1f an action is reactive, it happens in response to specific user input. 

real-time [ADJ-U9] 1f communication is in real-time, it is happening live without delays. 

reception [N-UNCOUNT -US] Reception is the process of receiving telephone signals. 

recommend [V-T-U?] To recommend something is to encourage or suggest a choice or action. 

rectify [V-T -U3] To rectify something is to fix or correct something. 
t 

relate [V-T -U13] To relate to someone is to understand his or her feelings or circumstances and connect it to one's own. t 

relax .• --- ] To relax is to relieve physical or emotional tension. 

e i d . f_ -U6 To remind someone is to give him or her cause to think of something that might have otherwise 
ee" 'orgo en. 

representat ive [N-COUNT -U15] A representative, also called an agent, is a worker who is employed by a company 
to transact business directly with customers. 

resource management [N-UNCOUNT -U15] Resource management is the process of ensuring that a company has 
enough resources, such as employees, and is using them in an effective way. 

response time [N-UNCOUNT -U1 0] Response time is how long a customer waits for a reply to his or her em ail 
after sending it to a company. 

responsibility [N-COUNT -U14] A responsibility is a task or duty that is part of a particular job. 

retention [N-UNCOUNT -U6] Retention is the ability to keep something that has been acquired. 

rude [ADJ-U11]1f someone is rude, he or she is offensive or unpleasant. 

salary [N-COUNT -U13] A salary is the amount of money an employee makes regularly. 

satisfaction [N-UNCOUNT -U?] Satisfaction is the feeling of having one's requests or desires fulfilled. 

score [N-COUNT -U?] A score is a rating that measures the degree or quality of something. 

security question [N-COUNT -U8] A security question is a question with a confidential answer that users can use 
to access accounts to which they have lost the password. 

sedentary [ADJ-U12]1f something is sedentary, it involves sitting and little or no physical movement. 
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senior manager [N-COUNT -U15] A senior manager is a supervisor who is in charge of an entire department or call 
center, and oversees other supervisors. 

shift manager [N-COUNT -U15] A shift manager, also called a supervisor, is a worker who oversees a group of employees. 
and is responsible for ensuring that the employees are following procedures and performing adequately. 

sign off [V-T-U1] To sign off is to end a connection with a computer or application. 

sign on [V-T-U1] To sign on is to begin a connection with a computer or application. 

skilled [ADJ-U13]1f a person is skilled, he or she is capable of doing certain work. 

social engineering [N-UNCOUNT -U8] Social engineering is the act of manipulating someone into divulg1ng 
personal information to companies or organizations under fraudulent circumstances. 

specialist [N-COUNT-U15] A specialist is a worker who has extensive knowledge in a particular subject. 

standard [N-COUNT-U14] A standard is criteria used to judge work on a task. 

streamline [V-T-U6] To streamline a process is to remove unnecessary components and organize it efficie'1t .1 . 

stress [N-UNCOUNT -U11] Stress is a psychological and emotional response to environmental factors such as 
difficult work or emotionally straining situations. 

suggestion [N-COUNT -U?] A suggestion is an idea or course of action put forward for consideration. 

supervise [V-1 or T-U14] To supervise is to manage activities or people and make sure that they are working correctly. 

supervisor [N-COUNT -U15] A supervisor, also called a shift manager, is a worker who oversees a group of employees, 
and is responsible for ensuring that the employees are following procedures and performing adequate ly. 

target [V-T-U6] To target someone is to direct something at someone. 

tax break [N-COUNT -U13] A tax break is an item that reduces the amount of taxes owed to the government. 

team leader [N-COUNT -U15] A team leader is a worker who is not a supervisor, but supports supervisors by 
performing tasks such as monitoring employees, planning meetings, and coordinating incentive programs. 

template [N-COUNT-U10] A template is a computer document that can be used as a model and can be adjusted 
quickly to respond to a wide variety of email subjects. 

terminate [V-T-U4] To terminate a call is to disconnect the call. 

threatening [ADJ-U4]1f someone is threatening, he or she suggests or promises harm to someone or something. 

trainer [N-COUNT -U15] A trainer is a worker who teaches new employees how to perform a job. 

translate [V-T-U2] To translate something is to convert its meaning from one language to another language. 

turnover [N-UNCOUNT -U11] Turnover is the rate at which a company must hire new employees to replace workers 
who have quit or whose contracts have been terminated. 

unexpected [ADJ-U5]1f an event is unexpected, it is not planned or predicted. 

unpredictable [ADJ-U1]1f something is unpredictable, it does not follow a pattern or regular schedule. 

urgent [ADJ-U5]1f something is urgent, it requires immediate attention. 

user [N-COUNT -U9] A user is a person who interacts with a website or forum. 

vent [V-I-U3] To vent is to express a negative emotion in a very strong way, such as by yelling. 

verification [N-UNCOUNT -U8] Verification is the process of establishing the validity of something. 

VoiP [N-UNCOUNT -U9] VoiP (voice over intern et protocol) ·s a method for carrying out voice conversations over 
the interne!. 

WFM [N-UNCOUNT-U1] WFM (workforce manageme1r .sa system or software that is designed to maintain a 
productive workforce. 

work out [V-I-U12] To work out is to get exerc.se "or ;ne purpose of improving health and physical fitness. 

workload [N-UNCOUNT-U11] Workload is :ne a.~o~.;'1( of work assigned to a person. 
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